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New Case Filed-Other Claims 
Summons Issued 
Other Claims 
Filing: Ai - Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No Prior Appearance Paid 
by: Campbell, Scott L (attorney for Pioneer Irrigation District) Receipt 
number: 0288636 Dated: 1/16/2008 Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: Pioneer 
Irrigation District (plaintiff) 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Filing: 11A - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 No Prior Gregory M Culet 
Appearance Paid by: Hilty, Mark (attorney for City of Caldwell) Receipt 
number: 0292352 Dated: 2/5/2008 Amount: $.00 (Cash) For: City of 
Caldwell (defendant) 
Notice Of Appearance- for City of Caldwell 
Affidavit Of Service 
Answer,counterclaim and Demand for JT 
Notice Of Service of Pioneer irr 1 st set Interr 
Notice of Association of Counsel-Holland & Hart for def. (fax) 
Reply to City of Caldwell's courterclaim and demand for jurty trial 
Reply to City of Cal dwells counterclaim & demand for JT 
Notice of Errata 
Notice of Service Re: Discovery 
Motion in Opposition to Demand for Jury Trial 
Memorandum in Support of 
Notice Of Hearing- May 29, 08 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 05/29/2008 09:00 AM) Opposition to Gregory M Culet 
Jury Trial 
Notice of Service Re: Discovery_ 
Notice Of Service of Pit Pioneer Irrigation District answers & Responses 
City of Caldwell's Response to Plaintiff's Motion in Opposition to Jury Trial 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 05/29/2008 09:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Nancy Christensen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
James C. Morfitt 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 05/29/2008 09:00 AM: James C. Morfitt 
Continued Opposition to Jury Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 07/24/200809:00 AM) opposition to Gregory M Culet 
jury trial 
Stipulation to Amend Comp for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief Gregory M Culet 
Order Granting leave to file Amended Complaint for Declaratory & Gregory M Culet 
Injunctive Relief 
Amended Complaint Filed for Declaratory & Injunctive Relief Gregory M Culet 
Answer to Amended Complaint, Countercliam and Demand for Jury Trial Gregory M Culet 
Reply in support of motion in opposition to jury trial Gregory M Culet 
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Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 07/24/2008 09:00 AM: District Gregory M Culet 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Motion opposition to jury trial 
Motion Granted opposition to jury trial 
Notice Of Service 
Reply to City of Caldwell's Amended Counterclaim and Demand for Jury 
Trial (fax) 
Order Granting Motion in Opposition to Demand for Jury Trial 
Note of Issue and Request For Trial Setting 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Service of Pioneer Irrigation District's Second Set of Requests for Gregory M Culet 
Admission 
Response to Request for Trial Setting 
Motion for Additional Time to Respond to Requests for Admission and 
Motion for Protective Order (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Additional Time to Respond to Gregory M Culet 
Requests for Admission and Motion for Protective Order (fax) 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Additional Time to Respond to 
Requests for Admission and Motion for Protective Order (fax) 
Affidavit of scottt campbell 
Notice Of Service (fax) 
Order Setting Case for Trial and Pretrial 15 day court trial 4/28/2009 9:00 
am through 5/19/2009 excluding May 1 st & 8th. Pretrial conference 3/11/09 
8:30 am 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 03/11/200908:30 AM) In Chambers 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 04/28/200909:00 AM) 15 days excluding Gregory M Culet 
May 1 st and 8th, 2009 
Notice Of Service of Plainfs Pioneer Irrigation District's Second Gregory M Culet 
Supplemental Answers and Responses to City of Caldwell's First set of 
Discovery Requests 
City of Caldwell's Objection to Order Setting Case for Trial and Pretrial and Gregory M Culet 
Scheduling Order (fax) 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph in Support of Objection to Order Setting Case Gregory M Culet 
for Trial and Pretrial and Scheduling Order (fax) 
Affidavit of Mark Hilty in Support of Objection to Order Setting Case for 
Trial and Pretrial and Scheduling Order (fax) 
Stipulated motion to continue trial setting (fax) 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 12/08/200808:30 AM) 
Telephonic - court to initiate 
Notice Of Hearing 12-8-088:30 
Proposed Order RE: Stipulated Mo to Cont Trial Setting 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 12/08/200808:30 AM: 
Hearing Held Telephonic - court to initiate 
2 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
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Gregory M Culet 
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Hearing result for Court Trial held on 04/28/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 15 days excluding May 1 st and 8th, 2009 
Hearing result for Pre Trial held on 03/11/2009 08:30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated In Chambers 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 11/02/200909:00 AM) 15 day 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 09/23/2009 08:30 AM) 
Motion to Determine Sufficiency of Answers and Objections 
Affidavit of Dylan B Lawrence in Support of Motion 
Memorandum in support of Motion to Determine Sufficiency of Answers & 
Objections 
Notice Of Hearing on Motion to Determine Sufficiency of Answers 2-24-09 
9:00 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 02/24/2009 09:00 AM) Mo to Gregory M Culet 
Determine Sufficiency of Answers 
Amended Notice Of Hearing on MOTN to Determine Sufficiency of ANSW Gregory M Culet 
and OBJT 01-22-09 at 9:00am 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/22/2009 09:00 AM) Mo to Gregory M Culet 
Determine Sufficiency of Answers 
Notice Of Service (fax) Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Service of Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District's Third Supplemental Gregory M Culet 
Answers and Responses to City of Caldwell's First Set of Discovery 
Requests 
Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning (fax) 
City of Caldwells Motion for PArtial Summary Judgment 
City of Caldwells Brief in support of mo for Partial Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 1-22-09 9:00 
Notice Of Service of Pits Pioneer Irrigation Dist 4th supplemental answers 
and responses to City of Caldwells first set of discovery requests 
Response Brief in Opposition to City of Caldwells Mo for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Andrew J Waldera 
Affidavit of Matthew J Mcgee 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/26/200901 :30 PM) msj 
Motion to Compel 
City of Caldwells Brief in support of Mo to Compel 
Affidavit of Counsel in support of Mo to Compel 
Notice Of Hearing 1-22-09 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Service of Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District's Fifth supplemental Gregory M Culet 
Answers and Responses to city of Caldwell's First Set of Discovery 
Requests 
Notice Of Hearing 1-26-09 (fax) Gregory M Culet 
Amended Notice of Hearing 1-26-09 (fax) 
Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Join (fax) 
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Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Join (fax) 
Notice Of Service 
Pioneer Irrigation Bistrict's Opposition to City of Caldwell's Motion to 
Compel 
Affidavit of Andrew J Waldera 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Response to Motion to Determine Sufficiency of Answers and Objections Gregory M Culet 
Amended Notice of Hearing 01/26/2009 (FAX) Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer Irrigation Destrict's Response in Opposition to City of Cald motion Gregory M Culet 
to Dismiss for Failure to join; and Alternative motion to 
Ex parte motion to shorten time for hearing or alternative motion to dismiss Gregory M Culet 
city of Caldwell's counterclaim for failure to join and Alternative motion to 
vacate hearing 
Ex parte motion to shorten time for hearing on motion for Protective order Gregory M Culet 
Motion for Protective Order Gregory M Culet 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Order Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Tara L Martens in support of motion for Protective Order 
City of Caldwells Reply Brief in support of Mo for PArtial Summary 
Judgment 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Counsel in support of Reply to Response to Motion for Partial Gregory M Culet 
Sum Judgment 
Amended Notice of Hearing 1-26-09 (fax) Gregory M Culet 
Reply Brief in Support of Motion to Determine Sufficiency of Answers and Gregory M Culet 
Objections 
Affidavit of Scott I Campbell in Support of Motion to Determine Sufficiency Gregory M Culet 
of Answers and Objections 
City of Caldwells Opposition to Pioneer Irrigation Districts Motion for Gregory M Culet 
Protective Order 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Reply In Support of Motion to Compel Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Erik F Stidham in support of City Caldwells Motion to Dismiss Gregory M Culet 
For Failure to Join 
City of Caldwells Reply Brief in support of Motion to Compel Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwell's Opposition to Pioneer Irrigation District's Ex Parte Motion Gregory M Culet 
to Shorten Time for Hearing on alternative Motion to Dismiss Counterclaim 
(fax) 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/22/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Vacated Mo to Determine Sufficiency of Answers Imatter not taken up 
City of Caldwell's Opposition to Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion to Gregory M Culet 
Shorten time for Hearing on Motion for Protective Order (fax) 
Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Join (fax) 
Notice Of Service of Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District's Supplemental 
Answers and Responses to City of Caldwell's second Set of Discovery 
Requests 
4 
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Notice Of Service of Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District's Sixth Supplemental Gregory M Culet 
Answers and REsponses to City of Caldwell's First set of Discovery 
Requests 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/26/200901 :30 PM: Interim Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Held msjlto dismissldef motn to compel 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/26/2009 01 :30 PM: District Gregory M Culet 
Court Hearing Held Court Reporter: Debora Kreidler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: msjlto dismissldef 
motn to compel -
Hearing Scheduled (Special Setting 02/10/2009 10:00 AM) Ruling on SJ Gregory M Culet 
Mo via telephone 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 02/24/2009 09:00 AM) to dismiss Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion to dismiss for failure to join indispensible Gregory M Culet 
parties (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing 02/24/2009 (fax) 
Second Affidavit of dylan lawrence 
City of Caldwell's Reply to Second Affidavit of Dylan Lawrence (fax) 
Sur-reply to city of caldwell's reply to second affidavit of dylan lawrence 
(fax) 
Notice Of Service of Plntfs Pioneer Irrigation Districts Seventh 
Supplemental ANSW and RESP to City of Caldwell's 1 st Set of Discovery 
Requests 
Motion for Protective Order Regarding Non-Party Billing Records and 
Information 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Scheduled (Special Setting 02/17/200903:00 PM) Ruling on SJ Gregory M Culet 
Mo via telephone - court to initiate 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 2-17-09 3:00pm 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 03/04/2009 02:00 PM) to dismiss 
Amended Notice of Hearing 03/04/2009 (fax) 
Notice of subpoena duces tecum (fax) 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Debora Kreidler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
Hearing result for Special Setting held on 02/17/200903:00 PM: Motion 
Granted Ruling on SJ Mo via telephone - court to initiate 
Hearing result for Special Setting held on 02/17/200903:00 PM: Hearing 
Held Ruling on SJ Mo via telephone - court to initiate 
Order Appointing Master and Notice of Appointment 
Brief in Suppt of Pioneer Irrigation District's Motn to DismissFor Failure to 
Join Indispensable Parties 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Service of Pint Pioneer Irrigation District's Eighth Suppemental Gregory M Culet 
Answers and Responses to City of Caldwell's First Set of Discovery 
Requests 
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Notice Of Service of Pioneer's Third set of Discovery Requests to City of Gregory M Culet 
Caldwell 
Affidavit Of Service (fax) Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwells response to Pioneer Irrigation Districts Motion to Dismiss Gregory M Culet 
for Failure to Join Indispensable Parties 
Motion for Protective Order Regarding Non-Party Billing Records and Gregory M Culet 
Information 
Affidavit of Tara Martens in Suppt of Motn for Protective Order Regarding Gregory M Culet 
Non-Party Billing Recotds and Information 
Memorandum in Suppt of Motion for Protective Order Regarding Non-Party Gregory M Culet 
Billing Records and Information 
Motion for leave to Amend Amended Comp for Declaratory and Injunctive Gregory M Culet 
Relief 
Second Affidavit of Matthew J McGee 
Reply Brief in support of Mo to Dismiss for Failure to Join Indispensable 
Parties 
Notice Of Hearing on mo to leave to amend amended complaint 3-26-09 
9:00 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 03/26/200909:00 AM) Mo Amend 
Amended Complaint 
Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Brief in Suppt of Motn to Amend Answer and CounterClaim Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 03/04/2009 02:00 PM: Interim Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Held to dismiss 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Telephone 04/16/200908:30 AM) court Gregory M Culet 
to initiate 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Telephone 05/15/200908:30 AM) court Gregory M Culet 
to initiate 
District Court Hearing Held Gregory M Culet 
Court Reporter: Debora Kreidler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
Order Regarding City of Caldwells Motion for PArtial Summary Judgment Gregory M Culet 
Proposed Order Regarding City of Caldwells Motion to Dismiss for Failure Gregory M Culet 
to Join 
Notice Vacating Hearing 3-26-09 (fax) Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 03/26/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Vacated Mo Amend Amended Complaint 
Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum x 8 
Affidavit of Steven R Hannula 
Affidavit of Mark Zirchky 
Written Statement Regarding Urban Storm Water Outfall Identification 
Notice of Objection to Ex Parte Motion (fax) 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph in Oppose to Pioneer Irrigation Districts 
Motion for Protective Order 
6 
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Notice Of Hearing (motion to compel at office of discovery master 
04/02/2009) fax 
Notice Of Rule 30 (b(6) Deposition Duces Tecum of the City of Caldwell 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice of Objection to Ex Parte Motion Gregory M Culet 
Third Amended Notice Of Hearing on Motion to Determine Sufficiency of Gregory M Culet 
Answers and Objections 04-10-09 at 1 :30pm 
Notice Of Hearing on Pioneer's Motions for Protective Orders and Motion to Gregory M Culet 
Quash 04-02-09 at 1 :30pm 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 04/02/200901 :30 PM) MOTN FOR Gregory M Culet 
PO's and MOTN TO QUASH/MOTN TO DETERMINE SUFFICIENCY OF 
ANSW & OBJTS 
Motion for Protective Order/Motion to Quash Subpoena/Oral Agrument Gregory M Culet 
Requested 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Order/Motion to Quash Gregory M Culet 
Subpoena 
Affidavit of Tara Martens in Support of Motion for Protective Order / Motion Gregory M Culet 
to Quash Subpoena 
Affidavit of Tiffiny Hudak in Support of Motion for Protective Order / Motion Gregory M Culet 
to Quash Subpoena 
Affidavit of Marshall Major in Support of Motion for Protective Order / 
Motion to Quash Subpoena 
City of Caldwells Motion to Compel 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph in support of City of Caldwells Mo to Compel Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwells Brief in support of Mo to Compel 
Notice of Service Re: Discovery Responses 
City of Caldwell's Opposition to Pioneer Irrigation District's Motions for 
Protective Order and Motion to Quash 
Affidavit of Erik F. Stidham in Opposition to Pioneer Irrigation District's 
Motion for Protective Order/Motion to Quash 
Affidavit of Barbara K. Feraci in Support of Motion to Compel 
Notice Of Hearing 4-23-09 (fax) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 04/23/2009 09:00 AM) amend 
answer & counterclaim 
Notice Vacating Deposition Duces Tecum Scheduled by Pioneer Irrigation 
District 
Reply in Support of Motion for Protective Order/Motion to Quash Subpoena 
Affidavit of Matthew J. McGee in Support of Motion for Protective 
Order/Motion to Quash Subpoena 
Notice Of Hearing at the office bf discovery master (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Service of Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District's Ninth Supplemental Gregory M Culet 
Answers and Responses to City of Cladwell's First Set of Discovery 
Requests 
Notice Of Service Gregory M Culet 
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Supplemental Response and Authority in Oppse to Pioneer Irrigation Gregory M Culet 
Districts Mo to Determine Sufficiency of Answers 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph in Oppse to Pioneer Irrigation Districts Mo to Gregory M Culet 
Determine Sufficiency 
Amended Notice of Hearing on Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion to Gregory M Culet 
Dismiss for Failure to Join Indispensable Parties 4-23-09 (fax) 
Amended Notice of Hearing on Motion to Leave to Amend Amended 
Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 4-23-09 (fax) 
Supplemental Reply in Support of Motion to Determine Sufficiency of 
Answers and Objections (fax) 
Notice Of Service 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice vacating hearing on motion to determine sufficiency of answers and Gregory M Culet 
objections (fax) 
City of Caldwell's Supplemental Brief in Support of Motn to Compel Dated Gregory M Culet 
March 20, 2009 
Second Affidavit of Scott Randolph in Suppt of City of Caldwell's Motn to Gregory M Culet 
Compel Dated 3-20-09 
Discovery Master's Report and Order 
Transcript from Discovery Master Held on 4-2-09 
Pioneer's Response in Opposition to City of Caldwell's Motn to Compel 
Affidavit of Scott L Campbell 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Supplemental reply in support of motion to determine sufficiency of Gregory M Culet 
answers and objections 
Hearing result for Conference - Telephone held on 04/16/200908:30 AM: Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Held court to initiate 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 04/29/2009 03:30 PM) amend Gregory M Culet 
answer & counterclaimlamend amended complainUto dismiss 
Response Brief in Opposition to City's Motion to Amend Answer and Gregory M Culet 
Counterclaim 
Third Affidavit of Dylan B Lawrence Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Dawn Fowler Gregory M Culet 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 4-29-09 3:30pm Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwells Reply Brief in support of Motion to Compel Dated March Gregory M Culet 
20,2009 
Affidavit of Scott Randolph in support of Reply Brief in support of City of Gregory M Culet 
Caldwells Mo to Compel 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 04/02/2009 01 :30 PM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Held at Discovery Master Tony Parks office - MOTN FOR PO's and MOTN 
TO QUASH/MOTN TO DETERMINE SUFFICIENCY OF ANSW & OBJTS 
Notice Of Service 
Reply in Support of Motion to Amend Answer and Counterclaim 
Affidavit of Mark Hilty in Support of Motion to Amend Answer anc 
Counterclaim 
8 
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Stipulation Re City of Caldwell's Motion to Amend Answer and 
Counterclaim (fax) 
Second amended Affidavit of matthew mcgee 
Stipulation re: pioneer irrigation motion for leave to amend amended 
complaint (fax) 
Hearing Held 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
Stipulation Re Pioneer Irrigation District's Motn for Leave to Amend 
Amended Comp for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Order Granting Stipulation Re Pioneer Irrigation District's Motn for Leave to Gregory M Culet 
Amend Amended Comp for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 
Discovery Master's report and Order re: city of caldwells motion to compel Gregory M Culet 
#2 
transcript of proceedings of discovery master 
Second Amended Complaint Filed for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 
Hearing result for Conference - Telephone held on 05/15/2009 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Vacated court to initiate 
Pioneers second Motion for protective order regarding licensing 
agreements and related documents 
Affidavit of scott campbell 
Affidavit of bradley williams 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Order Regarding Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Gregory M Culet 
Join-DENIED 
Discovery masters report and order re: in camera review of remaining 
documents 
City of Caldwells Answer to Second Amended Comp, Second Amended 
Counterclaim and Demand for JT 
Affidavit of scott campbell (fax) 
Discovery Masters Report & Order RE: In Camera Review of Reamining 
Documents For Which Privilege is Claimed 
First amended Stipulation for scheduling and planning (fax) ... conformed 
copy laying in file (defs) 
Discovery Master's Amended Report and Order Re: In Camera Review of 
Remaining Documents for Which Privilege is Claimed 
First amended Class Action Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial Filed 
reply to City of Caldwells second Amended Counterclaim and Demand for 
Jury Trial 
Stipulationed Motion for Protective Order 
Stipulation for Protective Order 
Proposed Order RE: Stipulated Protective ordeg 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
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Proposed Order Granting Amended Stipulation for Schedule And Planning Gregory M Culet 
Pit Pioneer Irrigation Distrits expert witness disclosure 
Affidavit of Dylan B Lawrence in support of Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Affidavit of alan Newbill 
Affidavit of Jennifer Stevens 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing on Pioneers Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 08/25/2009 09:00 AM) Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Service (fax) 
Affidavit Of Service 
Affidavit Of Service 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Service of Pioneer's Fourth Set of Discovery Requests to City of Gregory M Culet 
Caldwell 
Notice Of Service (fax 
Notice Of Service 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
pltf pioneer irrigation district's first supplemental expert witness disclosure Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwell's Second Motion for Summary Judgment Gregory M Culet 
Memorandum in Support of City of Caldwell's Second Motion for Summary Gregory M Culet 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Scott E. Randolph in Support of City of Caldwell's Second 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Brent Orton in Support of Caldwell's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Debbie Geyer in Support of Caldwell's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Marianne Debban in Support of Caldwell's Motion for Summary Gregory M Culet 
Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 08/25/2009 (fax) Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion to Continue Hearing on City of Caldwell's Gregory M Culet 
Second Motion for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Bradley J Williams in Support of Pioneer Irrigation District's 
Motion to Continue Hearings on City of Caldwell's Second Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Deborah L Long 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Counterdefendant Pioneer Irrigation District's Expert Witness Disclosure Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Service of City of Caldwell's Responding Expert Disclosure Dated Gregory M Culet 
August 10, 2009 (fax) 
Notice Of Service of City of Caldwell's Second Supplemental Answers, Gregory M Culet 
Responses, and Objections to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, 
Requests for Admissions, and Requests for Production of Documents (fax) 
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Renewed Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Join (fax) Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Hearing Regarding City of Caldwell's Renewed Motion to dismiss Gregory M Culet 
for Failure to Join 8-25-09 (fax) 
Notice of telephonic status conference (fax) 
Caldwells Motion in limine to Exclude Expert Testimony of William Mason 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Telephone 08/14/200902:30 PM) 
Memorandum in support of Caldweilis Mo In limine to Exclude Expert 
Testimony of William Mason 
Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Alan Newbill Filed on July 
10,2009 
Memorandum in support of mo to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Alan 
Newbill Filed July 10, 2009 
Caldwells Motion in Limine and to Exclude the Report, Affidavit and 
testimony of Jennifer Stevens 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwells Mo in limine and to Exclude 
the Report, Affidavit and Testimony of Jennifer Stevens 
City of Cal dwells Motion in Limine and to exclude Testimony by Steven 
Porter 
Memorandum in support of Caldwells mo in limine and to Exclude 
Testimony by Steven Porter 
City of Caldwells Motion in Limine and to Exclude Testimony by Vince 
Alberdi 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwells Mo in Limine and to Exclude 
Testimony by Vince Alberdi 
Caldwells Motion to Strike and Exclude the Report and Related Testimony 
pf Charles E Brockway 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwells Mo in Limine and to Exclude 
the Report and related testimony of Charles E Brockway 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwells Motion in Limine to Exclude testimony by Christian Petrich Gregory M Culet 
Memorandum in Support of City of Caldwell Mo in Limine and to Exclude Gregory M Culet 
Testimony by Christian Petrich 
Notice of telephonic Status Conference 8-14-09 2:30pm Gregory M Culet 
City of Cal dwells Response to Pioneer Irrigation Districts Mo for PArtial 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph Dated 8-11-09 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Conference - Telephone held on 08/14/2009 02:30 PM: Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Conference - Telephone held on 08/14/2009 02:30 PM: Gregory M Culet 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Telephone 08/20/200901 :30 PM) Gregory M Culet 
Court to initate 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/29/200901 :30 PM) Gregory M Culet 
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Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 08/25/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Vacated Motion for Summary Judgment/city of caldwell renewed motn to 
dismiss 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition lee van debogart Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Taking continued Deposition of brent orton 
Notice Of Taking Deposition lee van debogart 
Notice Of Taking DepOSition jim dakan 
Notice Of Taking Deposition garrett nancolas 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition brent orton 
Notice Of Taking Deposition gordon law 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Amended Notice Of Hearing on pioneer's motion for partial summary Gregory M Culet 
judgment 
Hearing result for Conference - Telephone held on 08/20/2009 01 :30 PM: Gregory M Culet 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages Court to initate 
Hearing result for Conference - Telephone held on 08/20/2009 01 :30 PM: Gregory M Culet 
Interim Hearing Held Court to initate 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/18/2009 12:00 PM) P Mo for Gregory M Culet 
Summary Judgment 
D Mo in Limine 
Amended Notice of Hearing Regarding City of Caldwell's Second Motion for Gregory M Culet 
Summary Judgment 9-29-09 (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing Regarding City of Caldwell's Motions in Limine and to 
Exclude Expert Witnesses 9-18-09 (fax) 
Notice Of Service (fax) 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Rebuttal Expert Witness Disclosure 
City of Caldwell's Motion in Limine to Exclude Response Testimony By 
Experts of Pioneer Irrigation District Designated 8-10-09 
Memorandum in Suppt of City of Caldwell's Motion in Limine to Exclude 
Response Testimony by Experts of poineer Irrigation District Desgnated 
8-10-09 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph Dated 8-24-09 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition larry osgood 
Pioneer's Response in Opposition to Caldwell's Motn in Limine and to 
Exclude the Report. Affd and Testimony of Jennifer Stevens 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer's Responce in Opposition to City of Caldwell's Motn in Limine and Gregory M Culet 
to Exclude Testimony by Christian Petrich 
Pioneer's Response in Opposition to Caldwell's Motn in Lemine to Exclude Gregory M Culet 
Expert Testimony of William Mason 
Poineer's Response in Opposition to City of Caldwell's Motn in Limine and 
to Exclude Testimony by Vince Alberdi 
Pioneer's Response in Opposition to City of Caldwell's Motn in Limine and 
to Exclude Testimony by Steven Porter 
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Pioneer's Response in Opposition to City's Motn to Strike Portions of the 
Affidavit of Alan Newbill Filed on July 10, 2009 
Pioneer's Response in Opposition to Caldwell's Motn in Linine and to 
Exclude the Report and Related Testimony of Charles E Brockway 
Affidavit of Matthew J McGee 
Second Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Larry Osgood 
Affidavit Of Service 
Affidavit Of Service 
Pint / Counterdefendant Pioneer Irrigation District's Second Motion for 
Partial Summary Jdmt 
Memorandum in Suppt of Pint / Counterdefendant Pioneer Irrigation 
District's Second Motion for Partial Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of Andrew J Waldera in Suppt of Pint / Counterdefendant Pioneer 
Irrigation District's Second Motion for Partial Summary Jdmt 
Notice Of Hearing on Pint Counterdefendant Pioneer Irrigation District's 
Second Motion for Partial Summary Jdmt 
Order Regarding Scheduling 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/30/200909:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 11/23/200909:00 AM) 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 11/02/200909:00 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 15 day 
Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Michael Murray 
Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of John Koreny 
Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Kevin Beaton 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Jack Harrison Gregory M Culet 
Reply Memorandum in Suppt of Pioneer Irrigation Destrict's Motn for Partial Gregory M Culet 
Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of Scott L Campbell 
Affidavit of Dylan B Lawrence 
Affidavit of Dawn C Fowler 
Affidavit of William J Mason 
Notice of Intent to Respond 
Motion for Court to View Pioneer Irrigation District's Facilities 
Memorandum in Suppt of Motn for Court to view Poineer Irrigation District's 
Facilities 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum of Mark Forest 
Affidavit of Andrew L Walders (fax) 
City of Caldwell's Reply in Suppt of it's Motion in Limine to Exclude Expart 
Testimony of William Mason 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Caldwell's Reply in Support of Motion in Limine and to Exclude the Report, Gregory M Culet 
Affd and Testimony of Jennifer Stevens 
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City of Caldwell's Reply in Suppt of its Motn in Limine and to Exclude Gregory M Culet 
Testimony by Steven Porter 
City of Caldwell's Reply in Suppt of it's Motn to Strike portions of the Affd of Gregory M Culet 
Alan NewBill Filed on 7-10-09 
Caldwell's Reply in Suppt of its Motn to Strike and Exclude the Report and Gregory M Culet 
Related Testimony of Charles E Brockway 
City of Caldwell's Reply in Suppt of its Motn in Limine and to Exclude Gregory M Culet 
Testimony by Vince Alberdi 
City of Caldwell's Reply in Gregory M Culet 
Suppt of its Motn in Limine and to Exclude Testimony by Christian Petrich 
Affidavit of A Dean Bennett Dated 9-3-09 Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Supplemental Rebuttal Expert Witness 
Disclsoure 
Stipulation for Continuation of Pre-Trial Conference and Deadlines (fax) 
Pioneer's response in opposition to city's motion in Limine to exclude 
response testimony by experts of Pioneer irrigation District designated 
August 10,2009 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Response memorandum in opposition to City's Renewed motion to dismiss Gregory M Culet 
for failure to join 
Affidavit of R Scott Stanfield in support of pioneer irrigation District's Gregory M Culet 
reponse in opposition to City of Caldwell's renewed motion to dismiss for 
failure to join 
Affidavit of andrew J. Waldera in support of pioneer irrigation District's Gregory M Culet 
reponse in opposition to City of Caldwell's renewed motion to dismiss for 
failure to join 
Amended Notice of Hearing Regarding City of Caldwell's Renewed Motion Gregory M Culet 
to Dismiss for Failure to Join 9-29-09 (fax) 
Pioneer's Response Brief in Opposition to Sity of Caldwell's Second Motion Gregory M Culet 
for Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of Scott L Campbell Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Mark Zirschky in Suppt of Pioneer's Response Brief in 
Opposition to City of Caldwell's Second Motion for Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of Andrew J Waldera 
Affidavit of William J Mason in Opposition to Caldwell's Second Motn for 
Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of R Scott Stanfield in Suppt of Pioneer Irrigation District's 
Response in Opposition to City of Caldwell's Second Motn for Summary 
Jdmt 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion to Strike and to Exclude Testimony of 
Brent Orton 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Memorandum in Suppt of Motn to Strike and to 
Exclude Testimony of Brent Orton 
Affidavit of Andrew J Waldera in Suppt of Pioneer Irrigation District's Motn 
to Strike and to Ezclude Testimony of Brent Orton 
Notice Of Hearing on Pioneer Irrigation District's Motn to Strike and to 
Exclude Testimony of Brent Orton 
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Amended Notice of Depositon Duces Tecum of Jack Harrison Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/29/200901 :30 AM) Motn to Strike Gregory M Culet 
and Exclude Testimony of Brent Orton 
Reply in Support of Caldwell's Motion in Limine to Exclude Response Gregory M Culet 
Testimony by Experts of Pioneer Irrigation District Designated August 10, 
2009 (fax) 
Notice of Withdrawal of City of Caldwell's Motion in Limine and to Gregory M Culet 
ExcludeTestimony by Christian Petrich (fax) 
Amended Notice of Hearing on Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Pioneer Irrigation Gregory M Culet 
District's Second Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 10-21-09 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 10/21/200909:00 AM) pits second Gregory M Culet 
motn for summ judg 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/18/2009 12:00 PM: District Gregory M Culet 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: more than 100 
pages P Mo Partial for Summary Judgment 
D Mo in Limine 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/18/2009 12:00 PM: Interim Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Held P Mo Partial for Summary Judgment 
D Mo in Limine 
Notice Of Service of Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District's Fourteenth Gregory M Culet 
Supplemental Answers and Responses to City of Caldwell's First Set of 
Discovery Requests 
Unopposed Motion to Modify Reply Brief Deadline Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 10/28/200908:30 AM) Gregory M Culet 
City of Cladwells response to Pioneer Irrigation Districts Motion to Strike 
and Exclude Testimony of Brent Orton 
Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwells response to Pioneer Irrigation Districts Motion for Court to Gregory M Culet 
view Pioneers Facilities 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph dated September 22, 2009 Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Service of City of Caldwells First Supplemental answers, Gregory M Culet 
responses and objections to Plaintiffs third set of interrogatories, requests 
for admissions, and requests for Production of Documents 
Order Regarding Scheduling Gregory M Culet 
Order Regarding Pre-Trial Conference and Deadlines 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Jared Hale 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Dave Marston 
City of Caldwell's Third Motion for Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing Regarding It's Third Motion for Summary Judgment 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Amended Notice oiTelephonic Hearing Regarding Remaining Motions in Gregory M Culet 
Limine and to Exclude Experts 9-25-09 (fax) 
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Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/25/2009 10:00 AM) city of Gregory M Culet 
caldwells motn to strike portions of affd of alan newbill, motn in limine to 
exclude testimony by steven porter & william mason, exclude report affd 
and testimony of jennifer stevens, striek and exclude report & testimony of 
charles brockway 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Third Summary Judgment Gregory M Culet 
Memorandum in Support of City of Caldwell's Third Motion for Summary Gregory M Culet 
Judgment 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 10/21/200908:30 AM) Third Motn for Gregory M Culet 
Summary Judgment 
Reply Memorandum in Support of City of Caldwell's Second Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Erik F. Stidham Dated September 24,2009 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/25/2009 10:00 AM: District Gregory M Culet 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages city of caldwells motn to strike portions of affd of alan newbill, motn 
in limine to exclude testimony by steven porter & william mason, exclude 
report affd and testimony of jennifer stevens, striek and exclude report & 
testimony of charles brockway 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/25/2009 10:00 AM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Held 
Reply in Support of Renewed Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Join (fax) 
Third Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Larry Osgood 
Pioneer Irrigation District Reply Memorandum in support of Mo to Strike 
and to Exclude Testimony of Brent Orton 
Reply in support of Motion for Court to View Irrigation Districts Facilities 
Second Affidavit of Andrew J Waldera in support of Pionner Irrigation 
Districts Motion to Strike & Exclude Testimony 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/29/2009 01 :30 PM: District Gregory M Culet 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Debora Kreidler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: Motion for 
Summary JudgmenUcity of caldwell renewed motn to dismiss 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/29/2009 01 :30 PM: Interim Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Held Motion for Summary JudgmenUcity of caldwell renewed motn 
to dismiss/Motn to Strike and Exclude Testimony of Brent Orton 
Second Affidavit of William J Mason in OppOSition to City of Caldwell's 
Second Motn for Summary Jdmt 
Hearing Scheduled (Special Setting 10/22/2009 01 :30 PM) oral ruling 
via telephonelcourt to initiate 
Narrative and delineation of pioneer irrigation district'stour of its facilities 
Notice Of Service 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition of john korney 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
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Motion in Limine to Preclude testimony of Kevin Beaton 
Memorandum in support of Mo in Limine to Preclude Testimony of Kevin 
Beaton 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Christian R Petrich PHD, PE PG Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Jennifer Stevens PHD Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Mark Zirschiky in support of Pioneer Irrigation Districts Gregory M Culet 
Response to City Cladwells third Motion for Sum 
Affidavit of Andrew J Waldera Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Dylan B Lawrence in support of Pioneer Irrigation Response to Gregory M Culet 
City Caldwells 3rd Motion for Sum Judgment 
Motion to Continue or Bifurcate Trial Gregory M Culet 
Memorandum in support of Mo to Continue or Bifurcate trial Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer Irrigation Districts Response to City of Caldwells Third Motion for Gregory M Culet 
Sumamry Judgment 
Affidavit of Scott L Campbell in support of Mo to Continue or Bifurcate Trial Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of William J Mason in support of Mo to Continue or Bifurcate trial Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Hearing on mo in limine 10-21-09 Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Hearing on Mo to Continue or Bifurcate 10-21-09 Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwell's Response to Pioneer Irrigation Destrict's Second Motn for Gregory M Culet 
Partial Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of Brent Orton Dated October 7, 2009 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph dated October 7, 2009 
Hearing Scheduled (Special Setting 10109/200901 :30 PM) Facility Tour 
Response to narrative and delineation filed september 30, 2009 (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Response to Narrative and Delineation Filed September 30,2009 Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Special Setting held on 10109/200901 :30 PM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Held Facility Tour 
Notice Of Service Gregory M Culet 
Motion to Continue Pre-Trial Conference and Associated Pre-Trial 
Deadlines, Incorporated Memorandum, and Request for Expedited 
Consideration 
Affidavit of Tiffiny Hudak in Support of Motion to Continue Pre-Trial 
Conference and Associated Pre-Trial Deadlines, Incorporated 
Memorandum, and Request for Expedited Consideration 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Reply Brief in Suppt of its Second Motn for 
Partial Summary Jdmt 
to Extend Deadline to Reply in Suppt of City Motn for Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit in Suppt of to Extend Deadline to Reply in Suppt of City Motn for 
Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph Dated 10-14-09 
Affidavit of Brent Orton Dated 10-14-09 
Affidavit of Carolyn R Montgomery Dated 10-14-09 
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City of Caldwell's Response to Motn to Continue or Bifurcate Trial 
City of Caldwell's Response to Motn in Limine to Preclude Testimony By 
Kevin Beaton 
Non-opposition to city's motion to extend deadline (fax) 
Reply Memorandum in Support of City of Caldwell's Third Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Notice of Disposition Duces Tecum of Eljay Waite 
Notice of Dispostition Duces Tecum of Joan Meit/ 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Stipulation for Continuation of Deadline for Taking Deposition Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit Of Service (Joan Meitl 10-15-09 Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit Of Service (Eljay Waite 10-15-09 Gregory M Culet 
Notice vacating Deposition Duces tecum of Eljay Waite Gregory M Culet 
Reply in support of Motion in Limine to Preclude testimony of Kevin Beaton Gregory M Culet 
Reply Memorandum in support of Mo to Continue or Bifurcate trial 
Second Affidavit of Scott L Campbell in support of mo to Continue or 
Bifurcate trial 
Affidavit of Tiffany Hudak in support of mo to Continue or Bifurcate trial 
Notice of non-opposition to motion to continue pre-trial conference and 
associated pre-trial deadlines (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Supplemental Brief in support of city of caldwells second and third motions Gregory M Culet 
for sumamry judgment (fax) 
Hearing result for Conference - Telephone held on 10108/2009 01 :30 PM: Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Held court to initiate 
Notice Of Service of Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District's Sixteenth 
Supplemental Answers and Responses to City of Caldwell's First Set of 
Discovery Requests 
Affidavit of Carolyn R Montgomery Dated 10-20-09 
Affidavit of Matthew J McGee Dated 10-20-09 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 10/21/200908:30 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: more than 100 
pages Third Motn for Summary Judgment 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 10/21/200908:30 AM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Held Third Motn for Summary Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 10/21/200909:00 AM: District Gregory M Culet 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: more than 100 
pages pits second motn for summ judg & Motion in Limine & Mo to 
Continue or Bifurcate 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 10/21/200909:00 AM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Held pits second motn for summ judg & Motion in Limine & Mo to Continue 
or Bifurcate 
Hearing result for Pre Trial held on 10/28/2009 08:30 AM: Continued 
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Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 11/05/200901 :30 PM) cont. Gregory M Culet 
Notice of Continued Deposition Duces Tecum of Kevin Beaton Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Special Setting held on 10/22/2009 01 :30 PM: District Gregory M Culet 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kathy Klemetson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages oral ruling 
via telephone/court to initiate 
Hearing result for Special Setting held on 10/22/2009 01 :30 PM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Held oral ruling 
via telephone/court to initiate 
Order Regarding PT Conference and Deadlines Gregory M Culet 
Order Regarding Continuation of Deadline for Taking Depositions 
Notice Of Service 
Notice vacating deposition of kevin beaton 
Pioneer Irrigation District's list of witnesses for trial 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Pre-trial brief 
Pioneer's exhibit list for trial 
City of Caldwell's Trial Brief 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
city of Caldwell's Written Statement Regarding Settlement Discussions and Gregory M Culet 
the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution 
City of Caldwell's Trial Exhibit List Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwell's Trial Witness List 
Affidavit of scott campbell (fax) 
Motion of the City of Caldwell to Tender Alternative Proposed Order on 
Pioneer Irrigation District's First Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, 
Dated July 10, 2009 
Transcript Filed - Ruling on Motions hearing held October 22, 2009 
Notice of intent to respomd to the City of Caldwell to Tender Alternative 
Proposed Order on Pioneer Irrigation District's First Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment, Dated July 10, 2009 (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Transcript Filed (Kim Saunders) Motion for Summary Judgment (10-21-09) Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer's Amended Exhibit List for Trial Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Amended List of Witnesses for Trial 
Motion to clarify or alternative motion to strike City's Trial Brief 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice of intent to respond to motion of city of caldwell to tender alternative Gregory M Culet 
proposed order on pioneers first motion for partial sumamry judgment 
Supplemental written statement RE: Urban Stormwater outfall Identification Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Scott L Campbell in support of Supplemental written statement Gregory M Culet 
RE: Urban Stormwater outfall Identification 
City of Caldwell's Motion for Reconsideration or in the Alternative Gregory M Culet 
Clarification 
Memorandum in Support of the City of Caldwell's Motion for Gregory M Culet 
Reconsideration or In the Alternative Clarificarrg 
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Motion to Strike Pioneer Irrigation Districts Supplemental Written Statement Gregory M Culet 
Regarding Urban Stormwater Outfall Identification 
Affidavit in support of Motion to Strike Pioneer Irrigation Districts Suppl Gregory M Culet 
Written Statement 
City of Caldwells Memorandum in support of Motion Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Brent Orton in Support of Motion to Strike Pioneer Irrigation Gregory M Culet 
District's Supplement Written Statement Regarding Urban Stormwater 
Outfall Identification (fax) 
Hearing result for Pre Trial held on 11/05/200901 :30 PM: District Court Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Debora Kreidler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages cont. 
Hearing result for Pre Trial held on 11/05/200901 :30 PM: Hearing Held Gregory M Culet 
cont. 
Notice of Intent to Respond to City of Caldwell's Motion to Strike Pioneer Gregory M Culet 
Irrigation District's Supplemental Written Statement Regarding Urban 
Stormwater Outfall Identification (fax) 
City of Caldwell's Motion for Permission to Appeal Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwell's Memorandum in Suppt of Motn for permission to Appeal 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph in Suppt of the City of Caldwell's Motn for 
Permission to Appeal 
Notice Of Hearing Regarding City of Caldwell's Motn for Permission to 
Appeal 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 12/03/2009 09:00 AM) motn for 
permission to Appeal 
Pioneer's supplemental exhibit list for trial (fax) 
Motion in Limine Re: Law of the Case 
Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Law of the Case 
Affidavit of Matthew J. McGee in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Law of 
the Case 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Second Amended List of Witness for Trial 
Pioneer Second Supplemental Exhibit List for Trial 
Notice of Renewal of Motion in Limine to Preclude Testimony of Kevin 
Beaton 
Pioneer's Response in Opposition to City of Caldwell's Motion for 
Reconsideration or, in the alternative clarification 
trial subpoena to larry osgood 
trial subpoena to david martson 
trial subpoena lee van debogary 
trial subpoena jim dakan 
trial subpoena garrett nancolas 
trial subpoena to brent orton 
trial subpoena to jared hale 
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11/12/2009 trial subpoena gordon law 
trial subpoena to karla baker 
trial subpoena to daniel badger 
trial subpoena to michael kasch 
trial subpoena to joan meitl 
Other Claims 
Affidavit of Scott E. Randolph Dated Nov 11-2009 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwell's supplemental written statement of recovery and defense Gregory M Culet 
Caldwell's renewed motion in Limine to exclude response testimony by Gregory M Culet 
expers of Pioneer irrigation District deSignated Aug 10-2009 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.1 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.1 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.2 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.2 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.3 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.3 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell'S motion in Limine No.4 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.4 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.5 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.5 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.6 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.6 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.7 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.7 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell'S motion in Limine NO.8 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.8 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.9 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.9 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.1 0 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No. 10 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.11 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No. 11 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine NO.12 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No. 12 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.13 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No. 13 
Memorandum in support of City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No.14 
City of Caldwell's motion in Limine No. 14 
Affidavit of Erik F Stidham dated Nov. 12,2009 
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Order Re: Pioneer Irrigation District's First Motn for Partial Summary Jdmt, Gregory M Culet 
Dated 7-10-09 1 City of Caldwell's Second Motn for Summary Jdmt, Dated 
7 -28-09 1 City of Caldwell's Renewal to Dismiss for Failure to Join 
Necessary Parties (see order) 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Alan Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Leland 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Jeff 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Mark 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Dawn 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Will 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Scott 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Dave 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Tiffiny 
Affidavit Of Service 11-12-09 Trial Subpoena - Andrew 
Pioneer's Response to City's Motion for Permission to Appeal (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Reply in support of the City of Caldwell's motion for reconsideration or, in Gregory M Culet 
the alternative clarification 
Subpoena Returned (X15) Gregory M Culet 
Amended Notice of Hearing Regarding City of Caldwell's Motion for Gregory M Culet 
Permission to Appeal 11-23-09 (fax) 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 12/03/200909:00 AM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Vacated motn for permission to Appeal 
trial subpoena to brian wilkinson 
Notice Of Service 
Affidavit Of Service 11-15-09 Robert Greenfield 
Affidavit Of Service 11-16-09 David Shaw 




Affidavit of Scott E. Randolph Dated November 17, 2009 
City of Caldwell's First Amended Trial Witness List 
Affidavit Of Service (11) 
proposed findings of fact 
City of Caldwell's First Amended Motion for Permission to Appeal 
City of Caldwell's Reply in Suppt of First Amended Motn fo rPermission to 
Appeal 
City of Caldwell's Response to Pioneer's Motn in Limine Re: Law of the 
Case 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph Dated November 18, 09 
City of Caldwells Proposed Findings of Fact (fax 
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Pioneer Irrigation Districts Response to City of Caldwell's Trial Brief Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer's Consolidated Response to City of Caldwell's Motions in Limine Gregory M Culet 
Nos. 1 Through 14 
Affidavit of Matthew J. McGee in Support of Pioneer's Consolidated Gregory M Culet 
Response to City of Caldwell's Motions in Limine Nos. 1 Through 14 
Combined Reply Brief in support of City of Caldwells Motions in Limine 
Pioneer's Final Exhibit List for Trial 
Affidavit of Dylan B. Lawrence in Response to the Affidavit of Scott E. 
Randolph Dated November 17, 2009 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice of Errata Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Court Trial held on 11/23/2009 09:00 AM: District Court Gregory M Culet 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Debora Kreidler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages defs motn for permission to appeal 
Hearing result for Court Trial held on 11/23/200909:00 AM: Hearing Held Gregory M Culet 
defs motn for permission to appeal 
Hearing result for Court Trial held on 11/23/200909:00 AM: Motion Gregory M Culet 
Denied - def motion for reconsideration or clarification 
Hearing result for Court Trial held on 11/23/200909:00 AM: Motion Gregory M Culet 
Granted defs motn for permission to appeal 
Hearing result for Court Trial held on 11/30/200909:00 AM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 12/21/200908:30 AM) via 
telephone ct initiate 
Motion for reconsideration (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing 12/10/2009 (fax) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 12/10/200901 :30 PM) pltf motn 
reconiseration 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer Irriagation District's Motion for Reconsideration of Portions of the Gregory M Culet 
Court's Order of November 12, 2009 (fax) 
Notice Of Hearing on Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion for Gregory M Culet 
Reconsideration of Portions of the Court's Order of November 12, 2009 
12-30-09 (fax) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 12/30/200909:00 AM) pits motn for Gregory M Culet 
reconsideration 
Affidavit Of Service 
Affidavit Of Service 
Objection to Proposed Order Approving City's Motion for Permission to 
Appeal 
Affidavit Of Service 
Affidavit Of Service 
Affidavit Of Service 
Amended Objection to Proposed Order Approving City's Motn for 
Permission to Appeal·· 23 
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Response to Pioneer Irrigation District's Amended Objection to the City of Gregory M Culet 
Caldwell's Proposed Order Re: Motion for Permission to Appeal (fax) 
City of Caldwell's Response to Pioneer Irriagtion District's Motion for 
Reconsideration Dated November 25, 2009 (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer irrigation amended Motion for reconsideration of portions of courts Gregory M Culet 
order of november 12, 2009 
Motion to shorten time 
Memorandum in support of Motion to shorten time 
City of Caldwell's fourth motion for summary judgment 
City of Caldwell's Memorandum in support of fourth motion for summary 
judgment 
Notice Of Hearing Re: City of Caldwell's fourth motion for summary 
judgment 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph dated 12/3/09 
Amended Notice of Hearing on Motion for Reconsideration 12-30-09 (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 12/10/200901 :30 PM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Vacated pltf motn reconiseration 
pioneers irrigation dsitricts reply to city of caldwell's response filed 
december 3, 2009 (fax) 
Request for telephonic status conference (fax) 
Request for Telephonic Status Conference 
Order Re: City of Caldwells Motion for Permission to Appeal 
Order RE; Objection to Permissive Appeal 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 12/21/200908:30 AM: 
Hearing Vacated via telephone ct initiate 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Memorandum in support of Pioneer Irrigation Districts Amended Motion for Gregory M Culet 
Reconsideration of Portions of the Courts Order of November 12, 2009 
Affidavit of Matthew J McGee in support of Pioneer Irrigation Districts 
Amended Motion for Reconsideration of Portions of the Courts Order of 
November 12, 2009 
Motion for Protection Order 
Affidavit of Bradley J Williams in support of Pioneer Irrigation districts 
Motion for Protective Order 
Notice Of Hearing on Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion for Protective 
Order 12-30-09 (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Rule 56(f) Motion to Continue Hearing on City of Gregory M Culet 
Caldwell's Fourth Motn for Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of Andrew J Waldera in Suppt of Pioneer Irrigation District's Rule Gregory M Culet 
56(f) Motion to Continue Hearing on City of Caldwell's Fourth Motn for 
Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of Charles E Brockway, PH.D., P.E. in Suppt of Pioneer Irrigation Gregory M Culet 
District's Rule 56(f) Motion to Continue Hearing on City of Caldwell's Fourth 
Motn for Summary Jdmt 
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Affidavit of Mark Ewbank, P.E. in Suppt of Pioneer Irrigation Oistrict's Rule Gregory M Culet 
56(f) Motion to Continue Hearing on City of Caldwell's Fourth Motn for 
Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of P Steven Porter, PH.D., P.E. in Suppt of Pioneer Irrigation Gregory M Culet 
District's Rule 56(f) Motion to Continue Hearing on City of Caldwell's Fourth 
Motn for Summary Jdmt 
Affidavit of Mark Zirschky in Suppt of Pioneer Irrigation District's Rule 56(f) Gregory M Culet 
Motion to Continue Hearing on City of Caldwell's Fourth Motn for Summary 
Jdmt 
Notice Of Hearing on Pioneer Irrigation District's Rule 56(f) Motion to Gregory M Culet 
Continue Hearing on Sity of Caldwell's Fourth Motn for Summary Jdmt 
City of Caldwell's Reply Memorandum in Support of Fourth Motion for 
Summary Judgment (fax) 
City of Caldwell's Motion to Compel (fax) 
Notice Of Service of City of Caldwell's Requests for Admissions, 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents Regarding 
Pioneer Irrigation District's Supplemental Written Statement Regarding 
Urban Stormwater Outfall Identification (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwell's Response to Pioneer Irrigation District's Rule 56(f) Motion Gregory M Culet 
to Continue Hearing (fax) 
City of Cal dwells Response to Pioneer Irrigation Districts Motion for Gregory M Culet 
Reconsideration of portions of the Courts Order of Nov 12, 2009 
Affidavit of Mark Hilty in support of City of Caldwells Response to Pioneer Gregory M Culet 
Irrigation Districts Motion for Reconsideration 
Caldwell's Response to Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion for Protective Gregory M Culet 
Order and Memorandum in Support of Caldwell's Motion to Compel (fax) 
Caldwells respone to pioneer's motion for protective order and Gregory M Culet 
memorandum in support 
City of Caldwell's Motion to compel Gregory M Culet 
City of Caldwell's resposne to pioneer rule 56 motion to continue hearing Gregory M Culet 
Notice Of Service Gregory M Culet 
Affidavit of Scott E Randolph Dated December 28, 2009 (fax) Gregory M Culet 
Reply in Support of Pioneers Amended Motion for Reconsideration of Gregory M Culet 
Portions of the Courts Order of Nov 12, 2009 
Reply in Support of Pioneer Irrigation District's Motion for Reconsideration Gregory M Culet 
Dated November 25, 2009 (fax) 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 12/30/2009 09:00 AM: District Gregory M Culet 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Debora Kreidler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pagesScheduling Conf & pits motn for reconsideration & City of Caldwell's 
fourth motion for summary judgment/pits motn for protective order 1 Pioneer 
Irrigation District Motn to Cont Hr on Caldwell's 4th Motn for Summary 
Jdmt 
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Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 12/30/200909:00 AM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Held Scheduling Conf & pits motn for reconsideration & City of Caldwell's 
fourth motion for summary judgmenUplts motn for protective order 1 Pioneer 
Irrigation District Motn to Cont Hr on Caldwell's 4th Motn for Summary 
Jdmt 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 12/30/2009 09:00 AM: Motion Gregory M Culet 
Denied pits motn for reconsideration and pits motn for protective order 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 12/30/2009 09:00 AM: Motion Gregory M Culet 
Granted Pioneer Irrigation District Motn to Cont Hr on Caldwell's 4th Motn 
for Summary Jdmt 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/08/201002:00 PM) Caldwell 4th Gregory M Culet 
Motn for Summ Jdmt 
Notice Of Hearing 
Corrected supplemental written statement regardin urban stormwater 
Notice of errata (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
(fax) Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Notice of second rule 30(b )(6) deposition (fax) 
Amended Notice of second rule 30(b )(6) deposition (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/08/2010 02:00 PM: District Gregory M Culet 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages Caldwell 4th Motn for Summ Jdmt 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/08/2010 02:00 PM: Hearing Gregory M Culet 
Held Caldwell 4th Motn for Summ Jdmt 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 01/08/2010 02:00 PM: Motion 
Denied Caldwell 4th Motn for Summ Jdmt and Rule 56(f) Motion 
Request For Trial Setting (fax) 
Memorandum of Costs and Fees 
Affidavit for Attorney Fees 
Motion for protective order regarding rule 30(b)(6) deposition notice by 
pioneer irrigation dsitrict (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
ex parte application to shorten time re: caldwells motion for protective order Gregory M Culet 
(fax) 
Affidavit of Scott E. Randolph Dated January 14,2010 
city of caldwells Memorandum in support of protective order (fax) 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Pioneers Memorandum in Opposition to City of Caldwells Fourth Motion for Gregory M Culet 
Summay Judgment 
Affidavit of Scott L Campbell in support of Pioneers Memo in Oppose to 
City of Caldwells Fourth Mo for Summary Judgment 
Pioneer's Response To Request For Trial Setting fax) 
Amended Pioneer's Response To Request For Trial Setting fax) 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
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Motion to extend reply brief deadline (fax) 
Affidavit of scott randolph (fax) 
Order RE: Motion to Extend Reply Brief Deadline RE: City of Caldwells 
Fourth Motion for Summary Judgment 
City of Caldwell's Motion to Strike 
City of Caldwell's Reply Brief in Support of Fourth Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of City of Caldwell's Motion to Strike 
Notice of intent to respond to city of cal dwells motion to strike (fax) 
Second Amended Notice of Second Rule 30(b )(6) Deposition Duces 
Tecum of the City of Caldwell (fax) 
User: RANDALL 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
Gregory M Culet 
2/2/2010 
2/3/2010 
S C - Order Granting Motion to Accept Appeal by Permission Gregory M Culet 
Notice Vacating Second Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition Duces Tecum of the City Gregory M Culet 










Response to city of Caldwell's Motn to Strike 
Affidavit of Bradley J Williams 
Affidavit of Dawn Fowler 
Affidavit of Jennifer Stevens, PH. D. 
Order (from 1-8-10 hearing Pioneer Irrigation Ordered to PAy Atty fees 
$1,880.50 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 03/11/2010 08:30 AM) 
telephone conference 
Notice Of Hearing 3-11-10 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Notice of Appeal/City of Caldwell 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 10363 Dated 2/16/2010 for 200.00) Court 
Reporter Transcript Fees 
SC-Order Suspending Appeal 
First Amended Notice of Appeal 
Request for Additional Transcript and Record 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 03/11/2010 08:30 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Laura Whiting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 03/11/2010 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held telephone conference 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 07/20/201003:00 AM) via 
telephone 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 10104/201008:30 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 10/25/201009:00 AM) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 20956 Dated 3/26/2010 for 306.00) 
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Gregory M Culet 
-
Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS,. CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 




Attorneys for Pioneer Irrigation District 
~k E 0 
JAN I~M 
CANYON COUNTY 
J VASKO, DEPU~~ERk. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. t VQ 3' -S-Dlo ~ c..--. 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND 
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
Filing Fee A: $88.00 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District, by and through undersigned 
counsel of record, for a cause of action against the Defendant City of Caldwell, and hereby 
complains and alleges as follows: 
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1. Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District ("Pioneer") is an irrigation district duly 
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Idaho. Pioneer provides 
irrigation water and irrigation drainage functions to approximately 34,000 acres in Canyon 
County. Pioneer was organized in 1903 and has the distinction of being one of the first irrigation 
districts fonned in Idaho after the Idaho legislature enacted statutes earlier that year providing for 
the creation of irrigation districts. In addition, many of Pioneer's irrigation delivery and drainage 
facilities date back to the late 1800s. 
2. Defendant City of Caldwell is a municipal corporation duly organized and 
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State ofIdaho and located within Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
II. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
3. The conduct which fonns the basis for the causes ·of action set forth herein 
occurred within Canyon County, Idaho. In addition, this action concerns real property located 
wholly within the boundaries of Canyon County. Accordingly, this Court has subject matter 
jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 1-701 and 1-705. In addition, 
Pioneer's legal rights are affected by a municipal ordinance enacted by Defendant. Accordingly, 
this Court has jurisdiction to issue a declaratory judgment regarding this ordinance pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 10-1202. 
4. Defendant is a municipal corporation located wholly within Canyon 
County, Idaho. Accordingly, this Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 5-514. 
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5. This action concerns real property located within the boundaries of 
Canyon County, Idaho. In addition, Defendant is a municipal corporation located wholly within 
Canyon County. Accordingly, venue of this matter is proper in Canyon County pursuant to 
Idaho Code Sections 5-401 and 5-404. 
III. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
6. Idaho Code Section 42-1102 grants a right-of-way for irrigation facilities 
and provides that the existence of a "visible ditch, canal or conduit shall constitute notice to the 
owner, or any subsequent purchaser, of the underlying servient estate" that the owner ofthe 
ditch, canal, or conduit "has the right-of-way and the incidental rights confirmed or granted by 
this section." 
7. In addition, Idaho Code Sections 42-1102 and 42-1209 prohibit any party 
from "caus[ing] or permit[ting}" any encroachments into an irrigation easement or right-of-way 
without the express written permission of the owner and require that any such unauthorized 
encroachments that unreasonably or materially interfere with the use or enjoyment of the 
right-of-way be removed at the sole expense of the person or entity "causing or permitting" such 
encroachment (emphasis added). 
8. Similarly, Idaho Code Section 42-1208 provides that irrigation facilities 
are not subject to adverse possession and prohibits the construction of any obstructions in 
irrigation easements or rights-of-way for the purpose of adversely possessing such facilities. 
9. For at least 100 years, Pioneer's irrigation delivery and drainage systems 
in Canyon County have been fully visible and have provided notice that any encroachments into 
its facilities are strictly prohibited without express written permission from Pioneer to construct 
such encroachments. 
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10. On September 5, 2006, Defendant, by and through the Caldwell City 
Council, adopted a revised storm water management manual (the "Manual") in Case 
No. OA-76-06. 
11. Prior to September 5, 2006, the Manual had been adopted by Defendant, 
through the Caldwell City Council, as an emergency ordinance in Bill No. 19, Ordinance 
No. 2594. 
12. The Manual contains requirements for the management and disposition of 
municipal storm water runoff from new commercial and residential developments within the City 
of Caldwell and its Area of Impact. 
13. Pursuant to Section 103.1 of the Manual, a storm water "retention" facility 
stores runoff until it percolates into the ground or evaporates. 
14. By contrast, pursuant to Section 103.1 of the Manual, a storm water 
"detention" facility stores runoff and, by definition, discharges it directly into an existing 
drainage way. 
15. Pursuant to Sections 100.5 and 103.2.1 ofthe Manual, new developments 
may discharge storm water into a natural or manmade drainage way at a rate of one miner's inch 
(0.02 cubic feet per second) for every acre of property to be drained. 
16. Section 101.1.5 of the Manual permits a developer to construct a new 
discharge into an irrigation delivery or drainage facility simply by providing notice to the owner 
of the irrigation facility. 
17. Pursuant to Sections 100.5 and 103.6.6 of the Manual, non-discharging 
storm water retention facilities associated with residential developments are "strongly 
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discouraged" and are "not allowed" unless, in the sole discretion of the City Engineer, there is a 
"compelling public interest" for such facility. 
18. In addition, in the event that the City Engineer approves a retention 
facility, Section 103.6.4 of the Manual requires such facility to include an overflow drainage line 
into a point of historical discharge, if historical drainage rights are associated with the property to 
be drained. Such overflow drain may have discharge capacities exceeding two miner's inches 
per acre. 
19. Similarly, Section 103.7.5 requires detention facilities to include 
emergency spillways and allows such emergency overflows to be discharged into irrigation 
facilities without the consent of the owner of such irrigation facilities if a historical right to drain 
is associated with the property to be drained. 
20. Moreover, Section 102.5 of the Manual implies that developers may 
discharge municipal storm water runoff into "major drains" without obtaining approval from the 
owner or operator of such facilities to do so. 
21. Finally, Section 101.1.2 ofthe Manual provides that, "[i]t is the 
developer's responsibility to ensure that ... discharge rates not exceed a deVelopment's 
'reasonable' share of downstream system capacity," but does not define what constitutes a 
"'reasonable' share of downstream system capacity." 
22. Based upon the Manual and Defendant's implementation thereof, 
developers have installed multiple unauthorized points of municipal storm water discharge into 
Pioneer's irrigation and drainage facilities and have dedicated these facilities to the Defendant to 
become part of its street and road system. 
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23. While some agricultural lands may have a historic right to drain 
agricultural storm water and irrigation runoff to Pioneer facilities, this right does not include the 
right to pipe and discharge municipal storm water runoff into Pioneer facilities, as this would 
constitute an impermissible expansion of any such historical right to drain. 
24. Even ifurban lands have a historical right to drain, the Manual's intent to 
"discharge at the rate of one miner's inch (1150 cfs) per acre" is unlawful to the extent that it 
allows discharges in excess of such historical discharge rates. 
25. Pioneer's irrigation "drains" were designed and constructed in the early 
1900s for the primary purpose of intercepting and draining irrigation runoff and subsurface 
seepage water from farmland. 
26. In addition, Pioneer's "drains" do not function solely for drainage. Rather, 
they serve the dual purpose of draining agricultural lands and delivering live irrigation water. 
27. As is reflected in Section 100.4 of the Manual, "[aJs land is developed, the 
surfaces are graded and covered with non-porous materials. The reduced interception and 
depression storage causes the amount and rate of runoff from developed area to be greater than 
from undeveloped area. During rainfall events, the runoff may move more quickly through the 
drainage system due to unnatural routing ofthe flows and increased flow rates. Minor or major 
flooding may result." 
28. In addition to its enactment and implementation of the Manual, Defendant 
has itself constructed and taken ownership from developers of one or more points of discharge of 
storm water runoff in Pioneer facilities. 
29. Due to the nature and purpose of Pioneer's facilities and the increased 
rates of storm water runoff and discharge that are associated with the development of farmland, 




Pioneer's facilities are unable to adequately handle stonn water discharges from new commercial 
and residential developments. 
30. The presence of these unauthorized stonn water discharges in Pioneer's 
facilities materially and unreasonably interferes with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its 
irrigation easements and rights-of-way because: 
(a) The extra runoff materially and unreasonably interferes with 
Pioneer's ability to conduct maintenance and repair of its facilities during the irrigation off-
season, when many of these facilities should be free of water; and 
(b) The presence of these unauthorized municipal stonn water 
discharges into Pioneer's facilities subjects Pioneer to additional and unreasonable liabilities 
under state and federal law. 
31. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-1203, Pioneer has a statutory duty to 
ensure that its facilities do not contain more water than they can "easily contain." 
32. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-1204, Pioneer has a statutory duty to 
ensure that water from its facilities does not "damage or in any way injure the property or 
premises of others." 
33. The federal Clean Water Act ("CWA"), 33 U.S.C. § 1251, etseq., 
prohibits point source discharges of pollutants into waters of the United States without a proper 
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (''NPDES'') pennit. CWA § 402. 
34. Municipal stonn water runoff is classified as a point source requiring an 
NPDES pennit under the CW A. CWA § 402(P). 
35. Pioneer is generally exempt from liability under the CWA regarding the 
operation of its facilities, as agricultural return flows are exempt from the CWA's pennitting 
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requirements so long as discharges are "composed entirely of return flows from irrigated 
agriculture." Id. at § 402(1) (emphasis added). 
36. Unauthorized point source municipal storm water discharges such as those 
which have been constructed in Pioneer facilities pursuant to the Manual and/or by the 
Defendant may expose Pioneer, as owner and/or operator of those facilities, to both civil and 
criminal liability ranging from $25,000 to $50,000 pursuant to CW A restrictions and penalties. 
Id. 
37. Due to increasing urbanization within its District, some of Pioneer's 
combined irrigation delivery and drainage facilities provide irrigation water to thousands of 
residential properties which use that water for landscaping purposes, resulting in direct human 
contact with said water. Because municipal storm water contains numerous pollutants, the water 
quality provided to residential properties has been and will continue to be degraded by the 
discharge points mandated by the Manual. 
IV. 
COUNT ONE 
(Declaration of Plaintiff's Rights) 
38. Pioneer realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained 
in Paragraphs 1 through 37, above. 
39. Defendant's adoption and implementation ofthe Manual ignores that the 
construction of municipal storm water discharge points into Pioneer facilities requires the 
express written consent of Pioneer and expressly conflicts with Pioneer's requirements. 
40. Defendant's adoption and implementation of the Manual ignores and 
conflicts with Pioneer's authority to prohibit unauthorized discharges into its facilities that 
materially or unreasonably interfere with Pioneer's ability to properly maintain and operate such 
facilities without causing flooding or damage to the property of others. 
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41. Through its adoption and implementation of the Manual, Defendant has 
"caused or permitted" the unauthorized installation of municipal storm water discharge pipes into 
Pioneer's irrigation delivery and drainage facilities by developers who need land use approvals 
from Defendant to develop their properties for sale or lease. 
42. The presence of these unauthorized points of discharge into Pioneer's 
facilities materially and unreasonably interferes with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its 
irrigation and drain easements and rights-of-way by interfering with maintenance activities 
during the irrigation off-season, by increasing the likelihood of flooding from Pioneer facilities, 
and by unnecessarily exposing Pioneer to state and federal liabilities. 
43. Pioneer is entitled to a judicial determination and declaration that: 
(a) Pioneer is the owner and operator of certain easements and rights-
of-way for the delivery and drainage of irrigation water in Canyon County; 
(b) Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-1209, Pioneer has the authority 
to prohibit encroachments into these easements and rights-of-way that unreasonably interfere 
with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its easements and rights-of-way; 
(c) Unauthorized storm water discharge points have been constructed 
in Pioneer facilities within the City of Caldwell and its Area of Impact; 
(d) By its adoption and implementation of the Manual, Defendant has 
"caused or permitted" these unauthorized discharge points to be installed in Pioneer's facilities; 
(e) These unauthorized storm water discharge points materially 
interfere with Pioneer's ability to safely and adequately deliver and drain irrigation water without 
flooding or otherwise damaging the property of others; 
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(f) Pioneer may prohibit such unauthorized discharges of municipal 
stonn water into its irrigation delivery and drainage facilities, even if the lands to be drained 
have a historical right to drain agricultural storm and irrigation water runoff into Pioneer 
facilities; and 
(g) Defendant, either itself or pursuant to its authority over the 
developers who have already installed such unauthorized points of discharge, shall ensure that 
such discharge points be removed and Pioneer's facilities repaired at no expense to Pioneer. 
v. 
COUNT TWO 
(Nuisance-Public and Private) 
44. Pioneer realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained 
in Paragraphs 1 through 43, above. 
45. A nuisance consists of an action that interferes with the comfortable 
enjoyment of life or property and includes unlawfully obstructing the free passage or use, in 
the customary manner, of any navigable lake, or river, stream, canal, or basin. IDAHO 
CODE § 52-101 
46. Defendant's construction, approval, and ownership of municipal storm 
water discharge points in Pioneer's facilities encroach upon Pioneer's facilities, its easements, 
and/or its rights-of-way, and unreasonably and materially interfere with Pioneer's enjoyment and 
free use of its irrigation delivery and drainage systems. 
47. The interference with maintenance activities, the increased risk of 
flooding, and the degradation of the quality of the water carried by Pioneer's irrigation delivery 
and drainage systems constitute a private nuisance to Pioneer and a public nuisance to those who 
accept water deliveries from, and/or reside within the vicinity of, Pioneer's facilities. 






48. Pioneer realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained 
in Paragraphs 1 through 47, above. 
49. By invading and interfering with Pioneer's right of exclusive possession of 
its facilities as aforesaid, Defendant has committed and continues to commit trespass against 
Pioneer's property. 
50. Each and every municipal storm water runoff drainage event through the 
Defendant's unauthorized points of discharge into Pioneer facilities constitutes a trespass 
because these discharges deprive Pioneer of its right to the exclusive possession and use of its 
facilities. 
51. Pioneer is entitled to injunctive relief prohibiting trespass in the future and 
requiring Defendant to eliminate the sources of this trespass. 
VII. 
COUNT FOUR 
(Preliminary and Permanent Injunction) 
52. Pioneer realleges and reincorporates by reference the foregoing allegations 
contained within Paragraphs 1 through 51, above. 
53. Defendant's unauthorized encroachment involving Pioneer's irrigation 
delivery and drainage easements and rights-of-way without Pioneer's express written consent is 
in direct violation ofIdaho Code Sections 42-1208 and 42-1209, among others. 
54. Defendants' encroachment interferes with Pioneer's ability to perform its 
statutory duties and potentially subjects it to liability under Idaho Code Sections 42-1202, 
42-1203, and 42-1204. 
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· , 
55. Defendants' interference with Pioneer's irrigation delivery and drainage 
easements and rights-of-way entitles Pioneer to relief in the fonn of a preliminary and pennanent 
injunction requiring the Defendant to: 
(a) Immediately remove any discharge points of municipal stonn 
water runoff owned, approved, or constructed by Defendant within any of Pioneer's irrigation 
delivery and drainage easements and rights-of-way; and 
(b) Immediately restore such facilities to their original condition as 
near as practicable prior to Defendant's construction of the encroachments. 
VIII. 
COUNT FIVE 
(Attorney Fees and Costs) 
56. Pioneer realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained 
in Paragraphs 1 through 55, above. 
57. Pioneer has been required to retain counsel to prosecute this action, and is, 
therefore, entitled to recover reasonable costs and attorney fees as provided by law and the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, including, but not limited to, Idaho Code Sections 6-918A, 12-121, and 
42-1209 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54. 
IX. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District prays for judgment against 
Defendant City of Caldwell as follows: 
1. For a declaratory judgment that the Manual conflicts with state law and is 
void. 
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2. For a declaratory judgment that Pioneer may remove any existing 
discharge points and prohibit the future construction of any points of municipal storm water 
discharge which have not been authorized in writing by Pioneer; 
3. For an order enjoining Defendant from further interfering with Pioneer 
facilities without the express written consent of Pioneer; 
4. For an order requiring Defendant to ensure that any unauthorized points of 
discharge owned or constructed in Pioneer facilities by Defendant or pursuant to the Manual or 
that are owned by Defendant are timely removed and repaired at no expense to Pioneer; 
5. For costs of suit, including attorney fees; and 
6. For such other relief that the Court deems appropriate and proper. 
DATED this 16th day of January, 2008. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By~~~~~~~=*~~~ __ 
Scott L. Campbell - Of the irm 
Attorneys for Pioneer Irrigation District 
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The CITY OF CALDWELL, the Defendant above named, hereinafter "Defendant" or 
"Caldwell," through its undersigned counsel of record, in answer to the Complaint previously 
filed and served in this action by the Plaintiff, hereinafter "Plaintiff' or "Pioneer," admits, denies 
and alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. Defendant denies each and every allegation of the Complaint for Declaratory and 
Injunctive Relief (hereinafter "Complaint") that is not specifically admitted herein. 
2. Defendant admits the allegations contained in paragraphs 2,3,4,5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14,15,16,17, 18 and 19 of the Complaint. 
3. Defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraphs 24, 29, 30, 30(a), 30(b), 
36, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 43(a), 43(b), 43(c), 43(d), 43(e), 43(t), 43(g), 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 53. 54, 
55, 55(a), 55(b) and 57 of the Complaint. 
4. Defendant is without sufficient information or knowledge to form a belief as to 
the truth of allegations set forth in paragraph 9, 25 and 26 and upon that basis denies them. 
5. Paragraphs 38, 44, 48, 52 and 56 of the Complaint simply reincorporate and 
reallege allegations set forth in other paragraphs of the Complaint. In answering these 
paragraphs, Defendant simply reincorporates and real leges its admissions, denials and assertions 
to those paragraphs. 
6. In answer to paragraph 1 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that Plaintiff is 
an irrigation district duly organized and· existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Idaho. 
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7. In answer to paragraph 6 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that Idaho 
Code §42-11 02 contains the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant denies the remainder 
of the allegations set forth in paragraph 6. 
8. In answer to paragraph 7 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that Idaho 
Code §§42-1102 and 42-1209 contain the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant denies 
the remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 7. 
9. In answer to paragraph 8 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that Idaho 
Code §42-1208 provides that "[e]asements or rights-of-way of irrigation districts ... are not 
subject to adverse possession, and no person shall prevent free access of authorized personnel on 
easements or rights-of-way or construct any obstruction on easements or rights-of-way in an 
effort to adversely possession said easement or right-of-way." Defendant denies the remainder of 
the allegations contained in paragraph 8 including, without limitation, the allegation that Idaho 
Code §42-1208 is similar to Idaho Code §§42-1102 and/or 42-1209. 
10. In answer to paragraph 20 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that Section 
102.5 of the Municipal Stormwater Management Manual, hereinafter "Manual," contains the 
language quoted in the allegation. Defendant asserts that the section cited does not speak to 
obtaining approval from Plaintiff. Defendant denies the remainder of the allegations set forth in 
paragraph 20. 
11. In answer to paragraph 21 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that Section 
101.1.2 of the Manual contains the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant asserts that that 
the section cited also provides, with reference to downstream capacity, that "[t]he City Engineer 
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may promulgate such requirements and procedures needed to achieve this requirement." 
Defendant denies the remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 21. 
12. In answer to paragraphs 22 and 28 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
one or more points of storm water discharge may be located within a public right-of-way. 
Defendant denies the remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraphs 22 and 28. 
13. In answer to paragraph 23 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that lands at 
Issue in this case have historic drainage rights for storm water and irrigation runoff into 
Plaintiffs facilities. Defendant denies the remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 23. 
14. In answer to paragraph 27 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that § 1 00.4 of 
the Manual contains the language quoted. Defendant denies that urban development constructed 
pursuant to the requirements of the Manual "causes the amount and rate of runoff from 
developed area to be greater that from undeveloped area." Defendant further denies that runoff 
from urban development constructed pursuant to the requirements of the Manual moves more 
quickly through any drainage system Plaintiff owns, operates, maintains or claims. Defendant 
further denies that runoff from urban development constructed pursuant to the requirements of 
the Manual increases the likelihood of flooding. 
Defendant affirmatively asserts that Plaintiff, in its selective quoting from the Manual in 
paragraph 27 of the Complaint, intentionally and willfully mischaracterizes the Manual and the 
nature of urban storm water runoff from developments constructed in conformance with the 
Manual's provisions. By quoting only portions of the Manual and excluding necessary adjacent 
language, the factual allegations of paragraph 27 are so utterly out of context they are false and 
denied on that basis. Section 100.4 reads in its entirety as follows: 
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100.4 URBAN HYDROLOGY 
As rain falls on an undeveloped watershed, some precipitation may be intercepted by 
trees, grass, or other vegetation. Precipitation that reaches the ground starts to fill 
depressions (depression storage) and infiltrates into the ground to replenish soil moisture 
and groundwater reservoirs. If rainfall is intense and/or of long duration, the storage and 
absorptive capacity of the soil is exceeded and surface runoff occurs. 
As land is developed, the surfaces are graded and covered with non-poro1jS materials. 
The reduced interception and depression storage causes the amount and rate of runoff 
from developed area to be greater than from undeveloped area. During rainfall events, 
the runoff may move more quickly through the drainage system due to unnatural routing 
of the flows and increased flow rates. Minor or major flooding may result. 
It is the intent of this manual that downstream drainage systems and water quality not be 
adversely affected by upstream development. 
The Manual will prove to be an important part of the pending action and a fair 
understanding of its provisions and effect, rather than purposeful and self-serving 
mischaracterizations, is warranted. To that end, a copy of the Manual is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A" and incorporated by this reference as if set forth verbatim. In general, the purpose 
and intent of the Manual is set forth in Sections 100.1 "GENERAL OVERVIEW" and 100.2 
"MANAGEMENT GOALS." 
15. In answer to paragraph 31 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that Idaho 
Code §42-1203 contains the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant denies the remainder 
of the allegations set forth in paragraph 31. 
16. In answer to paragraph 32 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that Idaho 
Code §42-1204 contains the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant denies the remainder 
of the allegations set forth in paragraph 32. 
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17. Paragraphs 33, 34 and 35 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 
response by Caldwell is required. To the extent a response is required Caldwell denies the 
allegations set forth in paragraphs 33, 34 and 35. 
18. In answer to paragraph 37 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that Plaintiff's 
irrigation district is experiencing increasing urbanization and that Plaintiff is obligated to provide 
irrigation and drainage services to residential properties within its district. Defendant denies the 
remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 37. 
19. In answer to paragraph 45 of the Complaint, Defendant admits only that nuisances 
are defined in Idaho Code §52-101. Defendant denies the remainder of the allegations set forth 
in paragraph 45. 
20. In response to all allegations of the Complaint that incorporate, quote or refer to 
sources of law or the Manual, Caldwell does not admit the accuracy of any conclusion of law, 
any statement of law, or the application of law to any fact whether admitted, denied or alleged. 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES IN DEFENSE 
21. Defendant has been required to retain the law offices of HAMILTON, 
MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP, duly licensed and practicing attorneys in the state of Idaho, to 
defend this action and has obligated itself to pay a reasonable attorneys fee for such 
representation. Defendant is entitled to recover reasonable attorney's fees and costs from 
Plaintiff. The court should set a reasonable attorney's fee to be awarded to Defendant pursuant 
to Idaho Code §§12-117, 12-120, 12-121, 12-123 and/or other provision ofIdaho law. 
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SECOND DEFENSE 
22. With respect to all issues raised in this matter, Caldwell has acted in accordance 
with the law and its lawful authority including, without limitation, authority granted by Article 
XII, section 2 of the Idaho Constitution of the State of Idaho, Idaho Code §§ 50-302, 50-331 
through 50-333, 67-6518, and 67-6528. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
23. Pioneer has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
24. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are, in whole or in part, 
unlawful and exceed Pioneer's legal authority. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
25. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred in whole or in part 
by common law doctrines governing drainage rights. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
26. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred in whole or in part 
by legal and equitable principles governing historic drainage rights. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
27. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred in whole or in part 
by the applicable statute(s) of limitations. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
28. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred in whole or in part 
by Caldwell's rights and the rights of other landowners to natural waterways, natural drains, and 
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natural drainages, including natural waterways and drains claimed or appropriated by Pioneer and 
natural waterways and drains blocked, interrupted, destroyed, altered, rerouted, channeled or 
piped by Pioneer and its operations. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
29. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in 
part, by its failure to exhaust administrative remedies. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
30. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in 
part, by the prohibition against retroactive application of statues. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
31. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in 
part, by the fact that no unreasonable or material interference with Pioneer's easements or rights-
of-way has occurred. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
32. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in 
part, by the prescriptive rights of Caldwell and other affected property owners. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
33. Caldwell and other affected property owners hold fee title to the property 
underlying some or all of Pioneer's facilities and those owners are entitled to the use and 
enjoyment of their property, including its use for drainage, based upon protected property rights. 
Pioneer is not entitled to "exclusive possession" of the land surrounding and underlying its 
facilities as alleged in the Complaint (e.g. paragraphs 49 and 50). 
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FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
34. Pioneer's effort to deprive residents within its district, including Caldwell, of their 
drainage rights constitutes and inverse condemnation. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
35. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in 
part, by the doctrines of promissory estoppel, equitable estoppel, quasi-estoppel, laches and 
waIver. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
36. Through the enactment of the Manual, Caldwell does not "cause or permit" the 
placement of encroachments into Pioneer's irrigation easements or rights-of-way within the 
meaning ofIdaho Code §§ 42-1102 or 42-1209. 
SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
37. Upon information and belief, Pioneer is or functions as a drainage district and 
owes statutory, legal and equitable obligations to honor the rights of property owners within its 
district, including Caldwell, to use drainage facilities, and/or other facilities that have historically 
been used for drainage, to dfain said owners' lands of irrigation return flows and stormwater. 
NINETEENTH DEFENSE 
38. Preparation, adoption and implementation of the Manual by Caldwell is a 
governmental function, an exercise of Caldwell's general constitutional police power, consistent 
with the general laws of the state, and not arbitrary or unreasonable. 
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TWENTIETH DEFENSE 
39. Pioneer has failed to join necessary and indispensible parties to this lawsuit 
including, without limitation, the various owners of the lots, tracts and parcels of land that 
Pioneer would, through this suit, deny drainage. 
ADDITIONAL DEFENSES 
40. Defendant reserves the right to amend this answer to assert affirmative defenses as 
the same might become known at a later date through discovery. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
Defendant City of Caldwell above-named, hereinafter referred to as "Caldwell," as and 
for its cause of action against the above-named Plaintiff, hereinafter referred to as "Pioneer," 
complains and alleges as follows: 
41. Caldwell is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a municipal corporation 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho and located wholly within Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
42. Pioneer is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, an Irrigation District of the 
state of Idaho, located primarily within Canyon County, Idaho, organized and existing under and 
by virtue of the laws of the State of Idaho. 
43. Jurisdiction and venue are property in this matter pursuant to Idaho Code §1-705, 
5-404 and I.R.C.P., Rule 13 (a). Further, the events giving rise to this dispute occurred in Canyon 
County, the parties reside and maintain their principal places of business in Canyon County, the 
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parties geographic boundaries are within Canyon County, and the real property at issue is in 
Canyon County. 
44. Caldwell has general police power authority, within its corporate city limits, to 
make and enforce "all such local police, sanitary and other regulations" in order to "maintain the 
peace, good government and welfare of the [city.]" Idaho Constitution, Art. XII, sec. 2; I.C. 50-
302(1). 
45. Caldwell has the specific authority: 
a. To "establish, alter and change the channels of watercourses .... " I.C. 50-331. 
b. "[T]o clear, cleanse, alter, straighten, widen, pipe, wall, fill or close any ... [non-
navigable] drain .... " I.C. 50-332. 
c. "[T]o prevent the flooding of the city or to secure its drainage ... and for such 
purpose to make any improvement or perform any labor on any stream or 
waterway .... " I.C. 50-332. 
d. To build, improve and drain streets and bridges. I.e. 50-312. 
e. To operate water, irrigation and sanitary sewer systems and to regulate the 
transmission of utilities. I.C. 50-323, 50-332, and 50-328. 
46. Caldwell is further authorized, and even required, to exercise the powers granted 
to cities and counties by the Local Land Use Planning Act. I.C. 67-6503. 
47. Pursuant to its Local Land Use Planning Act powers, Caldwell has the specific 
authority to adopt standards for storm drainage systems. I.C. 67-6518. 
48. Further, any standards adopted by Caldwell pursuant to the Local Land Use 
Planning Act are enforceable against the public, private entities, and even other governmental 
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entities. Standards adopted by Caldwell pursuant to the Local Land Use Planning Act are 
enforceable against Pioneer. I.C. § 67-6528. 
49. On or about September 5, 2006, Caldwell adopted by ordinance the Caldwell 
Municipal Stormwater Management Manual, hereinafter "Manual," attached hereto as Exhibit 
"A". Pursuant to Section 100.1, the Manual is part of a "coordinated effort to control the size 
and severity of floods, the impacts of water pollution events, and erosion and sedimentation 
problems." The Caldwell City Council found and concluded that "[a] stonn water management 
policy is needed to meet the stated objectives of State and Federal regulations." 
50. Enactment of the Manual is squarely within Caldwell's general police power, its 
specific statutory authority, promotes the general health, safety and welfare of Caldwell's citizens 
and is sound land use planning practice. 
51. Pioneer claims an interest in drains, and other facilities that have historically 
functioned as drains, within and near the corporate city limits of Caldwell. 
52. Pioneer's interest and claim to many or all of the drains, and other facilities that 
have historically functioned as drains, is limited to those rights associated with prescriptive 
easements. 
53. Idaho Code § 42-1209, enacted in 2004, relates to access on easements or rights-
of-way held by irrigation districts such as Pioneer. Section 42-1209 provides, in pertinent part, 
as follows: 
[N]o person or entity shall cause or permit any encroachment onto the easements 
or rights-of-way, including any public or private roads, utilities, fences, gates, 
pipelines, structures, or other construction or placement of objects, without the 
written permission of the irrigation district ... owning the easement or right-of-
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way, in order to ensure that any such encroachments will not unreasonably or 
materially interfere with the use and enjoyment of the easement or right-of-way .... 
I.C. § 42-1209. Section 42-1209 imposes no requirement for payment of attorneys fees or 
engineering fees as a precondition for obtaining the written permission of the irrigation district, 
and does not permit the irrigation district to demand terms or conditions unrelated to whether the 
encroachment will unreasonably or materially interfere with the easement or right-of-way. 
54. Pioneer owes Caldwell, and other property owners or persons accessing its 
easements or rights-of-way, a duty to exercise Pioneer's legal rights and duties with reasonable 
care and in accordance with the law. 
55. Pioneer has engaged in an unfair and unlawful scheme to exact attorney fees and 
other compensation from persons and entities, including Caldwell, that need access across one of 
Pioneer's claimed easements or rights-of-way to complete public or private development 
projec~s. Pioneer refuses to grant permission for access unless attorney fees and other demanded 
compensation is paid. Pioneer uses the requesting party's need for access as leverage to force the 
requesting party to enter into unfair and one-sided attorney fee agreements with Pioneer's 
attorneys. Specifically, the requesting party is forced to enter into a retainer agreement with 
Pioneer's attorneys, even though those attorneys will be solely representing Pioneer. The 
requesting party is then forced to pay a retainer to Pioneer's attorneys, and to replenish the 
retainer whenever demanded by those attorneys. The requesting party is then required to pay all 
legal fees charged by Pioneer's attorneys, regardless of the alleged need for the work, regardless 
of the alleged cause of the claimed need for the work, regardless of the amount of the legal work, 
regardless of the quality of the legal work, regardless of the fact that the claimed need for 
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attorney work is a subterfuge and/or is otherwise unnecessary and made solely to accumulate 
attorney fees, and regardless of the fact that the fees charged primarily benefit the law firm and 
not Pioneer or the requesting party. 
56. Caldwell has been forced to enter into these coercive agreements in the past in 
order to build public road, utility and other projects, and has been forced to pay attorney fees 
demanded by attorneys for Pioneer. 
57. Pioneer is required by common law and statute to allow encroachments on its 
claimed drains, and other facilities that have historically functioned as drains, for road, sewer, 
water, walking paths, utility crossings, and other purposes, provided that the encroachments do 
not unreasonably or materially interfere with Pioneer's easements. 
58. Pioneer is engaged in an ongoing violation of its statutory and common law 
obligations because it conditions use of and/or encroachment into its claimed drains, and other 
facilities that have historically functioned as drains, by road, sewer, water and utility crossings, 
and other crossings, upon criteria other than a consideration of whether such crossings 
unreasonably or materially interfere with Pioneer's easements. 
59. . Pioneer is required by common law and statute to allow irrigation return flows and 
storm water to discharge into its claimed drains, and other facilities that have historically 
functioned as drains, provided that such drainage does not unreasonably or materially interfere 
with Pioneer's easements. 
60. Pioneer is engaged in an ongoing violation of its statutory and common law 
obligations because it refuses to allow irrigation return flows and storm water from certain 
properties to discharge into its claimed drains, and other facilities that have historically 
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functioned as drains, without regard to whether such discharge unreasonably or materially 
interferes with Pioneer's easements. 
61. Pioneer's ongoing violation of its statutory and common law obligations frustrates 
or violates the storm water provisions of the Manual. 
62. Pioneer's ongoing violation of its statutory and common law obligations frustrates 
efforts of Caldwell to perform its governmental functions with respect to road systems, sanitary 
sewer systems, water systems, walking paths, and utilities where those systems might "encroach" 
onto Pioneer's easements or rights-of-way as contemplated in Idaho Code § 42-1209. 
COUNT ONE: 
(Declaratory Judgment) 
63. Counterclaimant reasserts and realleges all of the allegations set forth herein in 
paragraphs 1 through 62. 
64. At issue in this lawsuit is the interpretation and application of Idaho statutory and 
common law regarding the use of and control of drains, and other facilities that have historically 
functioned as drains, within Pioneer irrigation district that affect Caldwell and Caldwell's 
residents, planning and urban development. Issues include the use of such drains for irrigation 
return flows and storm water discharge, and Pioneer's authority to regulate "encroachments" onto 
such drains for road, sewer, water, walking paths, utility'crossings and other purposes. 
65. Caldwell is entitled pursuant to Idaho Code Chapter 12, Title 10 to have the Court 
render a judicial determination that: 
a. Upon the authority cited above, the Manual is a legitimate exercise of Caldwell's 
legal authority and its terms and provisions are binding upon Pioneer. 
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b. Caldwell has the authority to regulate storm water and to make any improvement 
or perform any labor (or to secure third parties to make improvements or perform 
labor) on any stream or waterway to prevent the flooding of the city and secure its 
drainage. 
c. In exercise of the authority described in the preceding paragraph 65(b), Caldwell 
may make any improvement or perform any labor (or secure third parties to make 
improvements or perform labor) on Pioneer's claimed facilities provided that such 
improvement or labor does not materially or unreasonably interfere with the use 
and enjoyment of Pioneer's easement or right-of-way by. 
d. Under Idaho Code § 42-1209, Pioneer must permit future "encroachments" within 
Pioneer's claimed facilities unless Pioneer shows that such "encroachments" 
materially or unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of the easement 
or right-of-way. 
e. Under Idaho Code § 42-1209, Pioneer has no right to demand a condition or term 
that is unrelated to whether a proposed "encroachment" unreasonably or 
materially interferes with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its claimed facility as a 
precondition to Pioneer granting permission to enter upon its easement or right-of-
way. 
£ Pioneer has no right to demand terms or conditions when a proposed 
"encroachment" does not materially or unreasonably interfere with Pioneer's use 
and enjoyment of its claimed easement or right-of-way. 
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g. Idaho Code § 42-1209 contains no provision requiring Caldwell to pay attorney 
fees or engineering fees to Pioneer as a precondition to Caldwell obtaining 
permission to "encroach" upon Pioneer's claimed easements or rights-of-way for 
construction of public road, utility and other projects; in particular, § 42-1209 
does not require Caldwell to sign an open-ended retainer agreement with 
Pioneer's attorney requiring Caldwell to pay and replenish a retainer to Pioneer's 
attorney and be responsible, without limitation, for all costs and fees charged by 
Pioneer's attorney at hislher discretion. 
h. Idaho Code § 42-1208 does not apply retroactively. 
1. Idaho Code § 42-1209 does not apply retroactively. 
66. This is a dispute between parties concerning actual, existing facts. 
67. A declaratory judgment generally addressing the relative rights of Pioneer, 
Caldwell and citizens within each entities' boundaries will clarify and settle the legal rights at 
issue in this case. A declaratory judgment issued in this action will provide relief from 
uncertainty and an existing controversy. 
68. Caldwell and Pioneer have an interest in the relative rights of Pioneer, Caldwell 
and citizens within each entities' boundaries which affects their legal relations, and Caldwell is 
entitled to have the same clarified by this court pursuant to Idaho Code §1O-1202. 
RESERVATION OF CLAIMS 
69. Caldwell has not completed its investigation of this matter and has not completed 
discovery. Caldwell therefore expressly reserves the right, and gives Pioneer notice, that 
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Caldwell may amend its counterclaim to state all other necessary claims and causes of action that 
come to light during the course of discovery in this matter. 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES ON COUNTERCLAIM 
70. DefendantiCounterclaimant has retained the law offices of HAMILTON, 
MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP, duly licensed and practicing attorneys in the state of Idaho, to 
institute and prosecute this counterclaim and has obligated itself to pay a reasonable attorneys fee 
for such representation. DefendantiCounterclaimant is entitled to recover reasonable attorneys 
fees and costs from Plaintiff/Counterdefendant pursuant to Idaho Code §§10-121O, 12-117, 12-
120,12-121, 12-123 and/or other provision ofIdaho law. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
71. DefendantiCounterclaimant hereby demands a trial by a jury of not less than 
twelve (12) persons on all issues triable by a jury. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays for entry of judgment as follows: 
1. That the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that Pioneer take nothing 
thereby; 
2. A judicial declaration that: 
a. The Manual is a legitimate exercise of Caldwell's legal authority and its terms 
and provisions are binding upon Pioneer. 
b. Caldwell has the authority to regulate storm water drainage and to make any 
improvement or perform any labor (or to secure third parties to make 
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improvements or perform labor) on any stream or waterway to prevent the 
flooding of the city and secure its drainage. 
c. Caldwell may make any improvement or perform any labor (or to secure third 
parties to make improvements or perform labor) on Pioneer's claimed 
facilities provided that such improvement or labor does not materially or 
unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of the easement or right-of-
way by Pioneer. 
d. Under Idaho Code § 42-1209, Pioneer must permit future "encroachments" 
within Pioneer's claimed facilities unless Pioneer shows that such 
"encroachments" materially or unreasonably interfere with the use and 
enjoyment of the easement or right-of-way. 
e. Under Idaho Code § 42-1209, Pioneer has no right to demand a condition or 
term that is unrelated to whether a proposed "encroachment" unreasonably or 
materially interferes with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its claimed facility 
as a precondition to Pioneer granting permission to enter upon its easement or 
right-of-way. 
f. Pioneer has no right to demand terms or conditions when a proposed 
"encroachment" does not materially or unreasonably interfere with Pioneer's 
use and enjoyment of its claimed easement or right-of-way. 
g. Idaho Code § 42-1209 contains no provision requiring Caldwell to pay 
attorney fees or engineering fees to Pioneer as a precondition to Caldwell 
obtaining permission to "encroach" upon Pioneer's claimed easements or 
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rights-of-way for construction of public road, utility and other projects; in 
particular, § 42-1209 does not require Caldwell to sign an open-ended retainer 
agreement with Pioneer's attorney requiring Caldwell to pay and replenish a 
retainer to Pioneer's attorney and be responsible, without limitation, for all 
costs and fees charged by Pioneer's attorney at hislher discretion. 
h. Idaho Code § 42-1208 does not apply retroactively. 
1. Idaho Code § 42-1209 does not apply retroactively. 
3. That Caldwell be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred herein; 
and 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems reasonable. 
DATED this l S-~fFebruary, 2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the I ~ay of February, 2008, I caused a true copy of the 
foregoing Answer and Counterclaim to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
Scott L. Campbell 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, 
ROCK & FIELDS, Chartered 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
( ~ Postage, Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) ~simile (208) 385-5384 
( ~Other e f'1.?\..l ( 
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100 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 
100,1 GENERAL OVERVIEW 
Storm water management (S\fVM) involves a coordinated effort to control the 
size and severity of floods, the impacts of water pollution events, and erosion 
and sedimentation problems. Previous local SVVNl programs have focused on 
FLOOD CONTROL. Idaho State and Federal EPA regulations will require a 
more comprehensive management program in the future. 
The Idaho Legislature enacted the Ground Water Quality Protection Act of 
1989. The act called for creation of a Ground Water Quality Council that is 
responsible for developing a Ground Water Quality Plan as well as a Ground 
Water Monitoring Plan. The Water Quality plan has identified urban runoff as a 
possible major non-point source of ground water contamination. 
In 1987 a new subsection was added to the National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) of the Clean Water Act and EPA published 
implementing regulations in 1990. These regulations require control of 
pollutants in urban storm water discharge to surface waters, and mandate an 
extensive permitting process for municipal storm sewer systems. This applies to 
communities with populations over 100,000, such as Boise, and will apply to 
smaller communities such as Caldwell beginning in 2006. 
For surface waters of particular concern ("water 'quality limited"), the State of 
Idaho has promulgated an "anti-degradation" policy for certain pollutants. The 
lower Boise River, which receives runoff from the City of Caldwell, is a "water 
quality limited" stream segment and is subject to the "anti-degradation" policy. 
A storm water management program is needed to meet the stated objectives of 
State and Federal regulations. This Manual outlines the City's storm water 
management program, which is intended to accomplish these objectives and 
set up the "Best Management Practices" (BMP) for managing storm water 
discharge from new developments. It is expected that this manual will require 
modification as State and Federal regulations change. 
100.2 MANAGEMENT GOALS 
This storm water management plan addresses three distinct system goals: flow 
controls, water quality protection, and erosion and sedimentation control. These 
goals must be addressed for the construction phase of a development, as well 
as for the completed development. Existing storm drainage systems are 
addressed in Section 101.1.1 
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100.2.1 Flow Controls 
Management of storm water fiows involves the design and 
implementation of a control system to achieve the fol/owing 
objectives: 
1. Mitigate downstream impacts from storm water flows 
resulting from land development activities. 
2. Accommodate storm water and other fiows from 
upstream lands and developments by providing adequate 
conveyance facilities through development sites. 
3. Preserve use of existing drainage ways and their carrying 
capacity, and prevent encroachment into historic drainage 
ways. 
100.2.2 Water Quality Protection 
Management of surface water and groundwater quality involves the 
design and implementation of a control system to achieve the 
fol/owing objectives: 
1. Mitigate the impacts to surface water and groundwater 
from contaminants in storm runoff caused by land 
development activities. 
2. Control the quantity of water contaminants through 
construction of facilities that treat storm runoff. 
3. Comply with the "anti-degradation" policy of the Idaho 
Department of Environmental Quality for pollutants of 
concem in the Boise River. 
100.2.3 Erosion and Sedimentation Control 
The management of erosion from new developments and resulting 
sediment load in receiving waters involves the design and 
implementation of a control system. The sources of sediment may 
be controlled through the use of diversions, ground cover, lined 
channels, sediment basins, sediment control structures, filtering and 
screening membranes, street sweeping, the elimination of dirt 
tracking from construction sites, or other approved methods. 
100.3 LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY 
The City of Caldwell does not have exclusive responsibility for drainage in the 
corporate limits and impact area of the City. It does have the responsibility and 
authority to manage storm water in the City and its impact area that is 
associated with streets and roads, subdivisions, planned unit developments and 
new construction. The fol/owing laws apply: 
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100.3.1 Idaho Constitution 
The City has constitutional authority as a municipal corporation 
to promulgate regulations governing the discharge of storm 
water onto the public right-of-way or into the City's storm water 
system. 
100.3.2 Jurisdiction and Ownership 
The City has authority to control discharges into the public 
right-of-way or into any storm sewers or drainage facilities 
within the public right-of-way through its ownership of the right-
of-way. (See Title 50. Idaho Code. Section 1330) 
100.3.3 Flood Prevention 
Title 50. Idaho Code. Section 333 gives the City authority to 
prevent or minimize flooding. 
100.3.4 Land Use Planning Act 
Title 67. Idaho Code. Section 6518 authorizes the City to adopt 
standards for storm drainage systems. 
100.3.5 Other 
This is not a comprehensive listing of all legal authority. There 
are other legal authorities. which the City may assert from time 
to time. 
100.4 URBAN HYDROLOGY 
As rain falls on an undeveloped watershed, some precipitation may be 
intercepted by trees, grass. or other vegetation. Precipitation that reaches the 
ground starts to fill depressions (depression storage) and infiltrates into the 
ground to replenish soil moisture and groundwater reservoirs. If rainfall is 
intense and/or of long duration. the storage and absorptive capacity of the soil is 
exceeded and surface runoff occurs. . 
As land is developed. the surfaces are graded and covered with non-porous 
materials. The reduced interception and depression storage causes the 
amount and rate of runoff from developed area to be greater than from 
undeveloped area. During rainfall events. the runoff may move more quickly 
through the drainage system due to unnatural routing of the flows and 
increased flow rates. Minor or major flooding may result. 
It is the intent of this manual that downstream drainage systems and water 
quality not be adversely affected by upstream development. 
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100.5 REQUIRED SUBMISSION TO THE CITY FOR DRAINAGE REVIEW 
Note: Review and approval of the Drainage Report by the City of Caldwell does not constitute 
an engineering review of the entire project plans and calculations. The review is for the purpose 
of ensuring general conformance to City policies and requirements. The submitting design 
engineer is solely responsible for the design. All submissions to the City shall be stamped and 
signed by a Professional Engineer registered in the State of Idaho. 
The Drainage Report includes the basis of the design and operation of the 
drainage system. The report is intended to be a stand alone document. All 
necessary information for Drainage Report review shall be included in the 
report. If possible, the report should be submitted prior to the development plan 
submittal. For any multi-phase developments, the drainage report must include 
all pertinent stormwater data from other phases that drain to or accept drainage 
from the newer phase, including contributing drainage basins, stormwater 
facilities constructed previously, temporary facilities, points and routes where 
irrigation or drainage ways enter and leave the parcel, users of any irrigation 
facilities, etc. The City intends that facilities detain stormwater and discharge at 
the rate of one miners inch (1/50 cfs) per acre of the drainage basin. Any 
proposed non-discharging retention facility is not allowed unless specifically 
approved by the City Engineer. The following items shall also be addressed or 
included in the Drainage Report: 
1. Topographic survey of the development site and 100 feet beyond showing 
existing drainage and irrigation water conveyance systems within the site 
on a 24" X 36" drainage basin map. Proposed drainage basins shall be 
clearly defined and correlated with the calculations. Roadway grade 
breaks and other delineations .. as needed, shall derine each basin. The 
total parcel shall be delineated into basins, including any contributing 
areas upstream of the development. Existing and proposed contours 
(minimum of 2 foot intervals) shall be shown for the development site and 
shall extend 100 feet beyond the site. The following items shall be 
shown on the map: 
a) All existing and proposed drainage and gravity irrigation facilities 
(e.g., detention and retention facilities, storm sewers, swales, outlet 
structures, irrigation facilities, culverts, drains, etc); 
b) Any relevant floodplain boundary based on the most current 
information as defined by FEMA; 
c) Legend defining map symbols, North arrow, and scale bar; 
d) Locations of all soil borings or explorations. 
2. Peak flow rate and runoff volume calculations shall be shown for each 
defined basin. Hydraulic calculations shall be included for gutter flow, inlet 
capacities, pipe capacities, sand and grease trap flows and any other treatment 




3. Runoff volume calculations, as described above, shall be calculated for 
each defined basin. The entire acreage of the development plus any 
contributing areas shall be included in the calculations. Volume 
calculations and accompanying discussions shall address method of 
calculations as described in section 101, volumes for any storage facilities, 
infiltration rates where applicable, discharge flow rates where applicable 
and any other calculations needed to show ultimate storage, infiltration, 
and discharge volumes. 
4. Plan, profile, and calculations of new or modified drainage and irrigation 
water systems, including all conveyance facilities, pipework, treatment 
devices, infiltration and percolation facilities, and any storage basins, 
inclusive, from inlet to overflow or outlet. 
5. Infiltration rates where applicable. All infiltration rates shall be established 
at the actual location of the infiltration facility. Soil classification or 
percolation testing shall be utilized to establish infiltration rates. (See 
Section 104). 
6. Seasonal high ground water table where applicable. 
7. Flood routing computations for the 100-year flood through existing 
drainage conveyance systems and routing of the 100-year storm to the 
ultimate drain, storage facility, or infiltration location. 
8. Copies of any associated permits and discharge agreements. 
101 DESIGN OVERVIEW 
101.1 GENERAL RULES 
It is the presumption of this manual that a storm drainage system established 
for any new or modified development must conform to the capabilities and 
capacities of the existing downstream drainage system. It is also presumed 
that all upstream drainage rights shall be maintained and downstream 
drainage privileges shall be preseNed. In addition, the following rules shall 
apply: 
101.1.1 Grandfather Clause 
The regulations contained in this manual shall not be applied 
retroactively. Any development (and the impeNious area associated 
therewith) in place as of the date of enactment of this manual, and 
discharging to an existing storm drainage system, may continue to 
discharge. The addition of any impeNious area greater than 1,000 
square feet, subsequent to the enactment of this manual, shall be 
subject to the provisions of this manual. The modification of any 
existing drainage system or the addition of impeNious areas that 
tends to increase quantity or decrease quality of discharge shall 
. constitute "development" and render the existing system 
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subject to the provIsIons of this manual. The setting of storm 
drainage practices for City sponsored street projects within the 
confines of City owned right-of-way may be directed by the City 
Engineer. 
101.1.2 Downstream Rule 
It is the intent of this manual that downstream drainage systems be 
preserved and the system and adjacent property not be adversely 
affected by upstream development. It is the developer's 
responsibility to ensure that the runoff, storm and domestic, from a 
development not increase pollutant load for pollutants of concern 
and discharge rates not exceed a development's "reasonable" share 
of downstream system capacity. The City Engineer may promulgate 
such requirements and procedures needed to achieve this 
requirement. 
101.1.3 Continuance of Existing Systems 
Existing storm water, irrigation or drainage conveyances for 
upstream or downstream properties shall be continued across the 
development. The conveyance may be relocated within the 
development, but the original or relocated facility must meet the 
applicable requirements set forth in this manual and the 
requirements of any other jurisdictional entity. In no case shall a 
conveyance facility be reduced in size from the pre-developed 
condition. The City Engineer may promulgate such requirements 
and procedures needed to achieve this requirement. 
101.1.4 Irrigation Rule 
Irrigation facilities shall meet the criteria of the irrigation entity with 
jurisdiction over the facility. It shall be the general requirement that 
irrigation delivery systems not be combined with stormwater drains 
and that stormwater storage not be combined with irrigation return 
water. The design and location of irrigation facilities within public 
right-of-way shall be subject to the review and approval of the City 
Engineer. 
101.1.5 Discharge Rule 
Any development proposing new or increased discharge off-site, in 
compliance with this manual, shall notify in writing the owner of the 
canal, ditch, drain or pond into which discharge shall occur. In 
addition, the design of new discharging facilities shall be subject to 
the review of the entity operating or maintaining· the canal, ditch, 
drain or pond. Any development proposing to increase the rate or 
reduce the quality of discharge from a site may be denied 
permission to discharge. 
101.1.6 . Engineer's Rule 
The design of any drainage system shall be under the responsible 
direction and control of an engineer having requisite training and 
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experience in stormwater system design. All drawings and reports 
shall be certified by the Engineer in responsible charge. 
A drainage facility which fails to function as designed, and in 
conformance with this manual, shall be redesigned, reworked and/or 
reconstructed at the expense of the developer and the design 
engineer until the original design intent is met. 
101.1.7 Acceptable Risk Rule 
The presumption in this manual is that rLlnoff from storms larger than 
the design storm is not fully accounted. for. It is presumed that 
storms larger than the design storm may cause property damage, 
injury or loss of lifa. This manual is not intended to remove all risk. 
101.2 DESIGN STORMS 
The following storm conditions shall be assumed in the design of storm 
drainage system components: 
Table I 
Design Storm Frequencies 
System Return Frequencies 
Primary Conveyance 25 Year 
Secondary Conveyance 100 Year 
Upstream Drainage 100 year 
Retention Storage 100 Year 
Detention Storage 100 Year (25 Year)* 
* In circumstances where overflow from detention facilities can be transported through a 
secondary conveyance system to a point of disposal, without danger to persons or 
property, for the 1 OO-year storm, the detention facility can be sized for the 25-year 
return frequency storm. 1 01.3 RUNOFF RATE 
Determination of runoff rate for various storm conditions is important in the 
design of an acceptable storm drainage system. Accurate modeling of tributary 
area to a drainage way can be a complicated, time-consuming process. This 
section introduces simplified modeling methods acceptable for design. The use 
of the Simplified modeling methods contained herein does not remove the 
obligation from the developer and design engineer to meet the design intent of 
this manual. (See 101.1.6). 
101.3.1 Calculation Methodology 
The peak rate of flow after development shall be determined for use 
in designing conveyance components (channels, pipelines and 
gutters) of the drainage system. The computation of peak flows for 
each system shall be included in a Drainage Report. Design storm 
frequencies for determining peak rates are shown in Table I. See 
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Section 102.4 for primary and secondary system definitions of the 
drainage system capacity. 
The rate of discharge shall be calculated using the proper 
methodology. The peak rate for areas up to eighty acres shall be 
calculated using the Rational Method or approved derivatives. The 
Soil Conservation Service (SCS) method TR No. 55 shall be used 
for areas larger than eighty acres. 
101.3.2 Rational Method Equation 
The equation for the rational method follows: 
Q = CIA (peak flow rates in cfs) 
C = non-dimensional runoff coefficient 
I = average rainfall intensity in inches per hour (inlhr.), over a 
duration equal to the time of concentration tc for the 
contributing area. 
tc = time of concentration in minutes (min) 
A = size of the contributing area (acres) 
(1) Typical C values are shown in Table 2 
Table 2 
Recommended "C" Coefficients for "Rational Method Equation" 
Peak Rate of Discharge Description of Run-Off Area Runoff Coefficients "c" 
(1 ) 
Business 
Downtown areas 0 .95 




Residential (rural) 0.40 
Apartment dwelling areas __ 0.70 
Industrial and Commercial 
Light areas 0.80 
Heavy areas 0.90 
Parks, cemeteries 0.10 
Playgrounds 0.20 
Railroad yard areas 0.20 
Unimproved areas 0.10 
Streets 




Drives and walks 0.85 
Roofs 0.95 
Adapted from ASeE (1972 














shall be used. Multi-lot single family residential developments shall 
use a coefficient of 0.50 for the entire basin area unless a higher 
coefficient is needed to account for a higher percentage of 
impeNious area. Right-of-Way plus 20 feet, ROW plus 2000 square 
feet per lot, etc. shall not be used in calculations. Any contributing 
areas shall use the appropriate coefficient for foreseeable future land 
uses. 
(2) The time of concentration (tc) is defined as the time required for 
runoff to travel from the most distant point in the basin to the point of 
measurement. For the design storm return frequency, it is the storm 
duration producing the peak runoff rate. ·'t is related to the slope and 
runoff coefficient and may be estimated by various methods. For 
overland travel distances greater than 1,000 feet, the Izzard (1946), 
Kirpich (1940), SCS lag equation or velocity charts (1975) may be 
used. 
(3) Rainfall intenSity shall be based upon the intensity-duration-
frequency information in Table 3. It is not necessary to consider 
times of concentration less than 10 minutes. 
Table 3 
Frequency (years) 
2 5 10 25 50 100 
Intensity in Inches per Hour 
1.21 1.67 1.96 2.37 2.73 3.11 
1.02 1.41 1.66 2.00 2.30 2.62 
0.71 0.98 1.15 1.39 1.59 1.82 
0.45 0.62 0.73 0.88 1.01 1.15 
0.27 0.36 0.42 0.50 0.58 0.66 
0.20 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.43 0.48 
0.13 0.17 0.20 0.23 0.27 0.30 
0.08 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.19 
0.05 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.12 
Source: NOAA Atlas 2 
(4) The size of the drainage area shall include all on-site areas 
and any off-site lands tributary to the design point. 
101.3.3 SCS TR55 Method 
See SCS TR55 for application and calculation method. 
(1) The time of concentration shall use the methodologies 
described above in Section 101.3.2. Runoff CUNe numbers shall be 




(2) Computer software adaptations of this method are acceptable 
provided their data and graphical printout are submitted for review. 
101.3.4 Other Methods 
Other methods of determining peak rate of flow and discharges 
based on sound engineering principles and with proven results may 
be used only if pre-approved by the City Engineer. 
101.4 RUNOFF VOLUME 
Runoff volumes shall be calculated for use in determining storage requirements 
for retention and detention facilities. Volumes shall be calculated based upon 
return frequencies listed in Table I. 
101.4.1 Criteria for Calculating Runoff Volumes 
The storm duration used for volume design shall be the duration that 
results in the largest storage volume requirement in a 24-hour 
period. Storm duration's from fc to 24 hours shall be checked. The 
beneficial and reasonable contributions of offsite discharge, 
infiltration and percolation may be included when determining peak 
storage volume requirements. Volumes shall be included on the 
plans. Volumes and deSign methodology shall be shown in the 
Drainage Report. 
101.4.2 Minimum Runoff Volume 
Regardless of the method used in computing runoff, the runoff 
volume used for design of residential subdivisions and commercial 
developments shall not be less than the volume from 1-inch of runoff 
times the area of the road right-of-way plus any contributing 
impervious surfaces. 
102 CONVEYANCE SYSTEM DESIGN 
102.1 GENERAL OVERVI EW 
A stormwater conveyance system includes any pipeline, ditch, swale, canal, 
borrow pit, channel, gutter, drain, creek or river having as one of its purposes 
the transporting of stormwater runoff. This section is devoted primarily to 
design of pipelines, gutters and channels and relies on the storm criteria and 
calculation methodologies outlined in Section 101.3. 
102.2 LOCATION 
Stormwater conveyance components may be located in public right-of way or 




102.2.1 Public Right-of-Way 
Only pipelines and gutters may be located in public right-of-way. The 
positioning of a pipeline or gutter in right-of-way is subject to the 
review and approval of the City Engineer, and in all instances 
pipelines must maintain Idaho State mandated separations from 
potable water lines (10 feet-horizontal, 18 inches - vertical). 
Manhole rings and covers should be positioned to minimize contact 
with wheeled traffic and to avoid interference with sanitary sewer 
lines. 
102.2.2 Easements 
Pipelines and open channels may be located on private property if 
easements of adequate width for construction, maintenance and 
operation of the pipeline or channel are provided. The easement 
shall specifically exclude encroachments and obstructions (including 
trees and shrubs) which affect maintenance or replacement of the 
pipe. Required easement widths shall vary between fifteen and 
twenty-five feet depending on pipe depth and at the discretion of the 
City Engineer or as indicated in "Exhibit B. Easements running 
along property lines shall be situated such that the centerline of the 
pipe is offset at least 2.5 pipe diameters from the property line. 
102.3 PIPE STANDARDS 
102.3.1 Size 
Pipe size shall be dictated by peak flow and hydraulic capacity. 
(See Sections 101.3 and 102.6.1) Minimum pipe diameter shall be 
twelve (12) inches. Hydraulic capacity must exceed 110% of the 
design peak flow. 
102.3.2 Depth of Bury 
The pipeline shall have a required depth of bury of at least twelve 
(12) inches. Additional depth may be required when traffic loading 
dictates the need. 
102.3.3 Material 
The pipeline shall be constructed of at least Class III reinforced 
concrete pip~ or SDR 35 PVC, both with watertight joints. Higher 
pressure rating will be required on PVC pipe when depth of bury is 
less than thirty (30) inches. Other pipe materials may be acceptable 




102.4 SYSTEM SIZING 
102.4.1 Primary Conveyance System 
The primary conveyance system shall be designed to accommodate 
peak flow of the design storm return frequency in Table 1. The 
primary system consists of catch basins, drop inlets, streets, street 
gutters and conduit systems. In general, the primary conveyance 
system should convey the design storm to the receiving waters with 
the maximum treatment and the minimum impact or inconvenience 
to the public. 
102.4.2 Secondary Conveyance System 
The secondary conveyance system shall be designed to 
accommodate the peak flow of the design storm frequency in Table 
1. The secondary sys'tem conveys storm water to the receiving 
waters after capacity of the primary system has been exceeded. In 
general, the secondary conveyance system will convey the design 
storm to the receiving waters with some impacts and inconvenience 
to the public. The secondary conveyance system must be a 
defined, designed system that includes easements and restrictions 
that protect the water conveyance system in perpetuity. If these 
conditions are not met, the primary system must be deSigned to 
accommodate both primary and secondary flows. 
102.5 MULTIPLE USE FACILITIES 
Stormwater conveyances shall be designed to convey stormwater runoff from 
upstream areas, using both the primary and secondary systems and the design 
storm indicated in Table 1. The intent of this manual is to minimize the 
combining of stormwater and irrigation water (live or return) except in major 
drains, but where separation is not feasible, the conveyance facility must be 
sized for both flows. 
102.6 CLOSED CONDUIT 
102.6.1 Hydraulic Capacity 
HydrauliC capacity may be calculated by various acceptable 
methods for closed conduits such as Hazen-Williams Formula, 
Darcy-Weisbach Equation and Manning Equation. 
102.6.2 Velocities 
Velocities in closed conduits flowing full shall not be more than eight 
(8) feet per second, unless the conduit is deSigned for higher rates, 
nor less than two (2) feet per second. 
102.6.3 Energy DiSSipaters 
Energy diSSipaters shall be provided at outfalls as needed to prevent 
scouring of the downstream system. 
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102.6.4 Catch Basins 
Catch basin inlets shall be designed to accommodate the design 
flow. 
102.6.5 Siphons and Surcharged Systems 
Storm drain piping (primary system) shall have free surface flow and 
not be surcharged up to the design storm without prior approval of 
the City Engineer. The storm drain system shall be free draining 
except for cross drain siphons. 
\!Vhen valley gutter cross drains are not deSirable, cross drain 
siphons may be used, provided the "equivalent hydraulic slope" will 
maintain a flow in the pipe flowing full of at least three feet per 
second. The "equivalent hydraulic slope" is defined as the difference 
in elevation between gutter flow lines divided by the length of siphon. 
102.7 OPEN CHANNEL 
102.7.1 Hydraulic Capacity 
Hydraulic capacity may be calculated by various acceptable 
methods for open channels such as Darcy-Weisbach Equation and 
Manning Equation. 
102.7.2 Velocities 
Velocities in open channels at design flow shall not be greater than 
the velocity, determined from channel conditions, to erode or scour 
the channel lining (generally 5 fps for an unlined channel). Super-
critical velocities should be avoided. Borrow ditch conveyance 
facilities (if permitted) shall not be allowed on road sections where 
the ditch invert exceeds 3% slope without provisions for reducing 
velocities, such as check dams, or lining the ditch. 
102.8 GUTTER CAPACITY 
Street gutters may provide storm water conveyance up to their hydraulic 
capacity. Beyond that limit, subsurface piping or flow routing will be required to 
facilitate proper drainage. The minimum gutter grade shall be 0.4%. In limited 
circumstances, where no reasonable option exists, the City Engineer may allow 
a minimum gutter grade of 0.3%. Gutter flow shall be intercepted by an 
underground conveyance or storage system ata maximum spacing determined 
by gutter hydraulic capacity. 
102.8.1 Hydraulic Capacity 
The hydraulic capacity of irregular channels can be calculated using 
Manning's Equation and appropriate coefficients. Channel depth is 
limited in accordance with the provisions of Section 102.8.2. 
102.8.2 Water Depth in Street Sections 
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The street section may be utilized for water conveyance as outlined 
below. The street section may not be utilized for storm water 
storage. 
Primary System 
For Storm events less than or equal to the design storm (see Table 
1) for the primary system, the street and gutter section may be used 
to convey water to catchments with the following restrictions: 
(1) Local Streets 
Design storm flow cannot encroach into private property, or 
exceed 2-inch depth at the crown. 
(2) Collector Streets 
Design storm flow cannot overtop the curb and at 
least one 10-foot lane must be free of water. 
(3) Arterial Streets 
Design storm flow cannot overtop the curb and at 
least one 12-foot lane in each direction must be 
free of water. 
Secondary System 
During storm events with return frequencies for the secondary 
system (see Table 1), the street and gutter section may be used to 
convey water to a catchments with the following restrictions: 
(1) Local and Collector Streets 
Buildings shall not be inundated. The depth of water over the 
gutter flow line shall not exceed 12-inches, and shall not 
exceed 6-inches at the roadway crown. 
(2) Arterial Streets 
Buildings shall not be inundated. The depth of water at the 
roadway crown shall not exceed 3-inches. 
102.8.3 Valley Gutters 
Cross drain valley gutters are not allowed across collector and 
arterial streets. 
102.8.4 Street Grades 
Water flowing down steep grades at high velocity can be dangerous 
to small children. Where flow depths exceed 6-inches, mean 
velocities in the gutter at peak flows shall not exceed 8-feet per 
second. Excessive depth and velocity shall be corrected through 
diversion of runoff, drop inlet structures or redesign of the street. 
103 DETENTION/RETENTION FACILITIES 
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103.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Detention or Retention facilities temporarily store stormwater runoff to minimize 
the potential for flooding and to partially remove sediments and pollutants from 
the water. Retention facilities store the runoff until it percolates, infiltrates or 
evaporates away. Detention facilities are similar except that a controlled 
discharge to an existing drainage way is also included. Detention facilities 
discharge any volumes larger than the water quality event. Both retention and 
detention facilities may have overflows through a secondary conveyance to a 
discharge location. 
The elements of detention or retention may be incorporated into basins, swales 
or underground facilities such as seepage beds or french drains. The criteria for 
design are itemized below. Table 4 compares requirements for retention and 
detention facilities: 
Table 4 
Comparison of Retention and Detention Facility Requirements 
PARAMETER RETENTION DETENTION 
Required storm frequency 100 yr 100 yr or 25 year with overflow 
Section 101.2 
General requirement Only allowed if approved by Discharge rate one miner's 
103.1, 103.2.1, 103.6 City Engineer inch per acre 
Sand and grease traps Required Required 
103.3.1 
Other Requirements Increased volume to account Rock filled trench to convey 
103.6,103.7.1 for nuisance water nuisance water to outlet 
Emptying requirement 48 hours for 2 year storm, 120 120 hours 
103.6, 103.7.6 hours for design storm 
Infiltration/Percolation 20 foot boring below bottom of 10 foot boring below bottom of 
103.8,104 facility facility 
Infiltration facilities not allowed Bedrock or impervious soils Bedrock or impervious soils 
104.2 within 20 feet within 10 feet 
Infiltration rate 67% of perc test or 67% of perc test or 
104.3 50% of Soil Classification 67% of Soil Classification 
Design calculation rate Most impermeable remaining Most impermeable remaining 
104.6 strata rate strata rate 
103.2 GENERAL CRITERIA 
103.2.1 Site Runoff 
The maximum off-site discharge rate· for the design storm (post 
development) shall be limited to 1 miner's inch (one fiftieth of a cubic 
foot per second) per acre provided the downstream system has 
proven adequate capacity and there was historic discharge. from the 
property. 
103.2.2 Storm Return Frequency 
Detention and retention facilities shall be designed for the retum 
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frequencies listed in Table I. 
103.2.3 Storm Duration 
For the design storm return frequency, the storm duration which 
produces the peak storage requirement, shall be used for design. 
Storm durations between the time of concentration and 24-hours 
shall be investigated. 
103.2.4 Location of Storage Facilities 
Stormwater retention and detention facilities and associated inlet 
piping, outlet piping and traps shall be located outside of right-of-way 
and on private property for single-lot developments or in a common 
lot for multi-lot residential or commercial developments. Exception 
to this manual may be allowed for multi-lot developments, less than 
two (2) acres in area with the approval, of the City Engineer provided 
that all retention or detention facilities are located within the confines 
of an adequately sized perpetual operation and maintenance 
easement, the lot on which the easement is located meets all 
minimum lot requirements exclusive of the easement; storage depth 
is not more than two feet; and side slopes are 5:1 or flatter. 
103.2.5 Storm Drainage From Offsite 
Single lot developments may not accept additional off-site 
drainage for retention or detention unless there are legal recorded 
documents setting forth the conditions of use and assignment of 
responsibility for future maintenance. 
103.2.6 Multi-Use Facilities 
Retention or detention facilities as approved by the City Engineer 
may be designed as open surface facilities for multi-use such as 
parks or open space as long as a public nuisance or safety hazard is 
not created. 
103.2.7 Idaho State Code Requirements 
Retention and detention facilities which incorporate absorption 
trenches, french drains, or any subsurface infiltration element for 
storm water management shall conform to Title 42, Chapter 39, 
Idaho Code, and to the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Rules (IDWR) for Waste Disposal and Injection Wells (IDAPA 
37.03.03) if required. 
103.2.8 Infiltration Surface 
The infiltration surface for ponds is the area of the horizontal 
projection of the water surface at the design storm depth. The 
infiltration surface for seepage trenches is the vertical projection of 
the trench wall surface at design storm depth. The infiltration 
surface area must be reduced to the area of any infiltration windows 
if such are constructed. 
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103.3 SEDIMENT CONTROL 
103.3.1 Sand and Grease Traps 
Runoff into retention and detention facilities shall flow through a 
sand and grease trap with a throat velocity less than or equal to 0.5 
feet per second for the design flow. Minimum trap detention time 
upstream of the throat shall be 40 seconds at peak flow for the 
design storm. An array of traps may be utilized to meet this criterion. 
103.3.2 Sediment Storage 
The design volume of underground facilities such as french drains 
and seepage beds shall be increased by 15% to accommodate 
sediment storage. 
103.4 OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
The responsibility for operation and maintenance of retention or detention 
facilities must be clearly defined and noted on development plans. The City is 
not to have drainage system or landscaping operation and maintenance 
responsibility for any private development located on private property or in 
common lots. 
103.5 DAMS AND EMBANKMENTS 
The following criteria shall apply in the deSign of storage basins: 
103.5.1 Freeboard 
Facilities shall be deSigned to accommodate the runoff from a 
design storm with the retum frequency shown on Table 1. Open 
basin facilities shall be deSigned with freeboard above the maximum 
design water elevation in accordance with Table 5. 
TABLE 5 - FREEBOARD REQUIREMENTS 
Water Depth Freeboard 
0-12 inches 4 inches 
12-24 inches 6 inches 
24 + inches 12 inches 
103.5.2 Side Slopes 
Open retention or detention facility side slopes shall not exceed 4: 1 
unless the facility is fenced. A fenced facility may have side slopes 
no steeper than 2: 1. Side slopes on facilities located in easements 
shall not exceed 5:1and shall meet other requirements of Section . 
103.2.4. 
103.5.3 Embankment Top Width 




TABLE 6 - MINIMUM TOP WIDTHS 





10 -15 12 
103.5.4 Embankment Height 
The design top elevation of all dams and embankments, after all 
settlement has taken place, shall equal or exceed the maximum 
water surface elevation, plus the required freeboard height. The 
design height of the dam or embankment is defined as the vertical 
distance from the top down to the bottom of the deepest cut. 
103.5.5 Embankment Material 
All earth fill shall be free from brush, roots, and organic material 
that might decompose and shall be compacted to 95% of 
Maximum Standard Proctor Density. 
103.5.6 Safety Ledges 
Safety ledges shall be constructed on the side slopes of all 
retention or wet detention basins having a permanent pool of 
water and deeper than 5-feet. The ledges shall be 4 to 6 feet in 
width and located about 2-1/2 to 3 feet below and 1 to 1-1/2 feet 
above the permanent water surface. 
103.5.7 Idaho State Review 
Embankments over 6-feet shall be reviewed by . the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources. 
103.6 SPECIAL CRITERIA - RETENTION 
Retention facilities shall be deSigned to accommodate the runoff volume from 
the deSign storm with allowances for sediment and freeboard as indicated in 
Sections 103.3.2 and 103.5.1, respectively. For residential developments, 
additional volume equal to 30% of the design storm run-off volume shall be 
included in the facility design volume to account for carryover from precedent 
storms, irrigation over-spray, and other nuisance water, i.e. car washing, etc. 
The facility shall be designed to empty within 48-hours for the 2-year storm, 
and 120-hours for the deSign storm. Particular detail and attention shall 
address nuisance water from over-irrigation, plugging of pond bottoms, or 
any other condition which may cause standing water in the facility over the 
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required 120-hour drain time. For multi-lot residential developments, retention 
facilities are only acceptable if approved by the City Engineer. 
103.6.1 Nuisance Water 
Retention facility size shall be increased by 10% above the peak 
volume computed for the design storm to accommodate nuisance 
water such as sprinkler overspray. Except where a high water table 
does not permit it, nuisance water shaH be stored in a rock trench to 
avoid the creation of mosquito breeding areas. 
103.6.2 Carry-Over Storm 
Retention facility size shaH be increased 20% above the peak 
volume computed for the design storm to accommodate retained 
volume from a storm proximate in time to the design storm. 
103.6.3 Retention Time 
The infiltration surface shall be sized, relative to pond or trench 
volume, for the retention facility to empty within 120 hours for the 
design storm. The depth of ponds or the width of seepage trenches 
are limited by this requirement. The minimum top widths of all dams 
and embankments are listed in Table 6. 
103.6.4 Overflow Drain 
For property having established historical drainage rights, the 
retention facility shall include an overflow drainage line from the 
retention facility to a pOint of historical discharge. Pipe sizing shall 
be a minimum of 12 inch diameter or have capacity of two miner's 
inches per acre of the drainage basin, whichever is larger. 
103.6.5 Proof Test. 
Each constructed retention facility shall be filled to the retained 
depth for the design storm, soaked for four hours, refilled to 
retained depth and timed to completely drain. The criterion of 
Paragraph 103.6.3 shall be met or the pond shall be rejected. 
The Engineering Department shall be informed a minimum of two 
days in advance of proof testing and will make the final 
determination of approval or rejection. The preference of the City 
of Caldwell is that non-potable water be utilized for this test when 
it is reasonably available. 
103.6.6 City Engineer Approval 
Retention facilities in residential developments are strongly 
discouraged, and are only acceptable with a showing of 
compelling public interest and only with the approval of the City 
Engineer. 
103.7 SPECIAL CRITERIA - DETENTION 
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The design of any detention facility requires consideration of several factors, 
such as size of the basin; minimum free board depth; maximum allowable 
depth of temporary ponding; recurrence interval of the storm being 
considered; storm duration; timing of the inflow; allowable outflow rate; and 
the length of time water is allowed to remain in the facility. The design goal 
is to leave downstream areas with the same hydrology that existed before 
development. Balancing the requirements is done through the preparation of 
three items: an inflow Hydrograph, a depth-storage relationship, and a depth-
outflow relationship. These items are combined in a routing routine to 
determine the outflow rate, depth of stored water, and volume of storage at 
any specific time, as the runoff passes through the detention facility. 
Particular detail and attention shall address nuisance water from over-
irrigation, plugging of pond bottoms, or any other condition which may cause 
standing water in the facility. Outlets shall be controlled through the use of 
an orifice inside a manhole or other approved structure. Other design 
considerations are discussed in the following sections. 
103.7.1 Outlets 
Outlet pipes shall be at least 12-inches in diameter. Orifice plates shall 
be used with trash racks or equivalent to prevent clogging. Facility 
bottoms shall be sloped to outlets. A rock filled trench shall convey 
nuisance water caused by over-irrigation from inlets to outlets. The 
pore capacity of the outlet trench shall equal the volume of storage 
required to contain the water quality event (103.7.6). 
103.7.2 Cut-off Walls 
Anti-seep cut-off walls or other seepage control methods are to be 
installed along outlet pipes as necessary. 
103.7.3 Scour Protection 
Suitable slope protection as approved by the City Engineer, shall 
be placed upstream and downstream of principal outlets as 
necessary to prevent scour and erosion. High velocity discharges 
require energy dissipaters. 
103.7.4 Orifice Plates 
Orifice plates or other flow restriction devices shall be provided to 
limit discharge in accordance with Section 103.2.1. The orifice 
opening shall be drilled into an end cap placed on the outlet pipe 
such that the cap can be rotated to contain water quality events 
with the orifice rotated to the top. With the orifice rotated to the 
bottom, the basin shall have the ability to be totally drained for 
maintenance. 
103.7.5 Emergency Spillways 
Emergency spillways shall be provided to protect embankments 
and suitably lined to prevent scour and erosion. Emergency 
overflows shall not be allowed into live-water irrigation facilities 
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without prior written permission from the owner and/or operator of 
the irrigation system and applicable regulatory agencies unless an 
historical right to drain exists. 
103.7.6 Water Quality 
For the purpose of protecting water quality in the receiving water, detention basins shall 
retain the "first-flush" of storms. At a minimum, at least 0.2" of runoff from impeNious area 
shall be retained (not discharged off-site). In all cases, the facility should be deSigned to 
empty within 120 hours of the last storm. The retained storage depth shall not exceed one 
foot. 
103.8 ABSORPTION DESIGNS 
Any detention or retention facility that allows water to infiltrate or percolate into 
the ground will be considered an. absorption design and must meet the 
requirements of this Section and Section 104. 
103.9 INNOVATIVE DESIGNS 
A drainage facility utilizing technology that is new, innovative or different from 
facilities presumed in the scope of this manual may be accepted for review and 
approval at the sole discretion of the City Engineer. Any facility accepted for 
review under this paragraph shall be evaluated to meet the full intent of this 
manual. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to require City review of 
any particular new or innovative design. 
104 INFILTRATION/PERCOLATION FACILITIES 
104.1 DESIGN OF INFILTRATION BASINS 
In general, infiltration basins, for the purposes of this manual, are above ground 
storage facilities, such as grassy swales or ponds, intended to contain design 
storm runoff without overflowing. These facilities may be combined with below 
ground percolation facilities. They may operate as either detention or retention 
facilities and must meet the applicable requirements of Section 103. 
The maximum probable groundwater elevation shall be established and used 
for facility design. Proposed facility bottom elevations within three feet of 
seasonal high groundwater levels shall have a minimum 24 inch layer of well 
graded fine aggregate material placed such that the top surface of said fine 
aggregate is located at a minimum of one foot above the high water elevation. 
Aggregate shall meet the gradation requirements of ITO Standard Specification 
703.02, "Fine Aggregate for Concrete". A site assessment of the area 
immediately around the proposed facility shall be conducted by a licensed 
Hydrogeologist or by a Professional Engineer, registered in the State of Idaho 
and practicing in the field of geoscience. The site assessment shall include an 
evaluation of the soil strata to a depth of at least twenty feet for retention 
facilities and at least ten feet for detention facilities below the bottom of the 
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proposed facility to determine if the probable maximum high groundwater 
elevation will encroach into the facility or if impervious layers exist. No storage 
credit may be taken for volumes below seasonal high groundwater elevation. 
The site assessment shall be included in the drainage report. 
104.2 INFILTRATION FACILITIES NOT ALLOWED 
There are several conditions that rule out a site as an infiltration facility. 
1. Bedrock or impervious soils within twenty (20) feet (retention facilities) 
and ten (10) feet (detention facilities) of the infiltrating surface unless the 
material is removed and replaced with suitable drain materials. The 
horizontal area of any such backfilled window shall be used for deSign 
calculations; 
2. Infiltrating surface on top of fill unless the fill is clean sand or gravel and no 
water quality degradation will occur; 
3. Surface and underlying soil of SCS Hydrologic Group C, or the saturated 
infiltration rate less than 0.25 inches per hour; 
4. Facility located within 100-feet or within the zone of contribution of 
existing water well. 
5. Facility located within 25 feet of a potable water main. 
104.3 INFILTRATION RATES 
The design of an infiltration basin is dependent on the appropriate selection of 
an infiltration rate. This may be determined either directly through performance 
of a percolation test or indirectly based on classification of soil types. Borings 
shall extend through the proposed infiltration facility down to twenty (20) feet 
(retention faCilities) and ten (10) feet (detention facilities) below the bottom of 
the infiltration facility. 
104.3.1 Percolation Test 
Infiltration rate may be established using the results of a percolation 
test performed in conformance with procedures outlined in Exhibit 
"C" and under the responsible charge of a registered Professional 
Engineer or licensed Hydrogeologist. The infiltration rate for deSign 
purposes is 67% of the percolation rate established in the test. 
Percolation tests shall be performed at the actual location and 
elevation of the most impermeable permanent (unexcavated) layer 
below the proposed facility. Percolation test results shall be included 
in the drainage report. 
104.3.2 Soil Classification 
Infiltration rate may be established using the results of soil 
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classification of the infiltration surface. The infiltration rate for 
various soil types is listed in Table 4. Soil classification shall be 
done by a registered Professional Soils Engineer or licensed 
Hydrogeologist experienced in the field of geoscience. For design 
purposes, the infiltration rate shall be 50% (retention facilities) and 
67% (detention facilities) of the listed rate in Table 7. 
TABLE 7 . INFILTRATION RATES 
scs Group and Type Infiltration Rate 
(Inches Per Hour) 
A. Sand 8 
A. Loamy Sand 2 
B. Sandy Loam 1 
B. Loam 0.5 
C. Silt Loam 0.25* 
C. Sandy Clay Loam 0.15 
D. Clay Loam & Silty Clay Loam <0.09 
D. Clays <0.05 
* Minimum rate, soils with lesser rates shall not be considered as candidates 
for infiltration facilities. 
104.4 DESIGN OF PERCOLATION FACILITIES 
In general percolation facilities are below ground storage facilities such as french 
drains or seepage beds that may be designed to store the deSign storm runoff above 
and/or below ground. The water may be stored within structural cavities or in the pore 
space of granular fill before it percolates into the ground through a sand filter. The 
percolation facility must meet the applicable requirements of Section 103. 
If there is not a positive outflow, or retention exceeds 25% of storage, percolation 
facilities shall be designed as a retention facility, including the criterion listed in 
Section 103.6. 
The storage volume shall accommodate the design storm, plus comply with Section 
103.3.2 regarding sedimentation, Section 103.6.1 regarding nuisance water, and 
Section 103.6.2 regarding carry-over storms. Infiltration rates are covered in Section 
104.3. Accepted engineering design formulae shall be used in determining storage 
volumes and infiltration rates. 
104.4.1 Sand Filter 
A minimum 12-inch layer of fine aggregate material shall be placed 
below al/ percolation facilities and a minimum 24 inch layer of fine 
aggregate material shall be placed below all percolation facilities 
within three feet of the high water table. The top surface of said fine 
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aggregate shall be located at a minimum of one foot above the high 
water elevation. The fine aggregate material shall meet the 
gradation requirements of ITO Standard Specification 703.2, "Fine 
Aggregate for Concrete". 
104.4.2 Filter Fabric 
The facility shall have an approved filter fabric (4 ozlsquare yard) 
placed between the storage media and the surrounding soil. No 
filter fabric need be placed between the storage media and the sand 
filter. 
104.5 PERCOLATION FACILITIES NOT ALLOWED 
There are several conditions that rule out a site for a percolation facility. If any 
of the conditions described in Section 104.2 exist, disposal of storm water by 
percolation is not permitted. 
104.6 SOIL STRATA CHARACTERISTICS 
Soil bOrings or test pits shall be taken at the trench sites to classify soil types. 
VVhen the soil strata has varying infiltration characteristics, the minimum or most 
impermeable rate for any remaining unexcavated soil strata shall be used for 
design calculations. The pond bottom or the area of any excavation window, 
whichever is less, shall be used for design calculations. The infiltration rates 
described in Table 4 shall apply. A percolation test may be used to define 
infiltration rates instead of Table 4. 
104. 7 MATERIALS 
Table 8 indicates the effective void volume for typical materials used in seepage 
beds. The DeSign Engineer may determine void volumes for other materials by 
laboratory analYSis and submit them to the City Engineer for review. The sand 
filter pore volume may not be used as storage volume for the facility. No 
storage may be allowed for pore volume below the water table. 
TABLES 
VOID VOLUME OF TYPICAL MATERIALS 
Material Volume(%) 
Blasted Rock 30 
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Uniform sized gravel (1-1/2") 40 
Graded gravel (3/4" minus) 30 
Sand 25 
Pit run gravel 20 
105 MISCELLANEOUS SPECIFICATIONS 
105.1 EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL 
Erosion and sediment discharged from the development site must be minimized 
or eliminated both during construction and after the development is complete. 
Properly designed developments utilize ground covers, lined ditches, riprap, 
and underground piping systems to eliminate erosion and control sediment. 
Prior to the beginning of construction, where construction activities disturb more 
than one acre, the developer or his representative must have a Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) in place and must file a Notice of Intent 
(NOI) with the EPA, in accordance with NPDES (National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System) requirements. The SWPPP will include provisions for 
reducing sediment discharges from the construction site and traCking of mud 
onto roadways. A copy of this plan and the NOI shall be provided to the City 
prior to any site grading. 
105.2 IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE FACILITIES 
Stormwater conveyance and storage facilities shall be separate and distinct 
from non-storm systems' such as irrigation, irrigation return, underdrain, and 
sanitary sewer flows with the exception of landscape or irrigation overspray. 
Existing non-storm systems rerouted or piped through new developments 
(except sanitary sewers) shall not be located in the public right-of-way except 
at crossings. These systems should be located in individual easements. 
Systems routed through new developments shall not utilize development 
conveyance or other stormwater facilities upstream of any storage, detention, 
or retention. Systems routed through new developments may utilize 
conveyance downstream from any storage, detention, or retention facilities; 
Approved discharges of storm drain facilities into non-storm systems shall be 
at centralized, distinct locations. Stormwater system conveyance piping shall 
not be utilized for land drainage systems. 
105.3 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
This section sets forth the minimum standards, specifications, standard details, 
etc. to be used for the design of storm water and drainage facilities. Except as 
modified herein, a" work shall be in accordance with the current IDAHO 
STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC WORKS CONSTRUCTION (lSPWC); 
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105.3.1 Discharge Pipes 
All discharge pipes shall end in a precast concrete or corrugated 
metal end section or a east-in-place concrete headwall. Wingwalls 
and energy dissipaters shall be included when conditions require. 
105.3.2 Testing 
The City Engineer may require testing (such as the mandrel or air 
test) beyond the requirements of ISPWC as needed to ensure 
proper installation of pipe. 
105.3.3 Manhole DeSign Standard 
Manholes shall be designed according to the latest edition of 
ISPWC. 
105.3.4 Manhole Spacing 
Manholes shall be provided at all intersections of two or more pipe 
segments and at all locations where the pipe changes direction. 
Manhole spacing shall not exceed 400 feet. 
105.3.5 Manhole Frames and Covers 
Manhole frames and covers shall be cast iron conforming to 
specification ASTM A 48 Class 30. They shall be suitable for HS-25 
loading capacity. All storm drain manhole covers shall have a east-
in-place concrete collar (SO-508A), and the words "STORM DRAIN" 
cast integrally in the top of the cover. Manhole covers shall be set 
within 1-foot of finished grade. The manhole cover shall be flush 
with the finished grade. 
Concrete collars shall be placed after paving is complete. 
105.3.6 Catch Basins 
Catch basins located within street right-of-way shall be Type II or 
Type IV (per ISPWC S0-602B, S0-601, or S0-6020) with a 1-foot 
sump. 
Catch basin grates and frames shall be welded steel, capable of an 
HS-25 loading. 
Catch basins located outside of street right-of-way may be Type I, II, 
III, or IV. 
All construction shall be in accordance with Section 606 of ISPWC. 
106 INSPECTION and CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
1 06.1 POST-CONSTRUCTION SUBMISSIONS 
Prior to final acceptance of the development, record or as-built drawing in hard 





STANDARD PERCOLATION TeST 
The use of the percolation test is to be used in conjunction with a site survey and soil profile 
analysis. It is not to be used as the sole determiner of a proposed disposal site's infiltrative 
capability. The following outlines a procedure for making a standard percolation test. 
1. Dig or bore a hole with horizontal dimensions of six (6) to eight (8) inches and with vertical sides 
to a depth of at least eight (8) inches in the zone of anticipated soil absorption. 
2. Carefully scarify the bottom and sides of the hole with a knife or other device to remove any 
smeared surfaces. 
3. Place about one (1) inch of coarse sand in the bottom of the hole to prevent scouring and 
sediment. A small section of standard four-inch diameter perforated drainpipe is handy to 
prevent water splash on the hole sidewall. 
4. Fill the hole with at least eight (8) inches of water and allow the soil to presoak at least twenty 
four (24) hours. If the soil contains greater than 27% clay the soak period shall be extended to 
48 hours. The water must be clear, free of organics, clay or high sodium content. 
5. Measurement procedure. In soils where: 
(a) Water remains in the hole after the presoak period; adjust the water depth to six (6) 
inches. Measure the drop in water level every thirty (30) minutes. Continue the test 
until the last reading is the same as the previous reading or four (4) hours, 
whichever occurs first. 
(b) No water remains in the hole after the presoak period, add water to bring the depth 
to six (6) inches. Measure the drop in (30) minute intervals, refilling the hole to the 
six (6) inch depth after each thirty (30) minute reading. Continue the test until the 
last reading is the same as the previous reading or four (4) hours, whichever occurs 
first. 
(c) The first six (6) inches of water soaks away in less than thirty (30) minutes, the time 
interval between measurements should be ten (10) minutes. 
6. Calculations: 
Time, in Minutes 
Percolation Rate, Minutes/inch = __________ _ 
Water Drop, in Inches 
7. At least two percolation tests should be run on each site, one test at each end of the proposed 
facility, in the zone of the most impervious soil layer. 
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EXHIBITB 
Pipe Depth CD) 
Pipe Size (D) 2'-6' 6'-8' S'-lO' 10'-12' 12'-14' 14'-16' 
X 4.0 4.5 6.5 8.5 10.5 12.5 
12 Y 12.0 12.5 14.5 16.5 18.5 20.5 
W 16.0 11.0 21.0 25.0 29.0 33.0 
X 4.0 4.6 6.0 8.6 10.0 12.6 
15 Y 12.0 12.6 1.4.6 16.6 18.6 20.6 
W 16.0 17.3 21.3 25.3 293 33.3 
X 4.0 4.8 6.8 8.& 10.8 12.8 
18 Y 12.0 12.8 14.8 16.8 18.8 20.8 
W 16.0 17.5 21.5 25.5 29.5 33.5 
X 4.0 4.9 6.9 8.9 10.9 12.9 
21 Y 12.0 12.9 14.9 16.9 18.9 20.9 
W 16.0 17.8 21.8 25.8 29.8 33.8 
X 4.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 11.0 13.0 
24 Y 12.0 13.0 15.0 17.0 19.0 21.0 
W \6.0 18.0 22.0 26.0 30.0 34.0 
X 4.0 5.1 7.1 9.1 11.1 13.1 
27 Y \2.0 13.1 15.1 17.1 19.1 21.1 
W 16.0 18.3 22.3 26.3 30.3 34.3 
X 4.0 5.5 7.5 9.5 1I.S 13.5 
36 Y 12.0 13.5 15.5 17.5 19.5 21.5 
W 16.0 19.0 23.0 27.0 31.0 35.0 
X 4.0 5.8 7.8 9.8 11.8 13.8 
42 Y 12.0 13.8 15.8 17.8 19.8 21.8 
W 16.0 19.5 23.5 27.5 31.5 35.5 
X 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 
48 Y '12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 






















BILL No. l2. 
ORDINANCE No. 2594 
AN ORDINANCE ENACTED BY THE CALDWELL CITY COUNCIL, 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §67-6502, §67-6518, AND §67~6523 AND TITLE 
50, CHAPTERS 2 AND 3, ESTABLISIDNG AN EMERGENCY STORMWATER 
MANAGEMENT MANUAL; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE; 
PROVIDING FOR SEVERABILITY; AND REPEALING ALL ORDINANCES, 
RESOLUTIONS, ORDERS AND PARTS THEREOF IN CONFLICT 
HEREWITH. 
WHEREAS, Ordinance 2242, previously passed by the City Council on December 21, 
1998 amended the Municipal Code of the City of Caldwell by adding a new Chapter 13, 
providing for the establishment of standards to be appJied to stol1n drainage systems; and 
WHEREAS, Ordinance 2242 was adopted in accordance with Idaho Code §67-6509 and 
§67-65 1'8; and 
WHEREAS, Ordinance 2242 provides that the City Engineer shall prepare Standards for 
the City stonn drainage system which are necessary and beneficial for implementation and 
maintenance of an effective storm drainage system within the City; and 
WHEREAS, Idaho Code §67-6518 provides that standards for stann drainage systems 
may be adopted pursuant to ordinance; and 
WHEREAS, Idaho Code Title 50, chapter 3 authorizes the City to prevent the flooding of 
the City or to secure its drainage; and 
WHEREAS, Idaho Code §67~6523 provides that a governing board may adopt 
emergency ordinance if it finds that an imminent peril to the public welfare exists; and 
WHEREAS, Storms during the spring of 2005 and winter of 2006 have demonstrated 
that certain provisions of the existing policy adopted by Ordinance 2242 are not protective of 
public health and safety; and 
WHEREAS, The governing board finds the deficiencies of the Stol'mwater Policy 
adopted by Ordinance 2242 constitutes imminent peril to the public health, safety and welfare; 
and 
WHEREAS, It is now required for the protection of the public health, safety and welfare 
for the City Council to adopt emergency standards that modifY, supplement andlor vary fi'om 
those established in Ordinance 2242 and, without waiving the authority to enact ordinances 
regarding stonn water drainage pursuant to Idaho Code chapter 3, Title 50, proceed in 
confonnance with Idaho Code §67-6523. 
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BE IT ORDAINED by the Mayor and City Council of the City of Caldwell, County of 
Canyon, State ofIdaho: 
Secti()u 1: The City Council hereby adopts that certain EMERGENCY DRAFT CALDWELL 
MUNICIPAL STORMWATER MANAGEMENT MANUAL, dated APRIL, 2006, for 
application within the City of Caldwell and its impact area. A copy of said manual is attached to 
this ordinance as "Exhibit A" and incorporated herein by this reference as available in the City 
Engineering Department. 
Section 2: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, approval, 
and publication, according to law. 
Section 3: This ordinance is hereby declared to be severable. If any portion of this ordinance is 
declared invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remaining provisions shall continue in 
full force and effect and shall be read to carry out the purposes of the ordinance before the 
declaration of partial invalidity. 
Section 4. All ordinances, resolutions, orders and parts thereof in conflict herewith are repealed. 
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF CALDWELL, IDAHO, THIS I g DAY OF ~ 
2006. . I ~ 












Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136 
Tara Martens, ISB No. 5773 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephon~ (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
18946.59 
Attorneys for Plaintiff / Counterdefendant 
Pioneer Irrigation District 
LED AM. ___ ..... ;M. 
MAR 1 8 2008 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Defendant. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Counterdefendant. 
REPLY TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S 
Case No. CV 08-556-C 
REPLY TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S 
COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURy 
TRIAL 
COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 Client:844763,2 
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Pioneer Irrigation District hereby files this Reply to City of Caldwell's 
Counterclaim and Demand for Jury Trial pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 7 (a) 
and 12(a). 
GENERAL DENIAL 
Pioneer Irrigation District (hereinafter "Pioneer") denies each allegation of the 
Counterclaim and Demand for Jury Trial that is not specifically admitted herein. Additionally, 
because the allegations contain numerous assertions of the meaning of numerous statutes by the 
City of Caldwell (hereinafter the "City"), constituting conclusions of law over which this Court 
has authority, Pioneer denies all such allegations generally unless specifically admitted. 
RESPONSE TO GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
1. Pioneer admits the allegations in Paragraph 41. 
2. Pioneer admits the allegations in Paragraph 42. 
3. Pioneer admits the allegations in Paragraph 43, except for the apparent 
misspelling of "proper" which reads "property" in this paragraph. 
4. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 44, because any authorities 
provided by the provisions cited therein are available to the City only when the City's actions are 
"not in conflict with [the City's] charter or with the general laws" and when they are "not 
inconsistent with the laws of the state ofIdaho." IDAHO CaNST. art. XII, § 2; IDAHO 
CODE § 50-302(1). Furthermore, Pioneer denies the provisions cited in Paragraph 44 provide 
the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of-way 
without authorization from Pioneer. 
5. Pioneer responds to the City's allegations of specific authorities in 
Paragraphs 45(a)-(e) as follows: 
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(a) Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 45(a), because any 
authorities provided by Section 50-331 are available only "to the extent necessary to preserve the 
watercourse." IDAHO CODE § 50-331. Furthennore, Pioneer denies Section 50-331 provides the 
City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of-way without 
authorization from Pioneer. 
(b) Pioneer admits Section 50-332 contains the language quoted in 
Paragraph 45(b), but denies that Section 50-332 provides the City with authority to interfere with 
Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of-way without authorization from Pioneer. 
(c) Pioneer denies Section 50-332 contains the language quoted in 
Paragraph 45(c). Any authority provided by Section 50-333 is available only "when necessary to 
protect the safety oflife and property of the city." IDAHO CODE § 50-333. Furthennore, Pioneer 
denies Section 50-333 provides the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, 
easements, and rights-of-way without authorization from Pioneer. 
(d) Pioneer admits only that Section 50-312 provides the City with 
authority to "levy and collect a special tax" for the enumerated purposes, and therefore denies the 
allegations in Paragraph 45( d). IDAHO CODE § 50-312. Furthennore, Pioneer denies 
Section 50-312 provides the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, 
and rights-of-way without authorization from Pioneer. 
(e) The allegation in Paragraph 45(e) is an overbroad generalization of 
the authorities provided by the three cited statutes, and Pioneer therefore denies the allegations in 
Paragraph 45(e). Pioneer denies that any of the three statutes provide the City with authority to 
"operate ... irrigation ... systems." Furthennore, Pioneer denies the provisions cited in 
REPLY TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S 
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Paragraph 45(e) provide the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, 
and rights-of-way without authorization from Pioneer. 
6. In response to the allegation in Paragraph 46, Pioneer admits the City is 
subject to the Local Land Use Planning Act ("LLUP A") as a general matter, but denies LLUP A 
provides the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of-
way without authorization from Pioneer. 
7. In response to the allegation in Paragraph 47, Pioneer admits the City has 
general authority to adopt standards for storm drainage systems, but denies the provision cited in 
Paragraph 47 provides the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, 
and rights-of-way without authorization from Pioneer. 
8. In response to the allegations in Paragraph 48, Pioneer denies same. 
9. Pioneer admits the first sentence in Paragraph 49. With respect to the 
second sentence in Paragraph 49, Pioneer admits Section 100.1 of the Manual contains the 
quoted language, but is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the truth of that provision 
or that such provision specifically describes the Manual. With respect to the third sentence in 
Paragraph 49, Pioneer admits Section 100.1 contains language similar to the quoted language, 
but is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny whether such language reflects the findings 
and conclusions of the Caldwell City Council, or whether such findings and conclusions are 
legally or factually valid. 
10. In response to the allegation in Paragraph 50, Pioneer admits the City has 
authority to enact the Manual as a general matter, but denies that all of the Manual's provisions 
comply with state law. Furthermore, Pioneer denies the City has authority to implement the 
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Manual so as to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of-way without 
authorization from Pioneer. 
11. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 51. Pioneer does admit that it 
owns numerous agricultural drains and irrigation facilities within and near the corporate city 
limits of Caldwell. 
12. In response to the allegation in Paragraph 52, Pioneer admits that its 
interests in some agricultural drains and irrigation facilities "within and near the corporate city 
limits of Caldwell" derive from prescriptive easements, but denies that its interests in "all" such 
agricultural drains and irrigation facilities derive from prescriptive easements and denies that its 
interests are limited to rights associated with prescriptive easements. 
13. Idaho Code Section 42-1209 speaks for itself, and the allegations in 
Paragraph 53 call for legal conclusions. Pioneer denies the allegations. 
14. The allegations in Paragraph 54 call for legal conclusions and therefore 
Pioneer denies same. 
15. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 55. Furthermore, the 
allegations in Paragraph 55 are not "simple, concise, and direct," and therefore violate Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 8(e)(I). 
16. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 56. 
17. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 57. 
18. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 58. 
19. The allegations in Paragraph 59 calls for legal conclusions. Pioneer 
therefore denies the allegations. 
20. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 60. 
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21. Pioneer denies the allegations of Paragraph 61. 
22. Pioneer denies the allegations of Paragraph 62. 
RESPONSE TO CLAIM FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
23. Pioneer reasserts its responses to Paragraphs 1 through 62. 
24. Pioneer admits only that Paragraph 64 describes some of the general 
issues raised by the City in its counterclaim. Pioneer denies the allegations of Paragraph 64. 
25. Pioneer denies the allegations of Paragraph 65(a)-(i). 
26. Pioneer admits the allegations in Paragraph 66, but denies that this dispute 
is limited to "actual, existing facts." 
27. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 67. 
28. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 68. 
RESPONSE TO RESERVATION OF CLAIMS 
29. Pioneer lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations in 
Paragraph 69 and therefore denies the same. 
RESPONSE TO CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
30. Pioneer denies the City is entitled to attorney's fees and costs as alleged in 
Paragraph 70. 
RESPONSE TO DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
31. In response to Paragraph 71, Pioneer denies there are any claims or issues 
triable by a jury in the City's counterclaim. 
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DEFENSES 
32. The City's counterclaim fails to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. 
33. Pioneer's alleged conduct was authorized or required by Idaho Code 
Section 42-1209 and related statutes and case law. 
34. Discovery has only recently been initiated, the results of which may 
disclose the existence of facts supporting additional defenses. Pioneer hereby reserves the right 
to seek leave of this Court to amend its Answer as it deems appropriate. 
35. The City's counterclaim is barred by the doctrine oflaches. 
36. The City's counterclaim is barred by the doctrine of ''unclean hands." 
3 7. Pioneer, by pleading a "defense" above, does not admit that said defense is 
an "affirmative defense" within the meaning of applicable law, and Pioneer does not thereby 
assume a burden of proof for production not otherwise imposed upon it as a matter oflaw. 
CLAIM FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES IN DEFENSE 
Pioneer has been required to retain counsel to defend this counterclaim and is, 
therefore, entitled to recover reasonable costs and attorney fees as provided by law and the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, including, but not limited to, Idaho Code Sections 10-1210, 12-117, 
12-120, 12-121, and 42-1209, and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Pioneer prays that the Court: 
1. Dismiss the City'S counterclaim, with prejudice, without granting any 
relief requested therein against Pioneer; 
2. A ward Pioneer reasonable costs and attorney fees; and 
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3. Grant such further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the 
circumstances. 
DATED this \~daYOfMarch, 2008. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By __ ~~~~~~~~ ____ __ 
Scott L. Campbell- 0 e Firm 
Attorneys for Pioneer Irrigation District 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ay of March, 2008, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing REPLY TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND 
FOR JURY TRIAL to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Mark Hilty (~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP ( ) Hand Delivered 
1303 12th Ave. Rd. ( ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 65 ( ) Facsimile 
Nampa, ID 83653-0065 
Facsimile (208) 467-3058 
J. Frederick Mack 
Erik F. Stidham 
HOLLAND & HART, LLP 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Ste. 1400 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, ID 83701-2527 
Facsimile (208) 343-8869 
REPLY TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S 
(4s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
S~ott L. Campbell 
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136 
MOFFAIT, THOMAS, BARREIT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 08 - 556 C 
AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR 
DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
No Filing Fee A 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District, by and through undersigned 
counsel of record, for a cause of action against the Defendant City of Caldwell, and hereby 
amends its Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief filed January 16, 2008, and 




complains and alleges as follows: 
I. 
PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District ("Pioneer") is an irrigation district duly 
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Idaho. Pioneer provides 
irrigation water and irrigation drainage functions to approximately 34,000 acres in Canyon 
County. Pioneer was organized in 1903 and has the distinction of being one of the first irrigation 
districts formed in Idaho after the Idaho legislature enacted statutes earlier that year providing for 
the creation of irrigation districts. In addition, many of Pioneer's irrigation delivery and drainage 
facilities date back to the late 1800s. 
2. Defendant City of Caldwell is a municipal corporation duly organized and 
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Idaho and located within Canyon County, 
Idaho. 
II. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
3. The conduct which forms the basis for the causes of action set forth herein 
occurred within Canyon County, Idaho. In addition, this action concerns real property located 
wholly within the boundaries of Canyon County. Accordingly, this Court has subject matter 
jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 1-701 and 1-705. In addition, 
Pioneer's legal rights are affected by a municipal ordinance enacted by Defendant. Accordingly, 
this Court has jurisdiction to issue a declaratory judgment regarding this ordinance pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 10-1202. 
4. Defendant IS a municipal corporation located wholly within Canyon 
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County, Idaho. Accordingly, this Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 5-514. 
5. This action concerns real property located within the boundaries of 
Canyon County, Idaho. In addition, Defendant is a municipal corporation located wholly within 
Canyon County. Accordingly, venue of this matter is proper in Canyon County pursuant to 
Idaho Code Sections 5-401 and 5-404. 
III. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
6. Idaho Code Section 42-1102 grants a right-of-way for irrigation facilities 
and provides that the existence of a "visible ditch, canal or conduit shall constitute notice to the 
owner, or any subsequent purchaser, of the underlying servient estate" that the owner of the 
ditch, canal, or conduit "has the right-of-way and the incidental rights confirmed or granted by 
this section." 
7. In addition, Idaho Code Sections 42-1102 and 42-1209 prohibit any party 
from "caus[ing] or permit[tingJ" any encroachments into an irrigation easement or right-of-way 
without the express written permission of the owner and require that any such unauthorized 
encroachments that unreasonably or materially interfere with the use or enjoyment of the 
right-of-way be removed at the sole expense of the person or entity "causing or permitting' such 
encroachment (emphasis added). 
8. Similarly, Idaho Code Section 42-1208 provides that irrigation facilities 
are not subject to adverse possession and prohibits the construction of any obstructions in 
irrigation easements or rights-of-way for the purpose of adversely possessing such facilities. 
9. For at least 100 years, Pioneer's irrigation delivery and drainage systems 
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in Canyon County have been fully visible and have provided notice that any encroachments into 
its facilities are strictly prohibited without express written permission from Pioneer to construct 
such encroachments. 
10. On September 5, 2006, Defendant, by and through the Caldwell City 
Council, adopted a revised storm water management manual (the "Manual") in Case 
No.OA-76-06. 
11. Prior to September 5, 2006, the Manual had been adopted by Defendant, 
through the Caldwell City Council, as an emergency ordinance in Bill No. 19, Ordinance 
No. 2594. 
12. The Manual contains requirements for the management and disposition of 
municipal storm water runoff from new commercial and residential developments within the City 
of Caldwell and its Area of Impact. 
13. Pursuant to Section 103.1 of the Manual, a storm water "retention" facility 
stores runoff until it percolates into the ground or evaporates. 
14. By contrast, pursuant to Section 103.1 of the Manual, a storm water 
"detention" facility stores runoff and, by definition, discharges it directly into an existing 
drainage way. 
15. Pursuant to Sections 100.5 and 103.2.1 of the Manual, new developments 
may discharge storm water into a natural or manmade drainage way at a rate of one miner's inch 
(0.02 cubic feet per second) for every acre of property to be drained. 
16. Section 101.1.5 of the Manual permits a developer to construct a new 
discharge into an irrigation delivery or drainage facility simply by providing notice to the owner 
of the irrigation facility. 
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17. Pursuant to Sections 100.5 and 103.6.6 of the Manual, non-discharging 
stonn water retention facilities associated with residential developments are "strongly 
discouraged" and are "not allowed" unless, in the sole discretion of the City Engineer, there is a 
"compelling public interest" for such facility. 
18. In addition, in the event that the City Engineer approves a retention 
facility, Section 103.6.4 of the Manual requires such facility to include an overflow drainage line 
into a point of historical discharge, if historical drainage rights are associated with the property to 
be drained. Such overflow drain may have discharge capacities exceeding two miner's inches 
per acre. 
19. Similarly, Section 103.7.5 reqUITes detention facilities to include 
emergency spillways and allows such emergency overflows to be discharged into irrigation 
facilities without the consent of the owner of such irrigation facilities if a historical right to drain 
is associated with the property to be drained. 
20. Moreover, Section 102.5 of the Manual implies that developers may 
discharge municipal storm water runoff into "major drains" without obtaining approval from the 
owner or operator of such facilities to do so. 
21. Finally, Section 101.1.2 of the Manual provides that, "[i]t is the 
developer's responsibility to ensure that ... discharge rates not exceed a development's 
'reasonable' share of downstream system capacity," but does not define what constitutes a 
'''reasonable' share of downstream system capacity." 
22. Based upon the Manual and Defendant's implementation thereof, 
deVelopers have installed multiple unauthorized points of municipal storm water discharge into 
Pioneer's irrigation and drainage facilities and have dedicated these facilities to the Defendant to 
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become part of its street and road system. 
23. While some agricultural lands may have a historic right to drain 
agricultural storm water and irrigation runoff to Pioneer facilities, this right does not include the 
right to pipe and discharge municipal storm water runoff into Pioneer facilities, as this would 
constitute an impermissible expansion of any such historical right to drain. 
24. Even if urban lands have a historical right to drain, the Manual's intent to 
"discharge at the rate of one miner's inch (1150 cfs) per acre" is unlawful to the extent that it 
allows discharges in excess of such historical discharge rates. 
25. Pioneer's irrigation "drains" were designed and constructed in the early 
1900s for the primary purpose of intercepting and draining irrigation runoff and subsurface 
seepage water from farmland. 
26. In addition, Pioneer's "drains" do not function solely for drainage. Rather, 
they serve the dual purpose of draining agricultural lands and delivering live irrigation water. 
27. As is reflected in Section 100.4 ofthe Manual, "[a]s land is developed, the 
surfaces are graded and covered with non-porous materials. The reduced interception and 
depression storage causes the amount and rate of runoff from developed area to be greater than 
from undeveloped area. During rainfall events, the runoff may move more quickly through the 
drainage system due to unnatural routing of the flows and increased flow rates. Minor or major 
flooding may result." 
28. In addition to its enactment and implementation of the Manual, Defendant 
has itself constructed and taken ownership from developers of one or more points of discharge of 
storm water runoff in Pioneer facilities. 
29. Due to the nature and purpose of Pioneer's facilities and the increased 
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rates of stonn water runoff and discharge that are associated with the development of farmland, 
Pioneer's facilities are unable to adequately handle stonn water discharges from new commercial 
and residential developments. 
30. The presence of these unauthorized stonn water discharges in Pioneer's 
facilities materially and unreasonably interferes with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its 
irrigation easements and rights-of-way because: 
(a) The extra runoff materially and unreasonably interferes with 
Pioneer's ability to conduct maintenance and repair of its facilities during the irrigation off-
season, when many of these facilities should be free of water; and 
(b) The presence of these unauthorized municipal stonn water 
discharges into Pioneer's facilities subjects Pioneer to additional and unreasonable liabilities 
under state and federal law. 
31. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-1203, Pioneer has a statutory duty to 
ensure that its facilities do not contain more water than they can "easily contain." 
32. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-1204, Pioneer has a statutory duty to 
ensure that water from its facilities does not "damage or in any way injure the property or 
premises of others." 
33. The federal Clean Water Act ("CWA"), 33 U.S.C. § 1251, et seq., 
prohibits point source discharges of pollutants into waters of the United States without a proper 
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES") pennit. CWA § 402. 
34. Municipal stonn water runoff is classified as a point source requiring an 
NPDES permit under the CWA. CW A § 402(P). 
35. Pioneer is generally exempt from liability under the CWA regarding the 
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operation of its facilities, as agricultural return flows are exempt from the cWA's permitting 
requirements so long as discharges are "composed entirely of return flows from irrigated 
agriculture." Id. at § 402(1) (emphasis added). 
36. Unauthorized point source municipal storm water discharges such as those 
which have been constructed in Pioneer facilities pursuant to the Manual and/or by the 
Defendant may expose Pioneer, as owner and/or operator of those facilities, to both civil and 
criminal liability ranging from $25,000 to $50,000 pursuant to cWA restrictions and penalties. 
Id. 
37. Due to increasing urbanization within its District, some of Pioneer's 
combined irrigation delivery and drainage facilities provide irrigation water to thousands of 
residential properties which use that. water for landscaping purposes, resulting in direct human 
contact with said water. Because municipal storm water contains numerous pollutants, the water 
quality provided to residential properties has been and will continue to be degraded by the 
discharge points mandated by the Manual. 
IV. 
COUNT ONE 
(Declaration of Plaintiff's Rights) 
38. Pioneer realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained 
in Paragraphs 1 through 37, above. 
39. Defendant's adoption and implementation of the Manual ignores that the 
construction of municipal storm water discharge points into Pioneer facilities requires the 
express written consent of Pioneer and expressly conflicts with Pioneer's requirements. 
40. Defendant's adoption and implementation of the Manual ignores and 
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conflicts with Pioneer's authority to prohibit unauthorized discharges into its facilities that 
materially or unreasonably interfere with Pioneer's ability to properly maintain and operate such 
facilities without causing flooding or damage to the property of others. 
41. Through its adoption and implementation of the Manual, Defendant has 
"caused or permitted" the unauthorized installation of municipal storm water discharge pipes into 
Pioneer's irrigation delivery and drainage facilities by developers who need land use approvals 
from Defendant to develop their properties for sale or lease. 
42. The presence of these unauthorized points of discharge into Pioneer's 
facilities materially and unreasonably interferes with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its 
irrigation and drain easements and rights-of-way by interfering with maintenance activities 
during the irrigation off-season, by increasing the likelihood of flooding from Pioneer facilities, 
and by unnecessarily exposing Pioneer to state and federal liabilities. 
43. Pioneer is entitled to ajudicial determination and declaration that: 
(a) Pioneer is the owner and operator of certain easements and rights-
of-way for the delivery and drainage of irrigation water in Canyon County; 
(b) Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-1209, Pioneer has the authority 
to prohibit encroachments into these easements and rights-of-way that unreasonably interfere 
with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its easements and rights-of-way; 
(c) Unauthorized storm water discharge points have been constructed 
in Pioneer facilities within the City of Caldwell and its Area of Impact; 
(d) By its adoption and implementation of the Manual, Defendant has 
"caused or permitted" these unauthorized discharge points to be installed in Pioneer's facilities; 
( e) These unauthorized storm water discharge points materially 
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interfere with Pioneer's ability to safely and adequately deliver and drain irrigation water without 
flooding or otherwise damaging the property of others; 
(f) Pioneer may prohibit such unauthorized discharges of municipal 
storm water into its irrigation delivery and drainage facilities, even if the lands to be drained 
have a historical right to drain agricultural storm and irrigation water runoff into Pioneer 
facilities; and 
(g) Defendant, either itself or pursuant to its authority over the 
developers who have already installed such unauthorized points of discharge, shall ensure that 
such discharge points be removed and Pioneer's facilities repaired at no expense to Pioneer. 
V. 
COUNT TWO 
(Nuisance-Public and Private) 
44. Pioneer realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained 
in Paragraphs 1 through 43, above. 
45. A nuisance consists of an action that interferes with the comfortable 
enjoyment of life or property and includes unlawfully obstructing the free passage or use, in 
the customary manner, of any navigable lake, or river, stream, canal, or basin. IDAHO 
CODE § 52-10 1 
46. Defendant's construction, approval, and ownership of municipal storm 
water discharge points in Pioneer's facilities encroach upon Pioneer's facilities, its easements, 
and/or its rights-of-way, and umeasonably and materially interfere with Pioneer's enjoyment and 
free use of its irrigation delivery and drainage systems. 
47. The interference with maintenance activities, the increased risk of 
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flooding, and the degradation of the quality of the water carried by Pioneer's irrigation delivery 
and drainage systems constitute a private nuisance to Pioneer and a public nuisance to those who 




48. Pioneer realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained 
in Paragraphs 1 through 47, above. 
49. By invading and interfering with Pioneer's right of exclusive possession of 
its facilities as aforesaid, Defendant has committed and continues to commit trespass against 
Pioneer's property. 
50. Each and every municipal storm water runoff drainage event through the 
Defendant's unauthorized points of discharge into Pioneer facilities constitutes a trespass 
because these discharges deprive Pioneer of its right to the exclusive possession and use of its 
facilities. 
51. Pioneer is entitled to injunctive relief prohibiting trespass in the future and 
requiring Defendant to eliminate the sources ofthis trespass. 
VII. 
COUNT FOUR 
(Preliminary and Permanent Injunction) 
52. Pioneer realleges and reincorporates by reference the foregoing allegations 
contained within Paragraphs 1 through 51, above. 
53. Defendant's unauthorized encroachment involving Pioneer's irrigation 
delivery and drainage easements and rights-of-way without Pioneer's express written consent is 
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in direct violation ofIdaho Code Sections 42-1208 and 42-1209, among others. 
54. Defendants' encroachment interferes with Pioneer's ability to perform its 
statutory duties and potentially subjects it to liability under Idaho Code Sections 42-1202, 
42-1203, and 42-1204. 
55. Defendants' interference with Pioneer's irrigation delivery and drainage 
easements and rights-of-way entitles Pioneer to relief in the form of a preliminary and permanent 
injunction requiring the Defendant to: 
(a) Immediately remove any discharge points of municipal storm 
water runoff owned, approved, or constructed by Defendant within any of Pioneer's irrigation 
delivery and drainage easements and rights-of-way; and 
(b) Immediately restore such facilities to their original condition as 
near as practicable prior to Defendant's construction ofthe encroachments. 
VIII. 
COUNT FIVE 
(Attorney Fees and Costs) 
56. Pioneer realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained 
in Paragraphs 1 through 55, above. 
57. Pioneer has been required to retain counsel to prosecute this action, and is, 
therefore, entitled to recover reasonable costs and attorney fees as provided by law and the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, including, but not limited to, Idaho Code Sections 6-918A, 10-1210, 
12-117, 12-121, and 42-1209 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54. 
IX. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District prays for judgment against 
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Defendant City of Caldwell as follows: 
1. For a declaratory judgment that the Manual conflicts with state law and is 
void. 
2. For a declaratory judgment that Pioneer may remove any existing 
discharge points and prohibit the future construction of any points of municipal storm water 
discharge which have not been authorized in writing by Pioneer; 
3. For an order enjoining Defendant from further interfering with Pioneer 
facilities without the express written consent of Pioneer; 
4. For an order requiring Defendant to ensure that any unauthorized points of 
discharge owned or constructed in Pioneer facilities by Defendant or pursuant to the Manual or 
that are owned by Defendant are timely removed and repaired at no expense to Pioneer; 
5. For costs of suit, including attorney fees; and 
6. For such other relief that the Court deems appropriate and proper. 
DATED this 19th day of June, 2008. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By~~~~~~~~~~~ __ 
Scott L. Campbell- Ofth irm 
Attorneys for Pioneer Irrigation District 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 19th day of June, 2008, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE 
RELIEF to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Mark Hilty 
HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY LLP 
130112th Avenue 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653-0065 
Fax: 467-3058 
J. Fredrick Mack 
Erik F. Stidham 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400 
Post Office Box 2527 
Boise, ID 83701-2527 
Fax: 343-8869 
/ 
(~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
("...6.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
Scott L. Campbell ..... 
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Mark Hilty, ISB #5282 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
1303 12th Avenue Road 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0065 
Telephone: (208) 467-4479 
Facsimile: (208) 467-3058 
J. Frederick Mack, ISB #1428 
Erik F. Stidham, ISB #5483 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
Suite 1400, U.S. Bank Plaza 
101 South Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
~PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Defendant. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Counterdefendant. 
Case No. CV 08-556-C 
ANSWER TO AMENDED 
COMPLAINT, COUNTERCLAIM 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
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The CITY OF CALDWELL, the Defendant above named, hereinafter "Defendant" or 
"Caldwell," through its undersigned counsel of record, in answer to the Amended Complaint 
previously filed and served in this action by the Plaintiff, hereinafter "Plaintiff' or "Pioneer," 
admits, denies and alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. Defendant denies each and every allegation of the Amended Complaint for 
Declaratory and Injunctive Relief (hereinafter "Amended Complaint") that is not specifically 
admitted herein. 
2. Defendant admits the allegations contained in paragraphs 2,3,4,5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 of the Amended Complaint. 
3. Defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraphs 24, 29, 30, 30(a), 30(b), 
36, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 43(a), 43(b), 43(c), 43(d), 43(e), 43(f), 43(g), 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 
55, 55(a), 55(b) and 57 of the Amended Complaint. 
4. Defendant is without sufficient information or knowledge to form a belief as to 
the truth of allegations set forth in paragraph 9,25 and 26 and upon that basis denies them. 
5. Paragraphs 38,44,48,52 and 56 of the Amended Complaint simply reincorporate 
and reallege allegations set forth in other paragraphs of the Amended Complaint. In answering 
these paragraphs, Defendant simply reincorporates and realleges its admissions, denials and 
assertions to those paragraphs. 
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6. In answer to paragraph 1 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
Plaintiff is an irrigation district duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Idaho. 
7. In answer to paragraph 6 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
Idaho Code §42-1102 contains the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant denies the 
remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 6. 
8. In answer to paragraph 7 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
Idaho Code §§42-1102 and 42-1209 contain the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant 
denies the remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 7. 
9. In answer to paragraph 8 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
Idaho Code §42-1208 provides that "[e]asements or rights-of-way of irrigation districts ... are 
not subject to adverse possession, and no person shall prevent free access of authorized personnel 
on easements or rights-of-way or construct any obstruction on easements or rights-of-way in an 
effort to adversely possession said easement or right-of-way." Defendant denies the remainder of 
the allegations contained in paragraph 8 including, without limitation, the allegation that Idaho 
Code §42-1208 is similar to Idaho Code §§42-1102 and/or 42-1209. 
10. In answer to paragraph 20 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
Section 102.5 of the Municipal Stormwater Management Manual, hereinafter "Manual," contains 
the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant asserts that the section cited does not speak to 
obtaining approval from Plaintiff. Defendant denies the remainder of the allegations set forth in 
paragraph 20. 




11. In answer to paragraph 21 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
Section 101.1.2 of the Manual contains the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant asserts 
that that the section cited also provides, with reference to downstream capacity, that "[t]he City 
Engineer may promulgate such requirements and procedures needed to achieve this 
requirement." Defendant denies the remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 21. 
12. In answer to paragraphs 22 and 28 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits 
only that one or more points of storm water discharge may be located within a public right-of-
way. Defendant denies the remainder ofthe allegations set forth in paragraphs 22 and 28. 
l3. In answer to paragraph 23 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
lands at issue in this case have historic drainage rights for storm water and irrigation runoff into 
Plaintiffs facilities. Defendant denies the remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 23. 
14. In answer to paragraph 27 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
§ 100.4 of the Manual contains the language quoted. Defendant denies that urban development 
constructed pursuant to the requirements of the Manual "causes the amount and rate of runoff 
from developed area to be greater that from undeveloped area." Defendant further denies that 
runoff from urban development constructed pursuant to the requirements of the Manual moves 
more quickly through any drainage system Plaintiff owns, operates, maintains or claims. 
Defendant further denies that runoff from urban development constructed pursuant to the 
requirements of the Manual increases the likelihood of flooding. 
Defendant affirmatively asserts that Plaintiff, in its selective quoting from the Manual in 
paragraph 27 of the Amended Complaint, intentionally and willfully mischaracterizes the Manual 
and the nature of urban storm water runoff from developments constructed in conformance with 
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the Manual's provisions. By quoting only portions of the Manual and excluding necessary 
adjacent language, the factual allegations of paragraph 27 are so utterly out of context they are 
false and denied on that basis. Section 10004 reads in its entirety as follows: 
10004 URBAN HYDROLOGY 
As rain falls on an undeveloped watershed, some precipitation may be intercepted 
by trees, grass, or other vegetation. Precipitation that reaches the ground starts to 
fill depressions (depression storage) and infiltrates into the ground to replenish 
soil moisture and groundwater reservoirs. If rainfall is intense and/or of long 
duration, the storage and absorptive capacity of the soil is exceeded and surface 
runoff occurs. 
As land is developed, the surfaces are graded and covered with non-porous 
materials. The reduced interception and depression storage causes the amount and 
rate of runoff from developed area to be greater than from undeveloped area. 
During rainfall events, the runoff may move more quickly through the drainage 
system due to unnatural routing of the flows and increased flow rates. Minor or 
major flooding may result. 
It is the intent of this manual that downstream drainage systems and water quality 
not be adversely affected by upstream development. 
The Manual will prove to be an important part of the pending action and a fair 
understanding of its provisions and effect, rather than purposeful and self-serving 
mischaracterizations, is warranted. To that end, a copy of the Manual is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A" and incorporated by this reference as if set forth verbatim. In general, the purpose 
and intent of the Manual is set forth in Sections 100.1 "GENERAL OVERVIEW" and 100.2 
"MANAGEMENT GOALS." 
15. In answer to paragraph 31 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
Idaho Code §42-1203 contains the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant denies the 
remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 31. 
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16. In answer to paragraph 32 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
Idaho Code §42-1204 contains the language quoted in the allegation. Defendant denies the 
remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 32. 
17. Paragraphs 33, 34 and 35 of the Amended Complaint state legal conclusions to 
which no response by Caldwell is required. To the extent a response is required Caldwell denies 
the allegations set forth in paragraphs 33, 34 and 35. 
18. In answer to paragraph 37 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
Plaintiff s irrigation district is experiencing increasing urbanization and that Plaintiff is obligated 
to provide irrigation and drainage services to residential properties within its district. Defendant 
denies the remainder of the allegations set forth in paragraph 37. 
19. In answer to paragraph 45 of the Amended Complaint, Defendant admits only that 
nuisances are defined in Idaho Code §52-101. Defendant denies the remainder of the allegations 
set forth in paragraph 45. 
20. In response to all allegations of the Amended Complaint that incorporate, quote or 
refer to sources of law or the Manual, Caldwell does not admit the accuracy of any conclusion of 
law, any statement of law, or the application of law to any fact whether admitted, denied or 
alleged. 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES IN DEFENSE 
21. Defendant has been required to retain the law offices of HAMILTON, 
MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP, and HOLLAND & HART LLP duly licensed and practicing 
attorneys in the state of Idaho, to defend this action and has obligated itself to pay a reasonable 
attorneys fee for such representation. Defendant is entitled to recover reasonable attorney's fees 
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and costs from Plaintiff. The court should set a reasonable attorney's fee to be awarded to 
Defendant pursuant to Idaho Code §§12-117, 12-120, 12-121, 12-123 and/or other provision of 
Idaho law. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
22. With respect to all issues raised in this matter, Caldwell has acted in accordance 
with the law and its lawful authority including, without limitation, authority granted by Article 
XII, section 2 of the Idaho Constitution of the State of Idaho, Idaho Code §§ 50-302, 50-331 
through 50-333,67-6518, and 67-6528. 
TIDRD DEFENSE 
23. Pioneer has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
24. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are, in whole or in part, 
unlawful and exceed Pioneer's legal authority. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
25. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred in whole or in part 
by common law doctrines governing drainage rights. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
26. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred in whole or in part 
by legal and equitable principles governing historic drainage rights. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
27. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred in whole or in part 
by the applicable statute(s) of limitations. 




28. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred in whole or in part 
by Caldwell's rights and the rights of other landowners to natural waterways, natural drains, and 
natural drainages, including natural waterways and drains claimed or appropriated by Pioneer and 
natural waterways and drains blocked, interrupted, destroyed, altered, rerouted, channeled or 
piped by Pioneer and its operations. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
29. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in 
part, by its failure to exhaust administrative remedies. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
30. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in 
part, by the prohibition against retroactive application of statues. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
31. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are. barred, in whole or in 
part, by the fact that no unreasonable or material interference with Pioneer's easements or rights-
of-way has occurred. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
32. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in 
part, by the prescriptive rights of Caldwell and other affected property owners. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
33. Caldwell and other affected property owners hold fee title to the property 
underlying some or all of Pioneer's facilities and those owners are entitled to the use and 
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enjoyment of their property, including its use for drainage, based upon protected property rights. 
Pioneer is not entitled to "exclusive possession" of the land surrounding and underlying its 
facilities as alleged in the Amended Complaint (e.g. paragraphs 49 and 50). 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
34. Pioneer's effort to deprive residents within its district, including Caldwell, of their 
drainage rights constitutes and inverse condemnation. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
35. Pioneer's actions, claims and demands in this matter are barred, in whole or in 
part, by the doctrines of promissory estoppel, equitable estoppel, quasi-estoppel, laches and 
WaIver. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
36. Through the enactment of the Manual, Caldwell does not "cause or permit" the 
placement of encroachments into Pioneer's irrigation easements or rights-of-way within the 
meaning ofldaho Code §§ 42-1102 or 42-1209. 
SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
37. Upon information and belief, Pioneer is or functions as a drainage district and 
owes statutory, legal and equitable obligations to honor the rights of property owners within its 
district, including Caldwell, to use drainage facilities, and/or other facilities that have historically 
been used for drainage, to drain said owners' lands of irrigation return flows and stormwater. 
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NINETEENTH DEFENSE 
38. Preparation, adoption and implementation of the Manual by Caldwell is a 
governmental function, an exercise of Caldwell's general constitutional police power, consistent 
with the general laws of the state, and not arbitrary or unreasonable. 
TWENTIETH DEFENSE 
39. Pioneer has failed to join necessary and indispensible parties to this lawsuit 
including, without limitation, the various owners of the lots, tracts and parcels of land that 
Pioneer would, through this suit, deny drainage. 
ADDITIONAL DEFENSES 
40. Defendant reserves the right to amend this answer to assert affirmative defenses as 
the same might become known at a later date through discovery. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
Defendant City of Caldwell above-named, hereinafter referred to as "Caldwell," as and 
for its cause of action against the above-named Plaintiff, hereinafter referred to as "Pioneer," 
complains and alleges as follows: 
41. Caldwell is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a municipal corporation 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho and located wholly within Canyon 
County, Idaho. 
42. Pioneer is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, an Irrigation District of the 
state of Idaho, located primarily within Canyon County, Idaho, organized and existing under and 
by virtue of the laws of the State of Idaho. 
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43. Jurisdiction and venue are property in this matter pursuant to Idaho Code §1-705, 
5-404 and LR.C.P., Rule 13 (a). Further, the events giving rise to this dispute occurred in Canyon 
County, the parties reside and maintain their principal places of business in Canyon County, the 
parties geographic boundaries are within Canyon County, and the real property at issue is in 
Canyon County. 
44. Caldwell has general police power authority, within its corporate city limits, to 
make and enforce "all such local police, sanitary and other regulations" in order to "maintain the 
peace, good government and welfare of the [city.]" Idaho Constitution, Art. XII, sec. 2; I.C. 50-
302(1). 
45. Caldwell has the specific authority: 
a. To "establish, alter and change the channels of watercourses .... " I.C. 50-331. 
b. "[T]o clear, cleanse, alter, straighten, widen, pipe, wall, fill or close any ... [non-
navigable] drain .... " I.C. 50-332. 
c. "[T]o prevent the flooding of the city or to secure its drainage ... and for such 
purpose to make any improvement or perform any labor on any stream or 
waterway .. ,," I.C. 50-332. 
d. To build, improve and drain streets and bridges. I.C. 50-312. 
e. To operate water, irrigation and sanitary sewer systems and to regulate the 
transmission of utilities. I.C. 50-323, 50-332, and 50-328. 
46. Caldwell is further authorized, and even required, to exercise the powers granted 
to cities and counties by the Local Land Use Planning Act. I.C. 67-6503. 




47. Pursuant to its Local Land Use Planning Act powers, Caldwell has the specific 
authority to adopt standards for storm drainage systems. LC. 67-6518. 
48. Further, any standards adopted by Caldwell pursuant to the Local Land Use 
Planning Act are enforceable against the public, private entities, and even other governmental 
entities. Standards adopted by Caldwell pursuant to the Local Land Use Planning Act are 
enforceable against Pioneer. I.C. § 67-6528. 
49. On or about September 5, 2006, Caldwell adopted by ordinance the Caldwell 
Municipal Stormwater Management Manual, hereinafter "Manual," attached hereto as Exhibit 
"A". Pursuant to Section 100.1, the Manual is part of a "coordinated effort to control the size 
and severity of floods, the impacts of water pollution events, and erosion and sedimentation 
problems." The Caldwell City Council found and concluded that "[aJ storm water management 
policy is needed to meet the stated objectives of State and Federal regulations." 
50. Enactment of the Manual is squarely within Caldwell's general police power, its 
specific statutory authority, promotes the general health, safety and welfare of Caldwell's citizens 
and is sound land use planning practice. 
51. Pioneer claims an interest in drains, and other facilities that have historically 
functioned as drains, within and near the corporate city limits of Caldwell. 
52. Pioneer's interest and claim to many or all of the drains, and other facilities that 
have historically functioned as drains, is limited to those rights associated with prescriptive 
easements. 
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53. Idaho Code § 42-1209, enacted in 2004, relates to access on easements or rights-
of-way held by irrigation districts such as Pioneer. Section 42-1209 provides, in pertinent part, 
as follows: 
[NJo person or entity shall cause or permit any encroachment onto the 
easements or rights-of-way, including any public or private roads, utilities, 
fences, gates, pipelines, structures, or other construction or placement of 
objects, without the written permission of the irrigation district ... owning 
the easement or right-of-way, in order to ensure that any such 
encroachments will not unreasonably or materially interfere with the use 
and enjoyment of the easement or right-of-way .... 
I.e. § 42-1209. Section 42-1209 imposes no requirement for payment of attorneys fees or 
engineering fees as a precondition for obtaining the written permission of the irrigation district, 
and does not permit the irrigation district to demand terms or conditions unrelated to whether the 
encroachment will unreasonably or materially interfere with the easement or right-of-way. 
54. Pioneer owes Caldwell, and other property owners or persons accessing its 
easements or rights-of-way, a duty to exercise Pioneer's legal rights and duties with reasonable 
care and in accordance with the law. 
55. Pioneer has engaged in an unfair and unlawful scheme to exact attorney fees and 
other compensation from persons and entities, including Caldwell, that need access across one of 
Pioneer's claimed easements or rights-of-way to complete public or private development 
projects. Pioneer refuses to grant permission for access unless attorney fees and other demanded 
compensation is paid. Pioneer uses the requesting party's need for access as leverage to force the 
requesting party to enter into unfair and one-sided attorney fee agreements with Pioneer's 
attorneys. Specifically, the requesting party is forced to enter into a retainer agreement with 
Pioneer's attorneys, even though those attorneys will be solely representing Pioneer. The 




requesting party is then forced to pay a retainer to Pioneer's attorneys, and to replenish the 
retainer whenever demanded by those attorneys. The requesting party is then required to pay all 
legal fees charged by Pioneer's attorneys, regardless of the alleged need for the work, regardless 
of the alleged cause of the claimed need for the work, regardless of the amount of the legal work, 
regardless of the quality of the legal work, regardless of the fact that the claimed need for 
attorney work is a subterfuge and/or is otherwise unnecessary and made solely to accwnulate 
attorney fees, and regardless of the fact that the fees charged primarily benefit the law finn and 
not Pioneer or the requesting party. 
56. Caldwell has been forced to enter into these coercive agreements in the past in 
order to build public road, utility and other projects, and has been forced to pay attorney fees 
demanded by attorneys for Pioneer. 
57. Pioneer is required by common law and statute to allow encroachments on its 
claimed drains, and other facilities that have historically functioned as drains, for road, sewer, 
water, walking paths, utility crossings, and other purposes, provided that the encroachments do 
not unreasonably or materially interfere with Pioneer's easements. 
58. Pioneer is engaged in an ongoing violation of its statutory and common law 
obligations because it conditions use of and/or encroachment into its claimed drains, and other 
facilities that have historically functioned as drains, by road, sewer, water and utility crossings, 
and other crossings, upon criteria other than a consideration of whether such crossings 
unreasonably or materially interfere with Pioneer's easements. 
59. Pioneer is required by common law and statute to allow irrigation return flows and 
stonn water to discharge into its claimed drains, and other facilities that have historically 
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functioned as drains, provided that such drainage does not unreasonably or materially interfere 
with Pioneer's easements. 
60. Pioneer is engaged in an ongoing violation of its statutory and common law 
obligations because it refuses to allow irrigation return flows and storm water from certain 
properties to discharge into its claimed drains, and other facilities that have historically 
functioned as drains, without regard to whether such discharge unreasonably or materially 
interferes with Pioneer's easements. 
61. Pioneer's ongoing violation of its statutory and common law obligations frustrates 
or violates the storm water provisions of the Manual. 
62. Pioneer's ongoing violation of its statutory and common law obligations frustrates 
efforts of Caldwell to perform its governmental functions with respect to road systems, sanitary 
sewer systems, water systems, walking paths, and utilities where those systems might "encroach" 
onto Pioneer's easements or rights-of-way as contemplated in Idaho Code § 42-1209. 
COUNT ONE 
(Declaratory Judgment) 
63. Counterclaimant reasserts and realleges all of the allegations set forth herein in 
paragraphs 1 through 62. 
64. At issue in this lawsuit is the interpretation and application of Idaho statutory and 
common law regarding the use of and control of drains, and other facilities that have historically 
functioned as drains, within Pioneer irrigation district that affect Caldwell and Caldwell's 
residents, planning and urban development. Issues include the use of such drains for irrigation 




return flows and storm water discharge, and Pioneer's authority to regulate "encroachments" onto 
such drains for road, sewer, water, walking paths, utility crossings and other purposes. 
65. Caldwell is entitled pursuant to Idaho Code Chapter 12, Title 10 to have the Court 
render a judicial detennination that: 
a. Upon the authority cited above, the Manual is a legitimate exercise of Caldwell's 
legal authority and its terms and provisions are binding upon Pioneer. 
b. Caldwell has the authority to regulate storm water and to make any improvement 
or perform any labor (or to secure third parties to make improvements or perform 
labor) on any stream or waterway to prevent the flooding of the city and secure its 
drainage. 
c. In exercise of the authority described in the preceding paragraph 65(b), Caldwell 
may make any improvement or perform any labor (or secure third parties to make 
improvements or perform labor) on Pioneer's claimed facilities provided that such 
improvement or labor does not materially or unreasonably interfere with the use 
and enjoyment of Pioneer's easement or right-of-way by. 
d. Under Idaho Code § 42-1209, Pioneer must permit future "encroachments" within 
Pioneer's claimed facilities unless Pioneer shows that such "encroachments" 
materially or unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of the easement 
or right-of-way. 
e. Under Idaho Code § 42-1209, Pioneer has no right to demand a condition or term 
that is unrelated to whether a proposed "encroachment" unreasonably or 
materially interferes with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its claimed facility as a 





precondition to Pioneer granting permission to enter upon its easement or right-of-
way. 
f. Pioneer has no right to demand terms or conditions when a proposed 
"encroachment" does not materially or unreasonably interfere with Pioneer's use 
and enjoyment of its claimed easement or right-of-way. 
g. Idaho Code § 42-1209 contains no provision requiring Caldwell to pay attorney 
fees or engineering fees to Pioneer as a precondition to Caldwell obtaining 
permission to "encroach" upon Pioneer's claimed easements or rights-of-way for 
construction of public road, utility and other projects; in particular, § 42-1209 
does not require Caldwell to sign an open-ended retainer agreement with 
Pioneer's attorney requiring Caldwell to pay and replenish a retainer to Pioneer's 
attorney and be responsible, without limitation, for all costs and fees charged by 
Pioneer's attorney at hislher discretion. 
h. Idaho Code § 42-1208 does not apply retroactively. 
1. Idaho Code § 42-1209 does not apply retroactively. 
66. This is a dispute between parties concerning actual, existing facts. 
67. A declaratory judgment generally addressing the relative rights of Pioneer, 
Caldwell and citizens within each entities' boundaries will clarify and settle the legal rights at 
issue in this case. A declaratory judgment issued in this action will provide relief from 
uncertainty and an existing controversy. 




68. Caldwell and Pioneer have an interest in the relative rights of Pioneer, Caldwell 
and citizens within each entities' boundaries which affects their legal relations, and Caldwell is 
entitled to have the same clarified by this court pursuant to Idaho Code § 1 0-1202. 
RESERVATION OF CLAIMS 
69. Caldwell has not completed its investigation of this matter and has not completed 
discovery. Caldwell therefore expressly reserves the right, and gives Pioneer notice, that 
Caldwell may amend its counterclaim to state all other necessary claims and causes of action that 
come to light during the course of discovery in this matter. 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES ON COUNTERCLAIM 
70. DefendantiCounterclaimant has retained the law offices of HAMILTON, 
MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP, and HOLLAND & HART LLP duly licensed and practicing 
attorneys in the state of Idaho, to institute and prosecute this counterclaim and has obligated itself 
to pay a reasonable attorneys fee for such representation. DefendantiCounterclaimant is entitled 
to recover reasonable attorneys fees and costs from PlaintiffiCounterdefendant pursuant to Idaho 
Code §§ 10-1210, 12-117, 12-120, 12-121, 12-123 andlor other provision ofldaho law. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
71. DefendantiCounterclaimant hereby demands a trial by a jury of not less than 
twelve (12) persons on all issues triable by a jury. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays for entry of judgment as follows: 
1. That the Amended Complaint be dismissed with prejUdice and that Pioneer take 
nothing thereby; 




2. Ajudicial declaration that: 
a. The Manual is a legitimate exercise of Caldwell's legal authority and its terms 
and provisions are binding upon Pioneer. 
b. Caldwell has the authority to regulate storm water drainage and to make any 
improvement or perform any labor (or to secure third parties to make 
improvements or perform labor) on any stream or waterway to prevent the 
flooding of the city and secure its drainage. 
c. Caldwell may make any improvement or perform any labor (or to secure third 
parties to make improvements or perform labor) on Pioneer's claimed 
facilities provided that such improvement or labor does not materially or 
unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of the easement or right-of-
way by Pioneer. 
d. Under Idaho Code § 42-1209, Pioneer must permit future "encroachments" 
within Pioneer's claimed facilities unless Pioneer shows that such 
"encroachments" materially or unreasonably interfere with the use and 
enjoyment of the easement or right-of-way. 
e. Under Idaho Code § 42-1209, Pioneer has no right to demand a condition or 
term that is unrelated to whether a proposed "encroachment" unreasonably or 
materially interferes with Pioneer's use and enjoyment of its claimed facility 
as a precondition to Pioneer granting permission to enter upon its easement or 
right-of-way. 
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f. Pioneer has no right to demand terms or conditions when a proposed 
"encroachment" does not materially or unreasonably interfere with Pioneer's 
use and enjoyment of its claimed easement or right-of-way. 
g. Idaho Code § 42-1209 contains no provision requiring Caldwell to pay 
attorney fees or engineering fees to Pioneer as a precondition to Caldwell 
obtaining permission to "encroach" upon Pioneer's claimed easements or 
rights-of-way for construction. of public road, utility and other projects; in 
particular, § 42-1209 does not require Caldwell to sign an open-ended retainer 
agreement with Pioneer's attorney requiring Caldwell to pay and replenish a 
retainer to Pioneer's attorney and be responsible, without limitation, for all 
costs and fees charged by Pioneer's attorney at hislher discretion. 
h. Idaho Code § 42-1208 does not apply retroactively. 
1. Idaho Code § 42-1209 does not apply retroactively. 
3. That Caldwell be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred herein; 
and 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems reasonable. 
DATED this qI1--day of July, 2008. 
Holland & Hart LLP 
ERIK F. STIDHAM 
Attorneys for Defendant CITY OF CALDWEL 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
<f1---
I hereby certify that on the q day of July, 2008, I caused a true copy of the foregoing 
Answer and Counterclaim to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Scott L. Campbell 
MOFFATT, THOMAS,BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, Chartered 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
Mark Hilty 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & 
HILTY,LLP 
1303 12th Avenue Road 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0065 
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100 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 
100.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW 
Storm water management (SVVM) involves a coordinated effort to control the 
size and severity of floods, the impacts of water pollution events, and erosion 
and sedimentation problems. Previous local SVVM programs have focused on 
FLOOD CONTROL. Idaho State and Federal EPA regulations will require a 
more comprehensive management program in the future. 
The Idaho Legislature enacted the Ground Water QuaHty Protection Act of 
1989. The act called for creation of a Ground Water Quality Council that is 
responsible for developing a Ground Water Quality Plan as well as a Ground 
Water Monitoring Plan. The Water Quality plan has identified urban runoff as a 
possible major non-point source of ground water contamination. 
In 1987 a new subsection was added to the National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) of the Clean Water Act and EPA published 
implementing regulations in 1990. These regulations require control of 
pollutants in urban storm water discharge to surface waters, and mandate an 
extensive permitting process for municipal storm sewer systems. This applies to 
communities with populations over 100,000, such as Soise, and will apply to 
smaller communities such as Caldwell beginning in 2006. 
For surface waters of particular concern ("water quality limited"). the State of 
Idaho has promulgated an "anti-degradation" policy for certain pollutants. The 
lower Boise River, which receives runoff from the City of Caldwell, is a "water 
quality limited" stream segment and is subject to the "anti-degradation" policy. 
A storm water management program is needed to meet the stated objectives of 
State and Federal regulations. This Manual outlines the City's storm water 
management program, which is intended to accomplish these objectives and 
set up the "Sest Management Practices" (SMP) for managing storm water 
discharge from new developments. It is expected that this manual will require 
modification as State and Federal regulations change. 
100.2 MANAGEMENT GOALS 
This storm water management plan addresses three distinct system goals: flow 
controls, water quality protection, and erosion and sedimentation control. These 
goals must be addressed for the construction phase of a development. as well 
as for the completed development. Existing storm drainage systems are 
addressed in Section 101.1.1 
5 
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100.2.1 Flow Controls 
Management of storm water flows involves the design and 
implementation of a control system to achieve the following 
objectives: 
1. Mitigate downstream impacts from storm water flows 
resulting from land development activities. 
2. Accommodate storm water and other flows from 
upstream lands and developments by providing adequate 
conveyance facilities through development sites. 
3. Preserve use of existing drainage ways and their carrying 
capacity, and prevent encroachment into historic drainage 
ways. 
100.2.2 Water Quality Protection 
Management of surface water and groundwater quality involves the 
design and implementation of a control system to achieve the 
following objectives: 
1. Mitigate the impacts to surface water and groundwater 
from contaminants in storm runoff caused by land 
development activities. 
2. Control the quantity of water contaminants through 
construction of facilities that treat storm runoff. 
3. Comply with the "anti-degradation" policy of the Idaho, 
Department of Environmental Quality for pollutants of 
concem in the Boise River. 
100.2.3 Erosion and Sedimentation Control 
The management of erosion from new developments and resulting 
sediment load in receiving waters involves the design and 
implementation of a control system. The sources of sediment may 
be controlled through the use of diversions, ground cover, lined 
channels, sediment basins, sediment control structures, filtering and 
screening membranes, street sweeping, the elimination of dirt 
tracking from construction sites, or other approved methods. 
100.3 LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY 
The City of Caldwell does not have exclusive responsibility for drainage in the 
corporate limits and impact area of the City. It does have the responsibility and 
authority to manage 'storm water in the City and its impact area that is 
associated with streets and roads, subdivisions, planned unit developments and 




100.3.1 Idaho Constitution 
The City has constitutional authority as a municipal corporation 
to promulgate regulations governing the discharge of storm 
water onto the public right-of-way or into the City's storm water 
system. . 
100.3.2 Jurisdiction and Ownership 
The City has authority to control discharges into the public 
right-of~way or into any storm sewers or drainage facilities 
within the public right-of-way through its ownership of the right-
of-way. (See Title 50, Idaho Code, Section 1330) 
100.3.3 Flood Prevention 
Title 50, Idaho Code, Section 333 gives the City authority to 
prevent or minimize flooding. 
100.3.4 Land Use Planning Act 
Title 67, Idaho Code, Section 6518 authorizes the City to adopt 
standards for storm drainage systems. 
100.3.5 Other 
This is not a comprehensive listing of aI/ legal authority. There 
are other legal authorities, which the City may assert from time 
to time. 
100.4 URBAN HYDROLOGY 
As rain falls on an undeveloped watershed, some precipitation may be 
intercepted by trees, grass, or other vegetation. Precipitation that reaches the 
ground starts to fill depressions (depression storage) and infiltrates into the 
ground to replenish soil mOisture and groundwater reservoirs. If rainfall is 
intense and/or of long duration, the storage and absorptive capacity of the soil is 
exceeded and surface runoff occurs. . 
As land is developed, the surfaces are graded and covered with non-porous 
materials. The reduced interception and depression storage causes the 
amount and rate of runoff from developed area to be greater than from 
undeveloped area. During rainfall events, the runoff may move more quickly 
through the drainage system due to unnatural routing of the flows and 
increased flow rates. Minor or major flooding may result 
It is the intent of this manual that downstream drainage systems and water 
quality not be adversely affected by upstream development. 
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100.5 REQUIRED SUBMISSION TO THE CITY FOR DRAINAGE REVIEW 
Note: Review and approval of the Drainage Report by the aty of Caldwell does not constitute 
an engineering review of the entire project plans and calculations. The review is for the purpose 
of ensuring general conformance to aty policies and requirements. The submitting design 
engineer is solely responsible for the design. Alt submissions to the City shall be stamped and 
signed by a Professional Engineer registered in the State of Idaho. 
The Drainage Report includes the basis of the design and operation of the 
drainage system. The report is intended to be a stand alone document. All 
necessary information for Drainage Report review shall be included in the 
report If possible, the report should be submitted prior to the development plan 
submittal. For any multi-phase developments, the drainage report must include 
all pertinent stormwater data from other phases that drain to or accept drainage 
from the newer phase, including contributing drainage basins, storrmvater 
facilities constructed previously, temporary facilities, points and routes where 
irrigation or drainage ways enter and leave the parcel, users of any irrigation 
facilities, etc. The City intends that facilities detain stormwater and discharge at 
the rate of one miner's inch (1/50 cfs) per acre of the drainage basin. Any 
proposed non-discharging retention facility is not allowed unless specifically 
approved by the City Engineer. The following items shall also be addressed or 
included in the Drainage Report: 
1. Topographic sUNey of the development site and 100 feet beyond showing 
existing drainage and irrigation water conveyance systems within the site 
on a 24" X 36" drainage basin map. proposed drainage basins shall be 
clearly defined and correlated with the calculations. Roadway grade 
breaks and other delineations, as needed, shall define each basin. The 
total parcel shall be delineated into basins, including any contributing 
areas upstream of the development. Existing and proposed contours 
(minimum of 2 foot intervals) shall be shown for the development site and 
shall extend 100 feet beyond the site. The following items shall be 
shown on the map: 
a) All existing and proposed drainage and gravity irrigation facilities 
(e.g., detention and retention facilities, storm sewers, swales, outlet 
structures, irrigation facilities, culverts, drains, etc); 
b) Any relevant floodplain boundary based on the most current 
information as defined by FEMA; 
c) Legend defining map symbols, North arrow, and scale bar; 
d) Locations of all soil borings or explorations. 
2. Peak flow rate and runoff volume calculations shall be shown for each 
defined basin. Hydraulic calculations shall be included for gutter flow, inlet 
capacities, pipe capacities, sand and grease trap flows and any other treatment 
device or conveyance. 
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3. Runoff volume calculations, as described above, shall be calculated for 
each defined basin. The entire acreage of the development plus any 
contributing areas shall be included in the calculations. Volume 
calculations and acoompanying discussions shall address method of 
calculations as described in section 101, volumes for any storage facilities, 
infiltration rates where applicable, discharge flow rates where applicable 
and any other calculations needed to show ultimate storage, infiltration, 
and discharge volumes. 
4. Plan, prOfile, and calculations of new or modified drainage and irrigation 
water systems, including all conveyance facilities, pipeworl<, treatment 
devices, infiltration and percolation facilities, and any storage basins, 
inclusive, from inlet to overflow or outlet. 
5. Infiltration rates where applicable. All infiltration rates shall be established 
at the actual location of the infiltration faCility. Soil classification or 
percolation testing shall be utilized to establish infiltration rates. (See 
Section 104). 
6. Seasonal high ground water table where applicable. 
7. Flood routing computations for the 1oo-year flood through existing 
drainage conveyance systems and routing of the 1oo-year storm to the 
ultimate drain, storage facility, or infiltration location. 
8. Copies of any associated permits and discharge agreements. 
101 DESfGN OVERVIEW 
101.1 GENERAL RULES 
It is the presumption of this manual that a storm drainage system established 
for any new or modified development must conform to the capabilities and 
capacities of the existing downstream drainage system. It is also presumed 
that all upstream drainage rights shall be maintained and downstream 
drainage privileges shall be preserved. In addition, the following rules shall 
apply: 
101.1.1 Grandfather Clause 
The regulations oontained in this manual shall not be applied 
retroactively. Any development (and the impervious area associated 
therewith) in place as of the date of enactment of this manual, and 
discharging to an existing storm drainage system, may continue to 
discharge. The addition of any impervious area greater than 1,000 
square feet, subsequent to the enactment of this manual, shall be 
subject to the provisions of this manual. The modification of any 
existing drainage system or the addition of impervious areas that 
tends to increase quan~ Of decrease quality of disQbarge shall 
. constitute "development" and render the existing system 
9 . 
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subject to the provisions of this manual. The setting of storm 
drainage practices for City sponsored street projects within the 
confines of City owned right-of-way may be directed by the City 
Engineer. 
101.1.2 Downstream Rule 
It is the intent of this manual that downstream drainage systems be 
preserved and the system and adjacent property not be adversely 
affected by upstream development It is the developer's 
responsibility to ensure that the runoff, storm and domestic, from a 
development not increase pollutant load for pollutants of concern 
and discharge rates not exceed a development's "reasonable" share 
of downstream system capacity. The City Engineer may promulgate 
such requirements and procedures needed to achieve this 
requirement. 
101.1.3 Continuance of Exi sting Systems 
Existing storm water, inigation or drainage conveyances for 
upstream or downstream properties shall be continued across the 
development The conveyance may be relocated within the 
development, but the original or relocated facility must meet the 
applicable requirements set forth in this manual and the 
requirements of any other jurisdictional entity. In no case shall a 
conveyance facility be reduced in size from the pre-developed 
condition. The City Engineer may promulgate such requirements 
and procedures needed to achieve this requirement. 
101.1.4 Irrigation Rule 
Irrigation facilities shall meet the criteria of the inigation entity with 
Jurisdiction over the facility. It shall be the general requirement that 
irrigation delivery systems not be combined with stormwater drains 
and that stormwater storage not be combined with irrigation return 
water. The design and location of irrigation facilities within public 
right-of-way shall be subject to the review and approval of the City 
Engineer. 
101.1.5 pischarge Rule 
Any development proposing new or increased discharge off-site, in 
compliance with this manual, shall notify in writing the owner of the 
canal, ditch, drain or pond into whch discharge shall occur. In 
addition, the design of neoN discharging facilities shall be subject to 
the revieoN of the entity operating or maintaining the canal, ditch, 
drain or pond. Any development proposing to increase the rate or 
reduce the quality of discharge from a site may be denied 
permission to discharge. 
101.1.6 Engineer's Rule 
The design of any drainage system shall be under the responsible 




experience in stormwater system design. All drawings and reports 
shall be certified by the Engineer in responsible charge. 
A drainage facility which fails to function as designed, and in 
conformance with this manual, shall be redesigned, reworked and/or 
reconstructed at the expense of the developer and the design 
engineer until the original design intent is met. 
101.1.7 Acceptable Risk Rule 
The presumption in this manual is that runoff from storms larger than 
the design storm is not fully accounted for. It is presumed that 
storms larger than the design storm may cause property damage, 
injury or loss of life. This manual is not intended to remove all risk 
101.2 DESIGN STORMS 
The following storm conditions shall be assumed in the design of storm 
drainage system components: 
Table I 
Design Storm Frequencies 
System Return Frequencies 
Primary Conveyance 25 Year 
Secondary Conveyance 100 Year 
Upstream Drainage 100 year 
Retention Storage 100 Year 
Detention Storage 100 Year (25 Vear)* 
* In circumstances where overflow from detention facilities can be transported through a 
secondary conveyance system to a point of disposal, without danger to persons or 
property, for the 1 ~O-year storm, the detention facility can be sized for the 25-year 
return frequency storm. 1 01. 3 R UNOFF RATE 
Determination of runoff rate for various storm conditions is important in the 
design of an acceptable storm drainage system. Accurate modeling of tributary 
area to a drainage way can be a complicated. time-consuming process. This 
section introduces simplified modeling methods acceptable for design. The use 
of the simplified modeling methods contained herein does not remove the 
obligation from the developer and design engineer to meet the design intent of 
this manual. (See 101.1.6). 
101.3.1 Calculation Methodology 
The peak rate of flow after development shal! be determined for use 
in designing conveyance components (channels, pipelines and 
gutters) of the drainage system. The computation of peak flovvs for 
each system shall be included in a Drainage Report. Design storm 




Section 102.4 for primary and secondary system definitions of the 
drainage system capacity. 
The rate of discharge shall be calculated using the proper 
methodology. The peak rate for areas up to eighty acres shall be 
calculated using the Rational Method or approved derivatives. The 
Soil Conservation Service (SCS) method TR No. 55 shall be used 
for areas larger than eighty acres. 
101.3.2 Rational Method Equation 
The equation for the rational method follows: 
Q = CIA (peak flow rates in cfs) 
C = non-dimensional runoff coefficient 
I = average rainfall intensity in inches per hour (inlhr.), over a 
duration equal to the time of concentration tc for the 
contributing area. 
~ = time of concentration in minutes (min) 
A = size of the contributing area (acres) 
(1) Typical C values are shown in Table 2 
Table 2 
Recommended "G" Coefficients for "Rational Method Equation" 
Peak Rate of Discharge Description of Run-Off Area Runoff Coefficients "C" 
(1 ) 
Business 
Downtown areas 0.95 




Residential (rural) 0.40 
Apartment dweJJjng areas __ O.70 
Industrial and Commercial 
Ught areas 0.80 
Heavy areas 0.90 
. Parks, cemeteries 0.10 
Playgrounds 0.20 
Railroad yard areas 0.20 
Unimproved areas 0.10 
Streets 




Drives and walks 0.85 
Roofs 0.95 
Adapted from ASCE (1972 
















shall be used. Multi-lot single family residential developments shall 
use a coefficient of 0.50 for the entire basin area unless a higher 
coefficient is needed to account for a higher percentage of 
impervious area. Right-of-Way plus 20 feet. ROW plus 2000 square 
feet per lot, etc. shall not be used in calculations. Any contributing 
areas shall use the appropriate coefficient for foreseeable future land 
uses. 
(2) The time of concentration (fc) is defined as the time required for 
runoff to travel from the most distant point in the basin to the point of 
measurement. For the design storm return frequency. it is the storm 
duration producing the peak runoff rate. It is related to the slope and 
runoff coefficient and may be estimated by various methods. For 
overland travel distances greater than 1,000 feet, the Izzard (1946). 
Kirpich (1940). SCS lag equation or velocity charts (1975) may be 
used. 
(3) Rainfall intenSity shall be based upon the intensity-duration-
frequency information in Table 3. It is not necessary to consider 
times of concentration less than 10 minutes. 
Table 3 
Frequency (years) 
2 5 10 25 50 100 
Intensity in Inches per Hour 
1.21 1.67 1.96 2.37 2.73 3.11 
1.02 1.41 1.66 2.00 2.30 2.62 
0.71 0.98 1.15 1.39 1.59 1.82 
0.45 0.62 0.73 0.88 1.01 1.15 
0.27 0.36 0,42 0.50 0.58 0.66 
0.20 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.43 0.48 
0.13 0.17 0.20 0.23 0.27 0.30 
0.08 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.19 
0.05 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.12 
SOUICe: NOAA Atlas 2 
(4) The size of the drainage area shall include all on-site areas 
and any off-site lands tributary to the design point. 
101.3.3 SCS TR55 Method 
See SCS TR55 for application and calculation method. 
(1) The time of concentration shall use the methodologies 
described above in Section 101.3.2. Runoff curve numbers shall be 
pre-approved by the City Engineer. 
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(2) Computer software adaptations of this method are acceptable 
provided their data and graphical printout are submitted for review. 
101.3.4 Other Methods 
Other methods of determining peak rate of flow and discharges 
based on sound engineering principles and with proven results may 
be used only if pre-approved by the City Engineer. 
101.4 RUNOFF VOLUME 
Runoff volumes shall be calculated for use in determining storage requirements 
for retention and detention facilities. Volumes shall be calculated based upon 
return frequencies listed in Table I. 
101.4.1 Criteria for Calculating Runoff Volumes 
The storm duration used for volume design shall be the duration that 
results in the largest storage volume requirement in a 24~hour 
period. Storm duration's from t: to 24 hours shall be checked. The 
beneficial and reasonable contributions of offsite discharge, 
infiltration and percolation may be included when determining peak 
storage volume requirements. Volumes shall be included on the 
plans. Volumes and design methodology shall be shown in the 
Drainage Report. 
101.4.2 Minimum Runoff Volume 
Regardless of the method used in computing runoff, the runoff 
volume used for design of residential subdivisions and commercial 
developments shalf not be less than the volume from 1-ind1 of runoff 
times the area of the road right~of~way plus any contributing 
impervious sucfaces. 
102 CONVEYANCE SYSTEM DESIGN 
102.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW 
A stormwater conveyance system includes any pipeline, ditch, swale, canal, 
borrow piL channel, gutter, drain, creek or river having as one of its purposes 
the transporting of stonnwater runoff. This section is devoted primarily to 
deSign of pipelines, gutters and channels and relies on the storm criteria and 
calculation methodologies outlined in Section 101.3. 
102.2 LOCATION 
Stonnwater conveyance oomponents may be located in public right-of way or 
on private property in easements subject to the following conditions: 
14 
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102.2.1 Public Right-of-Way 
Only pipelines and gutters may be located in public right-or-way, The 
positioning of a pipeline or gutter in right-of-way is subject to the 
review and approval of the City Engineer. and in all instances 
pipelines must maintain Idaho State mandated separations from 
potable water lines (10 feet-horizontal. 18 inches - vertical). 
Manhole rings and covers should be positioned to minimize contact 
with wheeled traffic and to avoid interference with sanitary sewer 
lines. 
102.2.2 Easements 
Pipefines and open channels may be located on private property if 
easements of adequate width for construction. maintenance and 
operation of the pipeline or channel are provided. 'The easement 
shall specifically exclude encroachments and obstructions (including 
trees and shrubs) which affect maintenance or replacement of the 
pipe. Required easement widths shall vary between fifteen and 
twenty-five feet depending on pipe depth and at the discretion of the 
City Engineer or as indicated in "Exhibit B. Easements running 
along property lines shall be situated such that the centerline of the 
pipe is offset at least 2.5 pipe diameters from the property line. 
102.3 PIPE STANDARDS 
102.3.1 Size 
Pipe size shall be dictated by peak flow and hydraulic capacity. 
(See Sections 101.3 and 102.6.1) Minimum pipe diameter shall be 
twelve (12) inches. Hydraulic capacity must exceed 110% of the 
design peak flow. 
102.3.2 Depth of Bury 
The pipeline shall have a required depth of bury of at least twelve 
(12) inches. Additional depth may be required when traffic loading 
dictates the need. 
102.3.3 Material 
The pipeline shall be constructed of at least Class III reinforced 
concrete pipe or SDR 35 PVC. both with watertight jOints. Higher 
pressure rating will be required on PVC pipe when depth of bury is 
less than thirty (30) inches. Other pipe materials may be acceptable 
with prior approval of the City Engineer and when supplied with 
watertight joints. 
15 
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102.4 SYSTEM SIZING 
102.4.1 Primary Conveyance System 
The primary conveyance system shalJ be designed to accommodate 
peak flow of the design storm return frequency in Table 1. The 
primary system consists of catch basins, drop inlets, streets, street 
gutters and conduit systems. In general, the primary conveyance 
system should convey the design storm to the receiving waters with 
the maximum treatment and the minimum impact or inconvenience 
to the public. 
102.4.2 Secondary Conveyance System 
The secondary conveyance system shall be designed to 
accommodate the peak flow of the design storm frequency in Table 
1. The secondary sys'tem conveys storm water to the receiving 
waters after capacity of the primary system has been exceeded. In 
general, the secondary conveyance system will convey the deSign 
storm to the receiving waters with some impacts and inconvenience 
to the public. The secondary conveyance system must be a 
defined, designed system that includes easements and restrictions 
that protect the water conveyance system in perpetuity. If these 
conditions are not met, the primary system must be designed to 
accommodate both primary and secondary flows. 
102,5 MULTIPLE USE FACILITIES 
Stormwater conveyances shall be designed to convey stormwater runoff from 
upstream areas, using both the primary and secondary systems and the design 
storm indicated in Table 1. The intent of this manual is to minimize the 
combining of stormwater and irrigation water (live or retum) except in major 
drains, but where separation is not feaSible, the conveyance facility must be 
sized for both flows. 
102.6 CLOSED CONDUIT 
102.6.1 Hydraulic Capacity 
Hydraulic capacity may be calculated by various acceptable 
methods for closed conduits such as Hazen-Williams Formula, 
Darcy-Weisbach Equation and Manning Equation. 
102.6.2 Velocities 
Velocities in closed conduits flowing full shall not be more than eight 
(8) feet per second, unless the conduit is designed for higher rates, 
nor less than two (2) feet per second. 
102.6.3 Energy Dissipaters 
Energy dissipaters shall be provided at outfa/ls as needed to prevent 
scouring of the downstream system. 
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102.6.4 Catch Basins 
Catch basin inlets shall be designed to accommodate the design 
flow. 
102.6.5 Siphons and Surcharged Systems 
Storm drain piping (primary system) sha" have free surface flow and 
not be surcharged up to the design storm without prior approval of 
the City Engineer. The storm drain system shall be free draining 
except for cross drain siphons. 
W1en valley gutter cross drains are not desirable, cross drain 
siphons may be used, provided the "equivalent hydraulic slope" will 
maintain a flow in the pipe flowing full of at least three feet per 
second. The "equivalent hydraulic slope" is defined as the difference 
in elevation between gutter flow lines divided by the length of siphon. 
102.7 OPEN CHANNEL 
102.7.1 Hydraulic Capacity 
Hydraulic capacity may be calculated by various acceptable 
methods for open channels such as Darcy-Weisbach Equation and 
. Manning Equation. 
102.7.2 Velocities 
Velocities in open channels at design flow shall not be greater than 
the velocity, determined from channel conditions, to erode or scour 
the channel lining (generally 5 fps for an unlined channel). Super-
critical velocities should be avoided. Borrow ditch conveyance 
facilities (if permitted) shall not be allowed on road sections where 
.the ditch invert exceeds 3% slope without provisions for reducing 
velocities, such as check dams, or lining the ditch. 
102.8 GUTTER CAPACITY 
Street gutters may provide storm water conveyance up to their hydraulic 
capacity. Beyond that limit, subsurface piping or flow routing will be required to 
facilitate proper drainage. The minimum gutter grade shall be 0.4%. In limited 
circumstances, where no reasonable option exists, the City Engineer may allow 
a minimum gutter grade of 0.3%. Gutter flow shall be intercepted by an 
underground conveyance or storage system at a maximum spacing determined 
by gutter hydraulic capacity. 
102.8.1 Hydraulic Capacity 
The hydraulic capacity of irregular channels can be calculated using 
Manning's Equation and appropriate coefficients. Channel depth is 
limited in accordance with the provisions of Section 102.8.2. 
102.8.2 Water Depth in Street Sections 
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The street section may be utilized for water conveyance as outlined 
be/ow. The street section may not be utifized for storm water 
storage. 
Primary System 
For Storm events less than or equal to the design stann (see Table 
1) for the primary system, the street and gutter section may be used 
to convey water to catchments with the following restrictions: 
(1) Local Streets 
Design storm flow cannot encroach into private property, or 
exceed 2-inch depth at the crown. 
(2) Collector Streets 
Design stann flow cannot overtop the curb and at 
least one 10·foot lane must be tree atwater. 
(3) Arterial Streets 
Design storm flow cannot overtop the curb and at 
least one 12-foot lane in each direction must be 
free of water. 
Secondary System 
During storm events with return frequencies for the secondary 
system (see Table 1), the street and gutter section may be used to 
convey water to a catchments with the tollowing restrictions: 
(1) Local and Collector Streets 
Buildings shall not be inundated. The depth of water over the 
gutter flow line shall not exceed 12-inches, and shall not 
exceed 6-inches at the roadway crown. 
(2) Arterial Streets 
Buildings shall not be inundated. The depth of water at the 
roadway crO'Nn shall not exceed 3-inches. 
102.8.3 Valley Gutters 
Cross drain valley gutters are not allowed across collector and 
arterial streets. 
102.8.4 Street Grades 
Water flowing down steep grades at high veloaty can be dangerous 
to small children. 'M1ere flow depths exceed 6-inches, mean 
veloaties in the gutter at peak flows shall not exceed 8-feet per 
second. Excessive depth and velocity shall be corrected through 
diversion of runoff, drop inlet structures or redesign of the street. 





103.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Detention or Retention facilities temporarily store stormwater runoff to minimize 
the potential for flooding and to partially remove sediments and pollutants from 
the water. Retention facilities store the runoff until it percolates, infiltrates or 
evaporates away. Detention facilities are similar except that a controlled 
discharge to an existing drainage way is also in.cluded. Detention facilities 
discharge any volumes larger than the water quality event. 80th retention and 
detention facilities may have overflows through a secondary conv~yance to a 
discharge location. 
The elements of detention or retention may be incorporated into basins, swales 
or underground facilities such as seepage beds or french drains. The criteria for 
design are itemized below. Table 4 compares requirements for retention and 
detention facilities: 
Table 4 
Comparison of Retention and Detention Facility Requirements 
PARAMETER RETENTION DETENTION 
Required storm frequency 100 yr 100 yr Of 25 year with overflow 
Section 101.2 
General requirement Only allowed if approved by Discharge rate one miner's 
103.1. 103.2.1, 103.6 City Engineer inchJ)er acre 
Sand and grease traps Required Required 
103.3.1 
Other Requirements Increased volume to account Rock filled trench to convey 
103.6 103.7.1 for nuisance water nuisance water to outlet 
Emptying requirement 48 hours for 2 year storm, 120 120 hours 
103.6,103.7.6 hours for design storm 
Infiltration/Percolation 20 foot boring below bottom of 10 foot boring below bottom of 
103.8,104 facility facility 
Infiltration facilities not aI/owed Bedrock or impervious soils Bedrock or impervious soils 
104.2 within 20 feet within 10 feet 
Infiltration rate 67% of perc test Of 67% of perc test or 
104.3 500Al of Soil Classification 67% of Soil Classification 
Design calculation rate Most impermeable remaining Most impermeable remaining 
104.6 strata rate strata rate 
103.2 GENERAL CRITERIA 
103.2.1 Site Runoff 
The maximum off-site discharge rate for the design storm (post 
development) shall be limited to 1 miners inch (one fiftieth of a cubic 
foot per second) per acre provided the downstream system has 
proven adequate capacity and there was historic discharge. from the 
property. 
103.2.2 Storm Return Freguenc¥ 
Detention and retention facilities shall be designed for the retum 
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frequencies listed in Table l. 
103.2.3 Storm Duration 
For the design storm return frequency, the storm duration which 
produces the peak storage requirement, shall be used for design. 
Storm durations between the time of concentration and 24-hours 
shall be investigated. 
103.2.4 Location of Storage Facilities 
Stormwater retention and detention facilities and associated inlet 
piping, outlet piping and traps shall be located outside ot right-ot-way 
and on private property for Single-lot developments or in a common 
lot for mUlti-lot residential or commercial developments. Exception 
to this manual may be allowed for multi-lot developments, less than 
two (2) acres in area with the approval, of the City Engineer provided 
that all retention or detention facilities are located within the confines 
of an adequately sized perpetual operation and maintenance 
easement, the lot on whidl the easement is located meets all 
minimum lot requirements exdusive of the easement; storage depth 
is not more than two feet and side slopes are 5: 1 or flatter. 
103.2.5 Storm Drainage From Offsite 
Single lot developments may not accept additional off-site 
drainage for retention or detention unless there are legal recorded 
documents setting forth the conditions of use and aSSignment of 
responsibility for future maintenance. 
103.2.6 Multi-Use Facilities 
Retention or detention facilities as approved by the City Engineer 
may be deSigned as open surface facilities for multi-use such as 
parks or open space as long as a public nuisance or safety hazard is 
not created. 
103.27 Idaho State Code Requirements 
Retention and detention facilities which incorporate absorptibn 
trenches, french drains, or any subsurface infiltration element for 
storm water management shall conform to Title 42, Chapter 39, 
Idaho Code, and to the Idaho Department of water Resources 
Rules (ID\t\IR) for waste Disposal and Injection Wells (IDAPA 
37.03.03) if required. 
103.2.8 Infiltration Surface 
The infiltration surface for ponds is the area of the horizontal 
projection of the water surface at the design storm depth. The 
infiltration surface for seepage trenches is the vertical projection of 
the trench wall surface at design storm depth. The infiltration 
surface area must be reduced to the area of any infiltration windO'vVs 




103.3 SEDIMENT CONTROL 
103.3.1 Sand and Grease Traps 
Runoff into retention and detention facilities shall flow through a 
sand and grease trap with a throat velocity less than or equal to 0.5 
feet per second for the design flow. Minimum trap detention time 
upstream of the throat shall be 40 seconds at peak flow for the 
design storm. An array of traps may be utllized to meet this criterion. 
103.3.2 Sediment Storage 
The design volume of underground facilities such as french drains 
and seepage beds shall be increased by 15% to accommodate 
sediment storage. 
103.4 OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
The responsibility for operation and maintenance of retention or detention 
facilities must be clearly defined and noted on development plans. The City is 
not to have drainage system or landscaping operation and maintenance 
responsibility for any private development located on private property or in 
common lots. 
103.5 DAMS AND EMBANKMENTS 
The following criteria shall apply in the design of storage basins: 
103.5.1 Freeboard 
Facilities shall be designed to accommodate the runoff from a 
design storm with the retum frequency shown on Table 1. Open 
basin facilities shall be designed with freeboard above the maximum 
design water elevation in accordance with Table 5. 
TABLE 5 - FREEBOARD REQUrREMENTS 
Water Def)th Freeboard 
0-12 inches 4 inches 
12-24 inches 6 inches 
24 + inches 12 inches 
103.5.2 Side Slopes 
Open retention or detention facility side slopes shall not exceed 4: 1 
unless the facility is fenced. A fenced facility may have side slopes 
no steeper than 2: 1. Side slopes on facilities located in easements 
shall not exceed 5: 1 and shall meet other requirements of Section 
103.2.4. 
103.5.3 Embankment Top VVidth 
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Table 6. 
TABLE 6 - MINIMUM TOP WIDTHS 





10 -15 12 
103.5.4 Embankment Height 
The design top elevation of aU dams and embankments, after all 
settlement has taken place, shall equal or exceed the maximum 
water surface elevation, plus the required freeboard height. The 
design height of the dam or embankment is defined as the vertical 
distance from the top down to the bottom of the deepest cut. 
103.5.5 Embankment Material 
All earth fill shall be free from brush, roots, and organic material 
that might decompose and shall be compacted to 95% of 
Maximum Standard Proctor Density. 
103.5.6 Safety Ledges 
Safety ledges shall be constructed on the side slopes of all 
retention or wet detention basins having a permanent pool of 
water and deeper than 5-feet. Th~ ledges shall be 4 to 6 feet in 
width and located about 2-1/2 to 3 feet below and 1 to 1-1/2 feet 
above the permanent water surface. 
103;5.7 Idaho State Review 
Embankments over 6-feet shall be reviewed by . the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources. 
103.6 SPECIAL CRITERIA - RETENTION 
Retention facilities shall be designed to accommodate the runoff volume from 
the design storm with allowances for sediment and freeboard as indicated in 
Sections 103.3.2 and 103.5.1, respectively. For residential developments, 
additional volume equal to 30% of the design storm run-off volume shall be 
included in the facility design volume to account for carryover from precedent 
storms, irrigation over-spray, and other nuisance water, Le. car washing, etc. 
The facility shall be designed to empty within 48-hours for the 2-year storm, 
and 120-hours for the design storm. Particular detail and attention shall 
address nuisance water from over-irrigation, plugging of pond bottoms, or 





required 120-hour drain time. For multi-lot residential developments, retention 
facilities are only acceptable if approved by the City Engineer. 
103.6.1 Nuisance Water 
Retention facility size shall be increased by 10% above the peak 
vOlume computed for the design storm to accommodate nuisance 
water such as sprinkler overspray. Except where a high water table 
does not permit it, nuisance water shall be stored in a rock trench to 
avoid the creation of mosquito breeding areas. 
103.6.2 Carry-Over Storm 
Retention facility size shall be increased 20% above the peak 
volume computed for the design storm to accommodate retained 
volume from a storm proximate in time to the design storm. 
103.6.3 Retention Time 
The infiltration surface shall be sized, relative to pond or trench 
volume, for the retention facility to empty within 120 hours for the 
deSign storm. The depth of ponds or the width of seepage trenches 
are limited by this requirement. The minimum top widths of all dams 
and embankments are listed in Table 6. 
103.6.4 Overflow Drain 
For property having established historical drainage rights, the 
retention facility shall include an overflow drainage line from the 
retention facility to a point of historical discharge. Pipe sizing shall 
be a minimum of 12 inch diameter or have capacity of two miner's 
inches per acre of the drainage basin, whichever is larger. 
103.6.5 Proof Test. 
Each constructed retention facility shall be filled to the retained 
depth for the design storm, soaked for four hours, refilled to 
retained depth and timed to completely drain. The criterion of 
Paragraph 103.6.3 shall be met or the pond shall be rejected. 
The Engineering Department shall be informed a minimum of two 
days in advance of proof testing and will make the final 
determination of approval or rejection. The preference of the City 
of Caldwell is that non-potable water be utilized for this test when 
it is reasonably available. 
103.6.6 City Engineer Approval 
Retention facilities in residential developments are strongly 
discouraged, and are only acceptable with a showing of 
compelling public interest 'and only with the approval of the City 
Engineer. 
103.7 SPECIAL CRITERIA - DETENTION 
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The design of any detention facility requires consideration of several factors, 
such as size of the basin; minimum free board depth; maximum allowable 
depth of temporary ponding; recurrence interval of the storm being 
considered; storm duration; timing of the inflow; allowable outflow rate; and 
the length of time water is allowed to remain in the facility. The design goal 
is to leave downstream areas with the same hydrology that existed before 
development. Balancing the reqUirements is done through the preparation of 
three items: an inflow Hydrograph. a depth-storage relationship, and a depth-
outflow relationship. These items are combined in a routing routine to 
determine the outflow rate. depth of stored water, and volume of storage at 
any specific time. as the runoff passes through the detention facifity. 
Particular detail and attention shall address nuisance water from over-
irrigation, plugging of pond bottoms, or any other condition which may cause 
standing water in the facility. Outlets shall be controlled through the use of 
an orifice inside a manhole or other approved structure. Other design 
considerations are discussed in the following sections. 
103.7.1 Outlets 
Outlet pipes shall be at least 12-inches in diameter. Orifice plates shall 
be used with trash racks or equivalent to prevent clogging. Facility 
bottoms shall be sloped to outlets. A rock filled trench shall convey 
nuisance water caused by over-irrigation from inlets to outlets. The 
pore capacity of the outlet trench shall equal the volume of storage 
required to contain the water quality event (103.7.6). 
103.7.2 Cut-offWalls 
Anti-seep cut-off waHs or other seepage control methods are to be 
instafled along outlet pipes as necessary. 
103.7.3 Scour Protection 
Suitable slope protection as approved by the City Engineer, shall 
be placed upstream and downstream of principal outlets as 
necessary to prevent scour and erosion. High velocity discharges 
require energy diSSipaters. 
103.7.4 Orifice Plates 
Orifice plates or other flow restriction devices shall be provided to 
limit discharge in accordance with Section 103.2.1. The orifice 
opening shall be drilled into an end cap placed on the outlet pipe 
such that the cap can be rotated to contain water quality events 
with the Orifice rotated to the top. Vv'ith the orifice rotated to the 
bottom, the basin shall have the ability to be totally drained for 
maintenance. 
103.7.5 Emergency Spillways 
Emergency spillways shall be· provided to protect embankments 
and suitably lined to prevent scour and erosion. Emergency 
overflows shall not be allowed into live-water irrigation facilities 
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without prior written permission from the owner and/or operator of 
the irrigation system and applicable regulatory agencies unless an 
historical right to drain exists. 
103.7.6 Water Quality 
For the purpose of protecting water quality in the receiving water. detention basins shall 
retain the "first-ftushn of storms. At a minimum. at least 0.2" of runoff from impervious area 
shall be retained (not discharged off-site). In al/ cases. the facility should be designed to 
empty within 120 hours of the last storm. The retained storage depth shall not exceed one 
foot. 
103.8 ABSORPTION DESIGNS 
Any detention or retention facility that allows water to infiltrate or percolate into 
the ground will be considered an. absorption deSign and must meet the 
requirements of this Section and Section 104. 
103.9 INNOVATIVE DESIGNS 
A drainage facility utilizing technology that is new, innovative or different from 
facilities presumed in the scope of this manual may be accepted for review and 
approval at the sole discretion of the City Engineer. Any facility accepted for 
review under this paragraph shall be evaluated to meet the full intent of this 
manual. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to require City review of 
any particular new or innovative design. 
104 INFILTRATION/PERCOLATION FACILITIES 
104.1 DESIGN OF INFILTRATION BASINS 
In general. infiltration basins, for the purposes of this manual, are above ground 
storage facilities, such as grassy swales or ponds. intended to contain design 
storm runoff without overflowing. These facilities may be combined with below 
ground percolation facilities. They may operate as either detention or retention 
facilities and must meet the applicable requirements of Section 103. 
The maximum probable groundwater elevation shall be established and used 
for facility deSign. ProPOSed facility bottom elevations within three feet of 
seasonal high groundwater levels shall have a minimum 24 inch layer of well 
graded fine aggregate material placed such that the top surface of said fine 
aggregate is located at a minimum of one foot above the high water elevation. 
Aggregate shall meet the gradation requirements of lTD Standard Specification 
703.02, "Fine Aggregate for Concrete". A site assessment of the area 
immediately around the proposed facility shall be conducted by a licensed 
Hydrogeologist or by a Professional Engineer, registered in the State of Idaho 
and practicing in the field of geoSCience. The site assessment shall include an 
evaluation of the soil strata to a depth of at least twenty feet for retention 
facilities and at least ten feet for detention facilities below the bottom of the 
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proposed facility to determine if the probable maximum high groundwater 
elevation will encroach into the facility or ff impervious layers exist. No storage 
credit may be taken for volumes below seasonal high groundwater elevation. 
The site assessment shall be included in the drainage report. 
104.2 INFILTRATION FACILITIES NOT ALLOWED 
There are several conditions that rule out a site as an infiltration facility. 
1. Bedrock or impervious soils within twenty (20) feet (retention facilities) 
and ten (10) feet (detention facilities) of the infiltrating surface unless the 
material is removed and replaced with suitable drain materials. The 
horizontal area of any such backfilled window shall be used for design 
calculations; 
2. Infiltrating surface on top of fill unless the fill is clean sand or gravel and no 
water quality degradation will ooeur; 
3. Surface and underlying soil of SCS Hydrologic Group C. or the saturated 
infiltration rate less than 0.25 inches per hour; 
4. Facility located within 100-feet or within the zone of contribution of 
existing water well. 
5. Facility located within 25 feet of a potable water main. 
104.3 INFILTRATION RATES 
The design of an infiltration basin is dependent on the appropriate selection of 
an infiltration rate. This may be determined either directly through performance 
of a percolation test or indirectly based on classification of soil types. Borings 
shall extend through the proposed infiltration facility down to twenty (20) feet 
(retention facilities) and ten (10) feet (detention facilities) below the bottom of 
the infiltration facility. 
104.3.1 Percolation Test 
Infiltration rate may be established usjng the results of a percolation 
test performed in conformance with procedures outlined in Exhibit 
"C" and under the responSible charge of a registered Professional 
Engineer or licensed Hydrogeologist. The infiltration rate for design 
purposes is 67% of the percolation rate established in the test. 
Percolation tests shall be performed at the actual location and 
elevation of the most impermeable permanent (unexcavated) layer 
below the proposed facility. Percolation test results shall be included 
in the drainage report. 
104.3.2 Soil Classification 
Infiltration rate may be established using the results of soil 
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classification of the infHtration surface. The infiltration rate for 
various soil types is listed in Table 4. Soil dassification shall be 
done by a registered Professional Soils Engineer or licensed 
Hydrogeologist experienced in the field of geoscience. For design 
purposes, the infiltration rate shall be 50% (retention facilities) and 
67% (detention facilities) of the listed rate in Table 7. 
TABLE 7 -INFILTRATION RATES 
SCS Group and Type Infiltration Rate 
(Inches Per Hour) 
A. Sand 8 
A LoamySand 2 
8. Sandy Loam 1 
8. Loam 0.5 
C. Silt Loam 0.25" 
C. Sandy Clay Loam 0.15 
D. Clay Loam & Silty Clay Loam <0.09 
D. Clays <0.05 
* Minimum rate, soils with lesser rates shall not be considered as candidates 
for infiltration facifities. 
104.4 DESIGN OF PERCOLATION FACILITIES 
In general percolation facilities are below ground storage facilities such as french 
drains or seepage beds that may be designed to store the design storm runoff above 
and/or.below ground. The water may be stored within structural cavities or in the pore 
space of granular till before it percolates into the ground through a sand filter. The 
percolation facility must meet the applicable requirements of Section 103. 
If there is not a positive outflow, or retention exceeds 25% of storage, percolation 
facilities shall be deSigned as a retention facility, including the criterion listed in 
Section 103.6. 
The storage volume shall accommodate the design storm, plus comply with Section 
103.3.2 regarding sedimentation, Section 103.6.1 regarding nuisance water, and 
Section 103.6.2 regarding carry-over storms. Infiltration rates are covered in Section 
104.3. Accepted engineering design formulae shall be used in determining storage 
volumes and infiltration rates. 
104.4.1 Sand Filter 
A minimum 12-inch layer of fine aggregate material shall be placed 
below aI/ percolation facilities and a minimum 24 inch layer of fine 
aggregate material shall be placed below all percolation facilities 




aggregate shaU be located at a minimum of one foot above the high 
water elevation. The fine aggregate material shall meet the 
gradation requirements of lTD Standard Specification 703.2, "Fine 
Aggregate for Concrete", 
104.4.2 Filter Fabric 
The facility shall have an approved filter fabric (4 ozJsquare yard) 
placed between the storage media and the surrounding soil. No 
filter fabric need be placed between the storage media and the sand 
filter. 
104.5 PERCOLATION FACILITIES NOT ALLOWED 
There are several conditions that rule out a site for a percolation faCility. If any 
of the conditions described in Section 104.2 exist, disposal of storm water by 
percolation is not permitted. 
104.6 SOIL STRATA CHARACTERISTICS 
Soil borings or test pits shall be taken at the trench sites to classify soil types. 
\I\.t1en the soil strata has varying infiltration characteristics, the minimum or most 
impermeable rate for any remaining unexcavated soil strata shall be used for 
design calculations. The pond bottom or the area of any excavation window, 
whichever is less, shall be used for design calculations. The infiltration rates 
described in Table 4 shall apply. A percolation test may be used to define 
infiltration rates instead of Table 4. 
104.7 MATERIALS 
Table 8 indicates the effective void volume for typical materials used in seepage 
beds. The Design Engineer may determine void volumes for other materials by 
laboratory analysis and submit them to the City Engineer for review. The sand 
filter pore volume may not be used as storage volume for the facility. No 
storage 'may be allowed for pore volume below the water table. 
TABLES 
VOID VOLUME OF TYPICAL MA TERlALS 
Material Volume(%) 





Uniform sized gravel (1-1/211) 40 
Graded gravel (3/4" minus) 30 
Sand 25 
Pit run gravel 20 
105 MISCELLANEOUS SPECIFICATIONS 
105.1 EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL 
Erosion and sediment discharged from the development site must be minimized 
or eliminated both during construction and after the development is complete. 
Properly designed developments utilize ground covers, lined ditches, riprap, 
and underground piping systems to eliminate erosion and control sediment. 
Prior to the beginning of construction, where construction activities disturb more 
than one acre, the developer or his representative must have a Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan (SVVPPP) in place and must file a Notice of Intent 
(NOI) with the EPA, in accordance with NPDES (National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System) requirements. The SVVPPP will indude· provisions for 
reducing sediment discharges from the construction site and tracking of mud 
onto roadways. A copy of this plan and the NOI shall be provided to the City 
prior to any site grading. 
105.2 IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE FACILITIES 
Stormwater conveyance and storage facilities shall be separate and distinct 
from non-storm systems such as irrigation, irrigation return, underdrain, and 
sanitary sewer flows with the exception of landscape or irrigation overspray. 
Existing non-storm systems rerouted or piped through new developments 
(except sanitary sewers) shall not be located in the public right-of-way except 
at crOSSings. These systems should be located in individual easements. 
Systems routed through new developments shall not utilize development 
conveyance or other stormwater facilities upstream of any storage, detention, 
or retention. Systems routed through new developments may utilize 
conveyance downstream from any storage, detention, or retention facilities. 
Approved discharges of storm drain facilities into non-storm systems shalf be 
at centralized, distinct locations. Stonnwater system conveyance piping shall 
not be utilized for land drainage systems. 
105.3 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
This section sets forth the minimum standards, specifications, standard detailS, 
etc. to be used for the design of storm water and drainage facilities. Except as 
modified herein, aI/ work shall be in accordance with the current IDAHO 
STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC \t\{)RKS CON$TRUCTION (ISPV\.C). 
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105.3.1 Discharge Pipes 
e~ v 
All discharge pipes shall end in a precast concrete or corrugated 
metal end section or a cast-in-place concrete headwall. Wngwalls 
and energy dissipaters shall be included when conditions require. 
105.3.2 Testing 
The City Engineer may require testing (such as the mandrel or air 
test) beyond the requirements of ISPWC as needed to ensure 
proper installation of pipe. 
105.3.3 Manhole Design Standard 
Manholes shall be designed according to the latest edition of 
ISPVVC. 
105.3.4 Manhole Spacing 
Manholes shall be provided at all intersections of two or more pipe 
segments and at all locations where the pipe changes direction. 
Manhole spacing shall not exceed 400 feet. 
105.3.5 Manhole Frames and Covers 
Manhole frames and covers shall be cast iron conforming to 
speCification ASTM A 48 Class 30. They shall be suitable for HS-25 
loading capacity. All storm drain manhole covers shall have a east-
in-place concrete collar (SO-508A), and the words "STORM DRAIN" 
cast integrally in the top of the cover. Manhole covers shall be set 
within 1-foot of finished grade. The manhole cover shall be flush 
with the finished grade. 
Concrete collars shall be placed after paving is complete. 
105.3.6 Catch BaSins 
Gatch baSins located within street right-of-way shall be Type II or 
Type IV (per ISP\t\C SO-6028, S0-601, or S0-6020) with a 1-foot 
sump. 
Catch basin grates and frames shaH be welded steel, capable of an 
HS-25 loading. 
Gatch basins located outside of street right-of-way may be Type I, II, 
III, or IV. 
All construction shall be in accordance with Section 606 of ISP\t\C. 
106 INSPECTION and CERTfFICA TlON REQUIREMENTS 
106.1 POST-CONSTRUCTION SUBMISSIONS 
Prior to final acceptance of the development, record or as-built drawing in hard 




STANDARD PERCOLATION TEST 
The use of the percolation test is to be used in conjunction with a site survey and soil profile 
analysis. It is not to be used as the sole determiner of a proposed disposal site's infiltrative 
capability. The fol/owing outlines a procedure for making a standard percolation test. 
1. Dig or bore a hole with horizontal dimensions of six (6) to eight (8) inches and with vertical sides 
to a depth of at least eight {8} inches in the zone of anticipated soil absorption. 
2. CarefuJly scarify the bottom and sides of the hole with 'a knife or other device to remove any 
smeared surfaces. 
3. Place about one (1) inch of coarse sand in the bottom of the hole to prevent scouring and 
sediment. A small section of standard four-inch diameter perforated drainpipe is handy to 
prevent water splash on the hole sidewall. 
4. Fill the hole with at least eight (8) inches of water and allow the soil to presoak at least twenty 
four (24) hours. If the soil contains greater than 27% clay the soak period shall be extended to 
48 hours. The water must be clear, free of organics, clay or high sodium content. 
S. Measurement procedure. In soils where: 
(a) Water remains in the hole after the presoak period; adjust the water depth to six (6) 
inches. Measure the drop in water level every thirty (30) minutes. Continue the test 
until the last reading is the same as the previous reading or four (4) hours, 
whichever occurs first. 
(b) No water remains in the hole after the presoak period, add water to bring the depth 
to six (6) inches. Measure the drop in (30) minute intervals, refilling the hole to the 
six (6) inch depth after each thirty (30) minute reading. Continue the test until the 
last reading is the same as the previous reading or four (4) hours, whichever occurs 
first. 
(c) The first six (6) inches of water soaks away in less than thirty (30) minutes, the time 
interval between measurements should be ten (10) minutes. 
6. Calculations: 
Time, in Minutes 
Percolation Rate, Minuteslinch = __________ _ 
Water Drop, in Inches 
7. At least two percolation tests should be run on each site, one test at each end of the proposed 













































































Pipe Depth (D) 
6'_8' g'-lO' 10'-12' 
4.5 6.5 8.5 
12.5 14.5 16.5 
17.0 21.0 25.0 
4.6 6.0 8.6 
12.6 14.6 16.6 
17.3 21.3 . 25.3 
4.8 6.8 8.8 
12.8 14.8 16.8 
17.5 21.5 25.5 
4.9 6.9 8.9 
12.9 14.9 16.9 
17.8 21.8 25.8 
5.0 7.0 9.0 
13.0 15.0 17.0 
18.0 22.0 26.0 
5.1 7.1 9.1 
13.1 15.1 17.1 
18.3 22.3 26.3 
5.5 7.5 9.5 
13.5 15.5 17.5 
19.0 23.0 21.0 
5.8 7.8 9.8 
13.8 15.8 17.8 
19.5 23.5 21.5 
6.0 8.0 10.0 
14.0 16.0 18.0 
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BILL No. l2. 
ORDINANCE No. 2524 
AN ORDINANCE ENACTED BY THE CALDWELL CITY COUNCIL, 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §67~6S02, §67-6S18, AND §67-6S23 AND TITLE 
50, CHAPTERS 2 AND 3, EST ABLISIDNG AN EMERGENCY STORMWATER 
MANAGEMENT MANUAL; PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE; 
PROVIDING FOR SEVERABILITY; AND REPEALING ALL ORDINANCES, 
RESOLUTIONS, ORDERS AND PARTS THEREOF IN CONFLICT 
HEREWITH. 
WHEREAS, Ordinance 2242, previously passed by the City Cmmcil on December 21, 
1998 amended the Municipal Code of the City of Caldwell by adding a new Chapter 13, 
providing for the establishment ofstlindards to be applied to storm drainage systems; and 
WHEREAS, Ordinance 2242 was adopted in accordance with Idaho Code §67-6509 and 
§67-6518; and 
WHEREAS, Ordinance 2242 provides that the City Engineer shall prepare Standards for 
the City stonn drainage system which are necessary and beneficial for implementation and 
mainten8l1ce of an effective storm drainage system within the City; and 
WHEREAS, Idaho Code §67-6518 provides that standards for stonn drainage systems 
may be adopted pursuant to ordinance; and 
WHEREAS, Idaho Code Title 50, chapter 3 authorizes the City to prevent the flooding of 
the City or to secure its drainage; and 
WHEREAS, Idaho Code §67-6523 provides that a governing board may adopt 
emergency ordinance ifit finds that an imminent peril to the public welfare exists; and 
WHEREAS, Storms during the spring of 2005 and winter of 2006 have demonstrated 
that certain provisions of the existing policy adopted by Ordinance 2242 are not protective of 
public health and safety; and 
WHEREAS, The governing board finds the deficiencies of the Storm water Policy 
adopted by Ordinance 2242 COJlstitutes imminent peril to the public health, safety and welfare; 
and 
WHEREAS, It is DOW required for the protection of the public health, safety and welfare 
for the City Council to adopt emergency standards that modify, supplement andlor vary from 
those established in Ordinance 2242 and, without waiving the authority to enact ordinances 
regarding stonn water drainage pursuant to Idaho Code chapter 3, Title 50, proceed in 
conformance with Idaho Code §67·6523. 











BE IT ORDAINED by the Mayor and City Council of the City of Caldwell, County of 
Canyon, State of Idaho: 
Section 1: The City Council hereby adopts that certain EMERGENCY DRAFT CALDWELL 
MUNICIPAL STORMWATER MANAGEMENT MANUAL, dated APRIL, 2006, for 
application within the City of Caldwell and its impact area. A copy of said manual is attached to 
this ordinance as "Exhibit A" and incorporated herein by this reference as available in the City 
Engineering Department. 
S~tion 2: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect frOtil and after its passage, approval, 
and publication, according to law. 
Section3: This ordinance is hereby declared to be severable. [r any pOltion of this ordinance is 
declared invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remaining provisions shall continue in 
full force and effect and shall be read to carry out the purposes of the ordinance before the 
declaration of partial invalidity. 
Section 4. All ordinances, resolutions, orders and parts thereof in conflict herewith are repealed. 
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF CALDWELL, IDAHO, THIS I ST DAY OF ~ 
2006. I ~ 
APPROVED BY THE MAYOR OF CALDWELL, IDAHO, THIS \ ~ DAY OF ~ 
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Pioneer Irrigation District hereby submits this Reply to City of Caldwell's 
Amended Counterclaim and Demand for Jury Trial pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure 7{a) and 12(a). 
GENERAL DENIAL 
Pioneer Irrigation District (hereinafter "Pioneer") denies each allegation of the 
Amended COWlterclaim and Demand for Jury Trial ("Counterclaim") that is not specifically 
admitted herein. Additionally, because the allegations contain numerous assertions of the 
meaning of numerous statutes by the City of Caldwell (hereinafter the "City"), constituting 
conclusions oflaw over which this Court has authority, Pioneer denies all such allegations 
generally unless specifically admitted. 
RESPONSE TO GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
1. Pioneer admits the allegations in Paragraph 41. 
2. Pioneer admits the allegations in Paragraph 42. 
3. Pioneer admits the allegations in Paragraph 43, except for the apparent 
misspelling of "proper" which reads "property" in this paragraph. 
4. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 44, because any authorities 
provided by the provisions cited therein are available to the City only when the City's actions are 
"not in conflict with [the Citts] charter or with the general laws" and when they are "not 
inconsistent with the laws of the state ofIdaho." IDAHO CONST. art. XII, § 2; fDAHO 
CODE § 50-302(1). Furthermore, Pioneer denies the provisions cited in Paragraph 44 provide 
the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of-way 
without authorization from Pioneer. 
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5. Pioneer responds to the City's allegations of specific authorities in 
Paragraphs 45(a)-(e) as follows: 
(a) Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 45(a), because any 
authorities provided by Section 50-331 are available only ~'to the extent necessary to preserve the 
watercourse." IDAHO CODE § 50-331. Furthermore, Pioneer denies Section 50~331 provides the 
City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of-way without 
authorization from Pioneer. 
(b) Pioneer admits Section 50-332 contains the language quoted in 
Paragraph 45(b), but denies that Section 50-332 provides the City with authority to interfere with 
Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of~way without authorization from Pioneer. 
(0) Pioneer denies Section 50-332 contains the language quoted in 
Paragraph 45( c). Any authOrity provided by Section 50-333 is available only ''when necessary to 
protect the safety of life and property of the city." IDAHO CODE § 50-333. Furthennore, Pioneer 
denies Section 50-333 provides the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, 
easements, and rights-of-way without authorization from Pioneer. 
(d) Pioneer admits only that Section 50-312 provides the City with 
authority to "levy and oollect a special tax" for the enumerated purposes, and therefore denies the 
allegations in Paragraph 45(d). IDAHO CODE § 50-312. Furthermore, Pioneer denies 
Section 50-312 provides the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, 
and rights-of-way without authorization from Pioneer. 
(e) The allegation in Paragraph 45(e) is an overbroad generalization of 
the authorities provided by the three cited statutes, and Pioneer therefore denies the allegations in 
Paragraph 45(e). Pioneer denies that any of the three statutes provide the City with authority to 
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"operate ... irrigation ... systems." Furthennore, Pioneer denies the provisions cited in 
Paragraph 45(0) provide the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, 
and rights-of-way without authorization from Pioneer. 
6. In response to the allegation in Paragraph 46, Pioneer admits the City is 
subject to the Local Land Use Planning Act ("LLUPA") as a general matter, but denies LLUP A 
provides the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of. 
way without authorization from Pioneer. 
7. In response to the allegation in Paragraph 47, Pioneer admits the City has 
general authority to adopt standards for storm drainage systems, but denies the provision cited in 
Paragraph 47 provides the City with authority to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, 
and rights-of~way without authorization from Pioneer. 
8. In response to the allegations in Paragraph 48, Pioneer denies the same. 
9. Pioneer admits the first sentence in Paragraph 49. With respect to the 
second sentence in Paragraph 49, Pioneer admits Section 100.1 of the Manual contains the 
quoted language, but is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the truth of that provision 
or that such provision specifically describes the Manual. With respect to the third sentence in 
Paragraph 49. Pioneer admits Section 100.1 contains language similar to the quoted languageJ 
but is without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny whetheJ." such language reflects the findings 
and conclusions of the Caldwell City Council, or whether such findings and conclusions are 
legally or factually valid. 
10. In response to the allegation in Paragraph 50. Pioneer admits the City has 
authority to enact the Manual as a general matter, but denies that all ofthe Manual'S provisions 
comply with state law. Furthermore, Pioneer denies the City has authority to implement the 
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Manual so as to interfere with Pioneer's facilities, easements, and rights-of-way without 
authorization from Pioneer. 
1 I . Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 5 I. Pioneer does admit that it 
owns numerous agricultural drains and irrigation facilities within and near the corporate city 
limits of Caldwell. 
12. In response to the allegation in Paragraph 52, Pioneer admits that its 
interests in some agricultural drains and irrigation facilities "within and near the corporate city 
limits of CaldwelP' derive from prescriptive easements, but denies that its interests in "all" such 
agricultural drains and irrigation facilities derive from prescriptive easements and denies that its 
interests are limited to rights associated with prescriptive easements. 
13. Idaho Code Section 42-1209 speaks for itself, and the allegations in 
Paragraph 53 call for legal conclusions. Pioneer denies the allegations. 
14. The allegations in Paragraph 54 call for legal conclusions and therefore 
Pioneer denies the same. 
15. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 55. Furthermore, the 
allegations in Paragraph 55 arc not "simple, concise, and direct," and therefore violate Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 8(e)(1). 
16. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 56. 
17. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 57. 
18. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 58. 
19. The allegations in Paragraph 59 calls for legal conclusions. Pioneer 
therefore denies the allegations. 
20. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 60. 
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21. Pioneer denies the allegations of Paragraph 61. 
22. Pioneer denies the allegations of Paragraph 62. 
RESPONSE TO CLAIM FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
23. Pioneer reasserts its responses to Paragraphs I through 62. 
24. Pioneer admits only that Paragraph 64 describes some of the general 
issues raised by the City in its counterclaim. Pioneer denies the allegations of Paragraph 64. 
25. Pioneer denies the allegations of Paragraph 65(a)-(i). 
26. Pioneer admits the allegations in Paragraph 66, but denies that this dispute 
is limited to "actual, existing facts." 
27. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 67. 
28. Pioneer denies the allegations in Paragraph 68. 
RESPONSE TO RESERVATION OF CLAIMS 
29. Pioneer lacks sufficient knowledge to admit or deny the allegations in 
Paragraph 69 and therefore denies the same. 
RESPONSE TO CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
30. Pioneer denies the City is entitled to attorneis fees and costs as al1eged in 
Paragraph 70. 
RESPONSE TO DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
31. In response to Paragraph 71, Pioneer denies there are any claims or issues 
triable by a jury in the City's counterclaim, and affirmatively asserts the Court has granted 
Pioneer's Motion in Opposition to Demand for Jury Trial. 
DEFENSES 
32. The City's counterclaim fails to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. 
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33. Pioneer's alleged conduct was authorized or required by Idaho Code 
Section 42-1209 and related statutes and case law. 
34. The Statute of Frauds is or may be applicable to bar, in whole or in part, 
the City's counterclaim. 
35. The reIiefsought by the City's counterclaim would constitute an 
impermissible taking. 
36. The City is barred from bringing the action set forth in its counterclaim 
because the ordinance which incorporates the Manual is violative of state law. 
37. The City is barred from bringing the action set forth in its counterclaim 
because the City's relevant actions violate state law. 
38. The reliefsought by the City's counterclaim is inconsistent with and 
violative of state law, and therefore, the counterclaim cannot be maintained. 
39, The City's counterclaim is or may be barred, in whole or in part, by the 
doctrine of laches. 
40. The City's counterclaim is or may be barred, in whole or in part, by the 
doctrine of "unclean hands." 
41. Discovery has only recently been initiated, the results of which may 
disclose the existence of facts supporting additional affirmative defenses. Pioneer hereby 
reserves the right to seek leave of this Court to amend its Answer as it deems appropriate. 
42. Pioneer, by pleading a "defense" above, does not admit that said defense is 
an "affirmative defense" within the meaning of applicable law, and Pioneer does not thereby 
assume a burden of proof for production not otherwise imposed upon it as a matter of law. 
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CLAIM FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES IN DEFENSE 
Pioneer has been required to retain counsel to defend this counterclaim and is, 
therefore, entitled to recover reasonable costs and attorney's fees as provided by law and the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, including, but not limited to, Idaho Code Sections 10-1210, 12-
117, 12-120, 12-121, and 42-1209, and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Pioneer prays that the Court: 
I. Dismiss the City's counterclaim, with prejudice, without granting any 
relief requested therein against Pioneer; 
2. Award Pioneer reasonable costs and attorney's fees; 
3. Deny City's demand for jury trial~ and 
4. Grant such further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the 
circumstances. 
DATED this 28th day of July, 2008. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on tlns 28th day of July, 2008, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing REPLY TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Mark Hilty 
HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY LLP 
1301 12th Avenue 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, ID 83653"0065 
Fax: 467-3058 
J. Fredrick Mack 
Erik F. Stidham 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400 
Post Office Box 2527 
Boise, ID 83701-2527 
Fax: 343~8869 
(~s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(.....,iJ.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
T aMart s 
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Mark Hilty, ISB #5282 
Aaron Seable, ISB #7191 
HAMILTON, MICHAELSON & HILTY, LLP 
1303 12th Avenue Road 
P.O. Box 65 
Nampa, Idaho 83653-0065 
Telephone: (208) 467-4479 
Facsimile: (208) 467-3058 
Erik F. Stidham, ISB #5483 
Scott E. Randolph, ISB #6768 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
Suite 1400, U.S. Bank Plaza 
101 South Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Defendant. 
CITY OF CALDWELL, 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
Counterdefendant. 
Case No. CV 08-556-C 
CITY OF CALDWELL'S MOTION 
,FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
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DefendantiCounterclaimant City of Caldwell ("Caldwell") hereby submits this motion for 
partial summary judgment pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56. By this motion, 
Caldwell seeks partial summary judgment, ruling that Idaho Code §§ 42-1102, 1208, and 1209 
apply prospectively from their respective dates of enactment and, in turn, do not apply to any 
alleged encroachments constructed prior to each statute's respective effective date. 
This motion is supported by an accompanying Brief and the record on file in this matter. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this -Z ? day of December, 2008. 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this '2-~ day of December, 2008, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Scott L. Campbell, Esq. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, 
ROCK & FIELDS, Chartered 
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1303 12th Avenue Road 
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Nampa, Idaho 83653-0065 
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o Overnight Mail 
0' Telecopy (Fax) 
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DefendantiCounterclaimant City of Caldwell ("Caldwell") hereby submits this brief in 
support of its motion for partial summary judgment pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
56. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff Pioneer Irrigation District ("PID") asserts that Caldwell has "caused or 
permitted" multiple unauthorized discharge points or "outfalls" into canals and drains in which 
PID claims an interest. PID seeks an order compelling the City to remove "any discharge points 
of municipal storm water runoff owned, approved, or constructed by [Caldwell] within any of 
PID's irrigation delivery and drainage easements and rights-of-way[.]" In its Amended 
Complaint, PID does not identify the outfalls that are at issue and does not identify when the 
outfalls were installed. Moreover, PIDdoes not limit its complaint to those outfalls that were 
constructed after the effective dates of the statutes on which PID relies. 
PID premises its claims on three Idaho Code sections. These three code sections are 
Idaho Code §§ 42-1102, 1208, and 1209. Under Idaho law, statutes only apply prospectively, 
unless the statute expressly declares otherwise. Here, the language contained in each of these 
three statutes does not contain any indication that the statutes are to be applied retroactively. The 
statutes only apply prospectively from their respective dates of enactment and, in turn, do not 
apply to any outfalls or other alleged encroachments constructed prior to each statute's 
respective effective date. 
In short, there is no statutory basis for removal of encroachments that were constructed 
prior to the effective dates of the statutes upon which PID relies. Therefore PID's request for 
relief fails as a matter of law as to these outfalls and summary judgment is properly entered in 
Caldwell's favor. Accordingly, Caldwell seeks a ruling that each of the statutes at issue only 
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applies prospectively. The ruling will properly define the scope of this dispute going forward, 
will save the parties' resources, and improve the efficiency of the resolution of this dispute. 
II. RELEVANT BACKGROUND FACTS AND STATUTORY HISTORY 
PID alleges in the Amended Complaint that an unidentified number of storm water 
outfalls unlawfully encroach on its irrigation rights-of-way and easements. Amended Complaint 
'122-30,40-43, 46, 50, 53. 
The Amended Complaint does not identify when those outfalls were allegedly installed. 
Instead, it seeks removal of "any discharge points of municipal storm water runoff owned, 
approved, or constructed by Defendant within any of PI D's irrigation delivery and drainage 
easements and rights-of-way[.]" Amended Complaint 1 55(a). 
The Idaho Legislature enacted Idaho Code § 42-1209 on March 23, 2004 and made it 
effective July 1,2004. 2004 Idaho Laws Ch. 179 (H.B. 634). 
The Idaho Legislature amended Idaho Code § 42-1102 in 2004 to incorporate the 
following language: 
Rights-of-way provided by this section are essential for the 
operations of the ditches, canals and conduits. No person or entity 
shall cause or permit any encroachments onto the right-of-way, 
including public or private roads, utilities, fences, gates, pipelines, 
structures, or other construction or placement of objects, without 
the written permission of the owner of the right-of-way, in order to 
ensure that any such encroachments will not unreasonably or 
materially interfere with the use and enjoyment of the right-of-
way. Encroachments of any kind placed in such right-of-way 
without express written permission of the owner of the right-of-
way shall be removed at the expense of the person or entity 
causing or permitting such encroachment, upon the request of the 
owner of the right-of-way, in the event that any such 
encroachments unreasonably or materially interfere with the use 
and enjoyment of the right-of-way. 
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Id. The Legislature similarly made the above-quoted portion of Idaho Code § 42-1102 effective 
on July 1,2004. 2004 Idaho Laws Ch. 179 (H.B. 634). 
The legislature enacted Idaho Code § 42-1208 in 1981. As originally drafted, Idaho Code 
§ 42-1208 applied only to irrigation rights-of-way. In 2004, the Idaho Legislature amended that 
section to also make it applicable to easements. Idaho Code § 42-1208; 2004 Idaho Laws Ch. 
179 (H.B. 634). 
III. ARGUMENT 
A. Applicable Legal Standards 
This motion for partial summary judgment raises a question of law appropriate for 
resolution on summary judgment. Idaho R. Civ. P. 56(b)-(c); see also Perez-Olano v. Gonzalez, 
248 F.R.D. 248, 263 (C.D. Cal. 2008) ("Summary adjudication, like summary judgment, is 
appropriate where "the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.") (citing Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c»; 
Kilroy Industries v. United Pacific Ins. Co. 608 F.Supp. 847, 850 (C.D. Cal. 1985) ("Choice of 
law problems are also questions oflaw; thus, that issue is also ripe for summary adjudication."). 
The only fact material to this motion for partial summary judgment is the effective date 
of the statutes at issue. Caldwell anticipates no dispute of fact on that issue and, therefore, 
summary judgment is appropriate. 
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B. Idaho Code §§ 42-1102 and 1209 Apply Only to Outfalls Constructed After July 1, 
2004. 
PID seeks removal of all allegedly unlawful outfalls pursuant to Idaho Code § § 42-1102 
and 1209 notwithstanding the undisputed fact that the applicable language in those sections was 
not effective until July 1,2004. Summary judgment in Caldwell's favor is appropriate because 
neither Idaho Code § 42-1102 nor § 1209 are retroactive. Therefore PID cannot rely on those 
sections to demand removal of any encroachments that were constructed prior July 1, 2004, the 
effective date of the statutes. 
PID's proposed retroactive construction of Idaho Code §§ 42-1102 and 1209 is contrary 
to Idaho Code § 73-101, which provides that "[n]o part of these compiled laws is retroactive, 
unless expressly so declared." See also Woodland Furniture, LLC v. Larsen, 124 P .3d 1016, 
1022 (Idaho 2005) (holding that "[t]he law is well settled that, unless a contrary intention is 
clearly indicated, a new statute will not be given retrospective effect") (citing Unity Light & 
Power Co. v. City ofRurley, 445 P.2d 720, 725 (Idaho 1968)); Ex reI. Wasden v. Daicel Chern. 
Indus, Ltd., 106 P.3d 428,431 (Idaho 2005); JR. Simplot Co. v. Rosen, 167 P.3d 748, 759 n.4 
(Idaho 2006). Idaho Code §§ 42-1102 and 1209 contain no indication that the Legislature 
intended those sections to be applied retroactively. Therefore, those sections must be applied 
prospectively. 
The fact that the Legislature made Idaho Code § 42-1209 and the applicable language of 
Idaho Code § 42-1102 effective on July 1,2004 demonstrates the Legislature's intent that the 
statutes be applied prospectively. See Woodland Furniture, LLC, 124 P.3d at 1022. In 
Woodland, the district court held that by designating an effective date of July 1,2000 for the 
statute at issue, the Legislature "demonstrated its intent that it not be given a retrospective 
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effect." ld Similarly, the Legislature imposed an effective date of July 1, 2004 for Idaho Code 
§ 42-1209 and the portions of Idaho Code § 42-1102 on which PID relies. Therefore the 
Legislature "demonstrated its intent" that those sections not be applied retroactively. Woodland 
Furniture, LLC, 124 P.3d at 1022. 
The statement of purpose for Idaho Code §§ 42-1102 and 1209 further undermines any 
attempt by PID to argue that the Legislature intended a retroactive construction: 
It would also require subdividers to obtain written approval from 
the irrigation or drainage entity and owners of the underlying fee 
title of any alterations to irrigation or drainage easements or rights-
of-way and alterations of and encroachments upon those easements 
or rights-of-way, and to disclose to buyers of lots whether written 
permission has been obtained. Currently, some counties do require 
such approval. Others do not consistently obtain such approval. 
This law makes it uniform requiring all planning and zoning and 
other land use decisions to involve and obtain approval from the 
irrigation and drainage entities and owners of the underlying fee 
title. 
Sec. 179, 2004 Idaho Sess. Laws. Because the legislative history shows an intent to impose a 
new statewide requirement that did not previously exist in all counties, and because the purpose 
statement clearly implicates future decisions of zoning boards, Idaho Code § 42-1209 and the 
applicable language ofldaho Code § 42-1102 is prospective only. 
Accepting PID's proposed retroactive interpretation ofldaho Code §§ 42-1102 and 1209 
would diminish or destroy contractual or vested rights. This is contrary to accepted principles of 
statutory construction in Idaho. See City o/Garden City v. City of Boise, 660 P.2d 1355, 1358 
(Idaho 1983); see also Covey v. Hollydale Mobile Home Estates, 116 F.3d 830,835 (9th Cir. 
1997) ("Cases involving settled contract and property rights, for example, require predictability 
and stability and are generally inappropriate candidates for statutory retroactivity.") (citing 
Landgrafv. US! Film Prods., 511 U.S. 244, 270-72 (1994». 
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That the legislature stated in Idaho Code § 42-1102 that "[t]his section shall apply to 
ditches, canals, or other conduits existing on the effective date of this act, as well as to ditches, 
canals or other conduits constructed after such effective date" does not compel a different result. 
Instead, that section simply makes clear that encroachments made on or after July 1, 2004 to a 
ditch, canal or other conduit that existed on or before July 1, 2004 falls within the scope of the 
act. It does not provide a basis for PID to demand removal of encroachments that existed in 
those ditches, canals, or conduits prior to the July 1, 2004 effective date for the at-issue statutory 
language. 
To the extent the outfalls at issue in this case predate the July 1, 2004 effective date for 
Idaho Code §§ 42-1102 and 1209, they cannot be challenged as violative of those statutes. There 
is no dispute that any order from the Court that required the removal of those outfalls would 
diminish or destroy existing contractual or vested rights to discharge storm water through those 
outfalls. Therefore the proposed construction urged by PID to Idaho Code §§ 42-110~ and 1209 
should be rejected and the statute should be interpreted to apply prospectively only. 
C. Idaho Code § 42-1208 Applies to Rig~ts-of-Way Constructed After 1981 and 
Easements Constructed After July 1, 2004. 
The Idaho Legislature enacted Idaho Code § 42-1208 in 1981. As enacted, that section 
applied to irrigation rights-of-way, but did not apply to easements. The Idaho Legislature 
amended Idaho Code § 42-1208 in 2004 to make that section applicable to easements and rights-
of-way. Like Idaho Code §§ 42-1102 and 1209, the Idaho Legislature did not make Idaho Code 
§ 42-1208 retroactive. Instead, under the Idaho legal authorities and rules of statutory 
construction referenced above, that section applies prospectively only. There is, for example, no 
indication that the Legislature intended Idaho Code § 42-1208 to apply retroactively. For that 
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reason, Idaho Code § 42-1208 only applies to encroachments constructed on irrigation rights-of-
way after 1981. And given that the Idaho Legislature did not make the statute applicable to 
easements until 2004, Idaho Code § 42-1208 only applies to encroachments on PID's easements 
that were constructed on or after July 1,2004. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the City respectfully requests that the Court grant summary 
judgment in its favor ruling that Idaho Code §§ 42-1102, 1208, and 1209 apply prospectively 
only, as described herein. 
DATED this "l3 day of December, 2008. 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
ph, for the firm 
fendant City of Caldwell 
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